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Selling pet food? Talk to her now with Radio, while she's
dishing out the product ... or in her car on the way to buy
it. Spot Radio will sell your brand at the point -of-use. Put
Spot Radio to work for you on these outstanding stations.
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Richard Elliotts, "typical WXLW family," give in to new car fever!

... PUTS

YOU ON THE HIGHROAD TO INCREASED SALES RESULTS BY DELIVERING

YOUR SALES MESSAGES TO AN ADULT LISTENING AUDIENCE RESPONSIBLE FOR

28.1% OF THE TOTAL RETAIL SALES IN THE STATE. ** This is our audience and one
third of a booming market place. Creative research in person interviews* also reveal that the typical WXLW family enjoys an annual vacation away from home ... and collectively controls 28.9%
of the Total Automotive Dollars spent in the State of Indiana.**
Put yourself in the driver's seat for greater sales results in an expanding market place ... buy
WXLW in Indianapolis. (**U. S. CENSUS REPORT, 1960)

5000 Watts

950 Kilocycles

Indianapolis, Indiana
'Ask your Robert East man for "the
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Valin(Mlss Michigan
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shows, odds
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IF I WERE NAB'S KEYNOTE SPEAKER
I Six leading executives in
the broadcast and advertising fields write for s1'ONMoR what they would say
if they could address the NAB convention in Chicago this week:

CENTRAL
ILLINOIS

I.

Alfred L. Plant. vice president -advertising Block Drug.

`3.

John \V. Burgard, chairman, ANA Broadcast Committee: vice

president. adt ertising. Brown k Williamson Tobacco.
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Leonard II. Goldenson. president, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
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We don't want to bra g, but
we've just become Kansas City's leading
television station ...we're now first on overall share of
audience and TV homes reached from 9am to midnight Monday through
Sunday and we did
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The local

store
knows the
score!
These prominent Washington

advertisers have been with us

8 YEARS
THE HECHT CO.
DRUG FAIR

WASHINGTON EVENING STAR
EMBASSY DAIRY
LUSTINE CHEVROLET
HOT SHOPPES

WW D

RADIO

WASHINGTON, D. C.
represented nationally
by John Blair & Co.

**Blueprint for a
federated NAB

publisher's view of
significant happenings
broadcast advertising
A

in

Nearly fourteen years ago. in its issue of 6 June 1949, sroxsoi(
issued its call for a federated NAB. This teas accompanied by
an organization chart showing an A,\l Association, F\I Association, and TV Association, each Avith its own president and
board, linking With a top federated president.

Today we'd do it differently. Instead of three associations
we'd recommend two-radio and tv. We'd have new jobs for
each not dreamt of in 1949.
But our basic recommendation 1%'ould be the same. We believe even more firmly (and vigorously) in a federated NAB in
1963 then we did in 1949.
'l'he years since we first talked federation are tragic with duplicated effort. waste, confusion, and lethargy within the industry. .Much of this would have been avoided by strong, separate,
autonomous tv and radio organizations under one big NAB
tent. Every time we looked around the industry was spawning a
new splinter organization. Without strong and separate tv and
radio units the tendency at NAB was to hatch the baby splinter
and sit on it until it was strong enough to leave the nest. But to
shelter it permanently under its wing (as the ANPA successfully
does with its Bureau of Advertising) -perish the thought.
A federated NAB, with each of its two competitive elements
out to show the world, would have made projects of some of the
splinters, discarded others. They would have operated on enthusiasm, fight, and a proper share of the overall NAB budget.
Led by practical broadcasters, they would (lo the things that
have to be done for their respective media.
Yet those matters common to both would fall to the Federation president. his staff. and to the combined boards.
The industry needed a federated NAB in 1949. That goes
double today. Why does it wait?
Last month SPONSOR surveyed several hundred NAB station
members on the subject of a federated NAB. They favored it
three -to -one.
As we see it. federation has everything in its favor. Imagine
the vitality. initiative. and followthrough of separate tv and
radio associations. bound together when necessary, but otherwise fiercely fighting to improve their own destinies.
And you'll save money besides!

BLAIR
GROUP
PLAN
MEMBER
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TOLEDO
*
*
*

40th nationally in food sales
4I st nationally in effective buying income

44th nationally in TV homes delivered
Source:

WSPD
Television

Sales Management's 1963 Survey of Television %1arkets

Toledo looks to WSPD -TV to be informed and entertained. When
you come right dawn to basics, isn't that what a television station
is

for?

Mirrors the Face of Toledo

13

Represented by STORER TELEVISION SALES, INC.
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Terrific TV Market
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Among the harbingers of Spring in New York is the sight of grim -faced
network executives, armed with pilot films and attache cases, on the hunt
for Fall sponsors. But not at N BC. The early hunting has never been better,
and the network was substantially sold, well before the vernal equinox.
The reason for this unprecedented sales success can be summed up in
one word. Showmenship. For example: Showman Bob Hope takes a
new direction as star and host in a xreekly series of one -hour dramatic,
variety and comedy shows. And the program is SRO for 52 weeks, in one
of the biggest sponsorship deals ever. Chrysler has Hope -and a red hot
show for the Fall. Showman Richard Boone is creator, star, host and
continuing player in a one -hour dramatic series featuring television's only
repertory company. Boone is a boon to advertisers, and
Reynolds Metals has him- another bonanza prospect for the
coming season. And so it goes. Thanks to showmenship
-and salesmanship- Spring has come in merrily at NBC.
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Only single medium assuring full sales

MULTI -CITY TV MARKET

power in the entire region

Olt

/MESA

EQOEISIVIC

o,,., .,,.
IOt1SVIEEE

IUCIS

READING
SISNON

...

a

multi city

market including the metropolitan areas of
Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, and manyother
communities. And, area -wide, the Channel 8
viewing audience is unequaled by all other
stations combined. This is full sales power.
Use it to build sales and increase profits.

HARRISBURG

LANCASTER

SNO.IN+uIG
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Representative: The
10

INCA LTV

Channel
8
Lancaster, Pa.
STE I N MAN STATION

MEEKER Company, Inc. New York

Chicago

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Los Angeles

San Francisco
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Broadcasters gather in Chicago
Chicago: National Ass()
ciatioli of Broadcasters

annual convention opens
today at the Conrad 1f ilton %with NAB president
LeRoy Collins slated to
deliver the keynote address at slauagement

Conference luncheon.
Special message from
President Kennedy and presentation of NAB
Distinguished Service Award to Bob Iiope
precedes keynote remarks. FCC chairman
\iinow, whose "vast wasteland" speech rocked
broadcasters two years ago at the NAB session,
is featured speaker at tomorrow's management
luncheon, with Goy. George Rowney of Michigan headline speaker \Wednesday (for full
schedule, We page 63) .
Collins

TFE -'63: Filar exhibitors, concurrent with the

NAB convention, launch their own special
show at the neighboring Pick- Congress Hotel.
Under the banner "Television Filar Exhibit 1963," the 18 exhibitors are staging one of the
the most extensive displays of syndicated film
ever shown. In addition, network syndication
arms and others have their own display's at the
NAB convention itself. The idea for a centralized exhibit was conceived last year following a disagreement kith the NAB on their
role at the convention.
Pre- convention: Preceding the convention on
Saturday :mol Sunday were special meetings
and gatherings of a number of groups, including fin broadcasters, ABC Radio and TV affiliates, BM', )laxinuun Service Telecasters.
QXR Network, Daytime Broadcasters, CBS
TV affiliates, NAB Radio Code Review Board,
Clear Channel broadcasters, uhf broadcasters
and NBC Radio and TV affiliates. At its session, ABC Radio announced new show Flair
Reports, extension of and replacement for
Flair concept, to go on air in July. Show consists of six 3iV, minute live featurettes on news
weekdays. and three cacti Saturday and Sunday. ABC Radio president Robert Pauley told

SPONSOR/1 APRIL

1963

affiliates "r.ulio's second growth will so far
outstrip its baby years, it will exceed your
fondest dream." Not ing growth in business in
in first quarter) , Pauley em1963 (up
phasized radio's "unIhnited potential." l'auley
also praised Sindlinger ratings. now used by
ABC Radio in place of Nielsen. "Other radio
networks continue to undersell radio, based
on antiquated measurements. It doesn't matter
to us any more: yt'e'ye crossed the bridge from
a barren desert to a fertile land which holds
unlimited potent ial."

The 1963 -64 ABC TV
schedule is the "boldest, most direct challenge
for leadership ever made in our medium,"
Thomas V. Moore, ABC TV head, reported
to network's affiliates. Fresh product, "far removed from carbon -copy programing," will
bring about "our biggest advance," Nfoore
said. ABC news chief James fagerty said network's news budget was now more than four
times what it was two years ago, predicting
progress "with your help."
ABC TV schedule:

1

"Keynoters ": ln a special convention issue, six
top executives take the )osition for sroxsoR:
"If I were N. B's keynote speaker...." Block
Drug's A. L. Plant urges the NAB to snake its
Code Board an advisory
board to help, not restrict responsible advertisers. B& \1 "s John Bur gard calls on broadcasters to do something
about clutter. K &E's Bill
Lewis notes tv's improved image. which he
Plant
attributed to public service shows. AB -PT's Leonard Goldenson stresses
showmanship. \k'DS1J's
A. Louis Read asks for
a new definition of public service, :nul \WGN's

Ward Quaal predicts the
end of black and white
t% within a decade.

Burgard

11

Top of the news
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'SPONSOR-WEER' in(continued)
Nielsen on the Harris hot seat
A. C. Nielsen was on the hot seat as the fourth week of the Oren Harris House

subcommittee ratings probe moved onward. Charges of "selling confusion" and
"false advertising" were leveled at Nielsen by the subcommittee while working
its way through explanations of samples and research methods. Much of the
criticism was directed at practices already changed as a result of an FTC consent decree in January. Singled out was one instance in which only 60% of
205 Louisville homes were actually tabulated in one survey.
Goodwill stations report 30% gain
Revenues for The Goodwill Stations reached a record $7,919,009 for 1962,
30% gain over '61, according to the annual report to stockholders by chairman John F. Patt and president Worth Kramer. Profit was $673,118, a little
over double the '61 figure, and per share earnings were $1 vs. 49 cents. Goodwill stations are WJR; Detroit; WJRT, Flint, and WSAZ and WSAZ-TV,
Huntington -Charleston.
a

Computer essentially a zombie, Bunker tells IRTS

The computer is essentially a zombie because it can only do certain highly
defined tasks, Edmund C. Bunker, RAB president said last week in an address
to the New York IRTS. "The computer doesn't evalute the facts, or improve
them, or fumigate them, or dehydrate them. It doesn't even know if they are
facts," he said. (page 100) .

Snyder to head new tv company

Kenneth C. T. Snyder has announced two major business undertakings upon
his resignation from Needham, Louis & Brorby as senior vice president. effective today. First, he assumes presidency and executive producer reins of The
Funny Co., Hollywood, a corporation he and others have formed for the production of two hundred sixty five -minute color films. Mattel toys has licensed
the use of the story characters of the children's tv series of the same name,
scheduled to start in major markets this fall, through agency Carson/Roberts.
Secondly, Snyder and Charles B. Koren, former vice president of MCA, have
formed a partnership, Snyder -Koren Productions, Hollywood. Snyder -Koren
will be active in tv/radio commercial and programing consultancy, with emphasis on a new concept called "target programing," which they define as the
creation of programs keyed to specific product groupings and developed against
pre -determined marketing goals lor the product categories.
SPONSOR -WEEK continues on page
12
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What kind

of cop
wears this
kind

of uniform...
I
J

And
uses
f.

this kind

of
equipment?

:A new one hour s) ndicated show about a new kind
of cop opens a new kind of audience. THE NEW
BREED, starring Leslie Nielsen, is a completely
different approach in a detective series: the inside
story of a special elite police corps, armed with
brains as well as brawn. Guest stars like Eddie
Albert. Keenan Wynn, Tina Louise, Vic Mor-

row. Wendell Corey and the sure touch of

Quinn Martin (Executive Producer of this as well as of
"THE UNTOUCHABLES") made THE NEW BREED a
real network power: Kansas City. 42 per cent share *;
Miami, 37 per cent share *; Philadelphia, 39 per cent share *:
Seattle, 47 per cent share*. THE NEW BREED is the show
that cuts across your competition with a new. compelling.
high quality twist. 36 hours now available to increase your
ratings and sales in your market. ABC FILMS, INC
1501
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(continued)

FCC proposal would adopt NAB Code for

all

FCC clroppc(1 a blockbuster on broadcasters, just prior to the NAB convention, with decision to "institute a proceeding in which various proposals to
put a ceiling on the amount of time that can be devoted to commercial advertising." One thought ventured by the FCC: adopt the NAB Code limitations for all. Few months ago, FCC turned down similar proposal four to
three. But new commissioner Kenneth Cox may have made the difference this
time. Though it referred to the NAB Code, FCC added it wants comment on
"widest range of alternatives." Less than third of radio stations, some two thirds of tv stations go by the Code, but FCC action would extend limitation
to all.

Wander names FC &B and Ludgin

Wander named Foote, Cone

Belding for Ovaltine and Earle Ludgin for
Sugus candy. Both formerly were at Tatham- Laird. Ovaltine last year billed
$962,300 in gross spot tv (TvB- Rorabaugh) and $836,563 gross time in net work (TvB /LNA -BAR) Sugus, in test marketing, 1962 had spot tv billings
of $37,620.
.

Fred Silverman named CBS TV director of daytime programs

Fred Silverman has been appointed director of daytime programs, CBS TV,
effective today (1 April) . Silverman lias been with \VPIX, New York, as supervisor of live programing and general program assistant to the executive
vice president. Silverman reports to newly named vice president -programs,
Michael H. Dann, who replaced Hubbell Robinson.

Advertiser bonus provided by WNBC
An electric billboard 75 feet high and 100 feet wide is currently flashing the call
letters, messages, and products advertised on WNBC (AM- FM -TV) New York,
in 10,000 lights and one mile of neon tubing over -looking Times Square. The
huge sign is being used to promote the programs and activities of the outlets and
to billboard products advertised. Community service messages, such as the inaugural one for the New York Cancer Committee, also flash across the sign.

SPONSOR -WEEK continues on page 58
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WWLP- & -WRLP
SPRINGFIELD

MASS.

GREENFIELD

(Television in Western New England)
by William L. Putnam

1
funny thing happened to me when I gut to the
studio the other night.
\ lot of nice people .hoard up and said a lot of nice
things about .cation \\111.P. Mainly they said nice things
because it was our 'tenth .1nnivtrsary party and we were
supplying the ingredients which lead to nice things being

said.

However, some of the nice people didn't really lase to
ingredients to say nice things about us. As a
mutter of fact. they didn't really have to say nice things
about us at all. Three of these fellows are shown in the
picture in this column with our genial genius ,liar Ferguson
who sells things for WWII'.
These people really didn't have to say nice things about
us because they help us pay the hills. As a matter of fact.
they have been helping u- pay the hills for ten years. They
have been sponsoring programs on station WWLP for every
one of its ten years. There were a great many other ten -year
veteran sponsors at \C \VLP's 10th Anniversary Party, but
most of then) were partaking of the ingredients that made
them say nice things about us. Real nice people; we love

Some other II ice people were there also. 1 real nice fellow
from Boston. naine of Peabody, Endicott i'eabndy, but every-

one called him Chub. Ile is the new Coyernor of

hem.

la- -a-

chuse ts, and it was quite an honor to have the state's num-

ber one citizen drop in and say nice things about station
WW1.1'.

hase the

t

1

There were some other nice people there from Springfield.

of fellow= with names like Ryan and Boland.
think they were celebrating something that was happening
the next day. March 17, and were getting an early start.
Someone introduced them a- \layer Charles Ryan and ConMass. A couple
1

gressman Ed. Boland and both of them allowed as how it
one of the hest stations in the country in

was nice to has

Springfield.

1

thought that was real nice.

Our 131g Brother in New York, NBC, also sent a couple
of nice fellows up and they were funny as well. :1 nice
fellow by the name of Frank Blair, who gets up early every

it;

another nice fellow named Paul Ritten.
house, who doesn't get up early every morning and likes it.

morning and likes
and

a

very funny nice fellow named Harry B,

told some funny stories which
said

"NBC does

tute

I

'.ter

%vie

can't remember hut svio also

like \\'\\LI'" which I can remember.

Couple of the nicest people

I

know were also there. My

mother and Father. and with then) some of the nicest people
l have ever liad the pleasure of working with, my- staff at

It was kind of

a

nice 10th .Anniversary- party all the way

around.
Left to right, William

L. Putnam, President and General
Manager of WWLP TV; Howard Codwell, President of
Western Massachusetts Electric Company; Samuel Boyd,
President of Baily Wagner in Springfield and President of
NARDA; Robert Samble, President of Belmont Laundry;
and James Ferguson, National Sales Manager of WWLP -TV,

Represented nationally by HOLLINGBERY

FACTS PROVE

DATA DIGEST

CONCI IIS/i'EIY!
Americans growing younger
"The American people in the 1950s reversed a one -way
historical trend -by growing younger. The first median
age of the population, 16.7 years, was registered in the 1820
Census. As the birth rate gradually dropped and as health
services improved, the nation's median age increased with
each subsequent census, reaching 30.2 years in 1950. In
the last decade, however, the continuing postwar baby
boom has, for the first time, caused the median age to fall,

IS HOUSTON'S

No.1 ADULT
AUDIENCE

BUY!

to 29.5.

Here are the latest FACTS and
FIGURES on cost per thousand
ADULTS delivered by Houston Radio
Stations. K -NUZ again is conclusively
Houston's No. 1 BUY!
COST PER 1000

Mon.-Fri.
6-

9

ADULT AUDIENCE

STATION

A.M.

K -NUZ

Ind. "A"
Net. "A" ..
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"
K -NUZ
Ind. "A"
Net. "A"
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"
K -NUZ
..
Ind. "A" ..
Net. "A"
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"
K -NUZ
Ind. "A"
Net. "A"
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"
K-NUZ
Ind. "A"
Net. "A"
Ind. "B"
Ind. "C"

s .99
1.06
1.93
1.81
2 33

.

..

..

.

9-10A.M.

.

.

10A.M.-3P.M.

3 -

4

-

4

7

P.M.

P.M.

.

$1.12
2.04
2.14
2.26
2.66
$1.74
2.25
2.85
3.19
3.22
$1.71

2.95
2.87
3.46
3.00
$1.43
1.71
2.48
2.38
3.27

SOURCE:
Oct. -Nov., 1962 PULSE -Rates
in Jam, 1963 SRDS.

Published
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1

KATZ AGENCY
INC.
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"Median age varies with residence, sex, and, particularly,
color. The median for urban dwellers (30.4 years) , females
(30.3) , and whites (30.3 are higher than for rural people
(27.3) ; for males, whose life expectancy is lower (28.7)
and for non- white, who have both higher birth rates and
lower life expectancy (23.5)
"The age structure of a population is determined mostly
by the pattern of its birth and death rates. The relatively
high birth rate since World War II, for instance, has
enormously increased the population under 15 years of age.
"The age profile of the American people in 1960
will have profound economic, social, and demographic
effects on the nation for decades to come.
"The 1950 -60 increase in the people under 20 years of
age was well over the national rate.
"The earliest cohorts of baby boom babies are now entering marriage and parenthood themselves, and their sheer
numbers very likely will create a secondary boom, even if
the birth rate continues to inch downward.
"The influence of economic factors was reflected in the
low birth rates during the depression of the 1930s. Depression babies were moving into the ages 20 -29 throughout
the 1950s, and the proportion of the population in that
group declined significantly.
"The drop in the nation's median age was all the more
remarkable for the very large increase in the elderly population: those who arc 65 and over grew ntnnericallÿ from
12.3 million to 16.6 million, or double the national rate.
"The elderly are now about 9% of the nation's population, compared with 7(1 in 1940 and 8t;e) in 1950. Back
at the turn of the century only 4% of the population was
over 65. The proportion would have increased further
if' the simultaneous growth at the youngest ages had not
been so spectacular."
From Population Bulletin, Marcel 1963
Population Reference Bureau
,
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Another important plus...
;e.

WGN -TV's

Ed Sullivan

WGN -TV news cameraman and film editor -Ed Sullivan -was recently named `'Television Cameraman of the Year" by the Chicago Press Photographers Association.
Sullivan is one of 30 professional WGN newsmen who keep Chicago on top of
the news from morning to night. Just another reason why WGN -TV offers Chicagoland viewers the best local news coverage in Chicago
more expert local news
footage day-for -day than any other television station.
Another important plus for WGN -TV audiences and advertisers!

...

WGN IS CHICAGO
The most respected call letters in broadcasting
SPONSOR,
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WJAR -TV first again in this three station

market of over 1,600,000 TV homes. Latest

report (ARB Jan '63)

WJAR -TV first with

top programs; "Station B" with

17 of the 20

3;

-

"Station C" with none.

WJAR -TV total homes dominance con-

firmed. Delivery of well over 100,000 homes
per program.

WJAR -TV
HAS

7 IT 20
OU

TOP TWENTY
ARB JANUARY

1963

in

-

AVERAGE 1/2 HOUR
% MORE

% MORE

W1AR TV

THAN
STATION

THAN
STATION

TV)

187,100

195.6

364.3

THE MOVIES (W1AR TV)

183,400

96

530.2

178,900

112.2

375.8

4. DEATH VALLEY DAYS (W1AR TV)

171.900'

264.2

1,145.7

5. HAZEL (W1AR-TV)

149,100

B9.7

342.4

6. INTERNATIONAL SHOWTIME (W1AR TV)

148,600

95.9

1,909.5

7. CAR 54, WHERE ARE YOU' (MAR TV)

147,900

26.0

201.2

B. VIRGINIAN (MAR-TV)

146.300

409.8

118.7

9. SHANNON (W1AR TV)

142,100'

211.6

1,591.7

PROGRAM

(MAR

1.

BONANZA

2.

MON. NIGHT AT

3. DISNEY'S WORLD

DF

COLOR (WJAR TV)

8

136,300

14.0

248.6

11. OR. KILOARE (W1A6TV)

133.800

30.2

267.6

12. TUE. NIGHT AT THE MOVIES (WIARTV)

128.400

91.1

166.4

14. SAM BENEDICT (W1ARTV)

121,500

856

2346

15. DICK POWELL THEATRE (W1ARTV)

126.800

94.5

276.3

16. PRICE IS RIGHT (NIGHT) (W1AR TV)

124.200

2.7

540.2

117,800

66.4

217.5

107,300

14.1

345.2

10. SING ALONG WITH MITCH

TOP SHOWS

PROGRAMS

TOTAL HOMES

13. PERRY MASON (STATION

(W1AR TV)

B)

17. ALFREO HITCHCOCK (STATION B)
18. PERRY COMO SHOW (W1AR TV)

19. SAT. NIGHT

AT THE

MOVIES (MAR TV)

20. OEFENOERS (STATION B)

'Indicates Average '/Ì Hour

PROVIDENCE

WJAR - TV

NBC-

REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INCORPO
RATED OUTLET COMPANY STATIONS IN PROVIDENCE-WJAR -TV, FIRST
TELEVISION STATION IN RHODE ISLAND -WJAR RADIO IN ITS 41ST YEAR

Interpretation and commentary
on most significant tv /radio
and marketing news of the week
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First-clays feud is brewing between F. & M. Schaefer and the
Association over tv sports rights.

New

lurk

Racing_

Schaefer leer has sponsored pickups of racing events at Belmont and Aqueduct for several seasons now, often operating on a custom -made tv network of 40 or 50 stations during
season's peak.
Schaefer recently learned that the NYRA, prodded by special tv consultant Herb Swope.
was pulling back its tv rights, and was awarding them to NBC TV for a large -scale regional
hookup.
Schaefer may have the last word, however. When NBC carries the New York racing events,
starting 30 March, they'll be aired from an hour -delayed tape. Thus, Schaefer can announce,
as live hard news, the winners on Schaefer -sponsored racing from Bowie, Laurel and Pimlico,
which are fed to New York, and thus take much of the suspense out of NBC's sporting

sails.
CBS TV's "The Ed Sullivan Show," which has been something of a bastion of
single or dual sponsorship, will have multiple sponsors in the coming fall season.
Sponsorship limit has been set at four clients, however, with the Sullivan variety package
sold in alternate half -hours.
All availabilities have been sold. Two are clients returning from the current season (P.
Lorillard and Pillsbury) and two are newcomers (Whitehall and Lever Brothers).

Auto industry is booming, and you'll see Detroit sales prosperity reflected this
fall in heavy radio-tv auto billings.
Sales rate in the automotive field a fortnight ago was as high as it's been at any point
since the peak year of 1955. Pace setters are General Motors' Chevrolet, Ford's Ford, and
Chrysler Corporation's Plymouth and Dodge.
Auto commercials, incidentally, are among the fanciest on tv in terms of lavish pro.
duction values, settings and location work.

Print -oriented men's wear advertisers in New York City are not so print- oriented, now that the newspaper strike is ending.
Isidore S. Immerman of the Associated Men's Wear Retailers of New York says that the
strike "taught the men's wear advertiser how to use radio effectively for spot announcements
of spectaculars" and adds that he "wouldn't hesitate to say that retailers will continue with
radio advertising."
There has always been a degree of men's wear business in New York radio. from Bar
ney's, Bond Clothes and others. Now, specialty chains like Wallach's and John David
have had a taste of radio, too, and they apparently like it.
-

Networks and agencies aren't the only ones who spend king-sized broadcast research budgets these days.
Four Star Distribution Corp., which specializes in off-network syndication sale of Four
Star properties, recently spent, by its own admission, "more than $20,000" for a series of ARB
studies in 80 markets plus national Nielsen figures.

For the rating history of "The Rifleman" alone, Four Star spent about $3,000.
SPONSOR/
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Rising rating of NBC 'I'V's "Monday Night At The Movies" is spelling firmer

-and larger-prices

for participations.

When the show was first announced, NBC had to beat the sales bushes vigorously to find
customers at current pricing of $27,000 for a minute participation ($19,000 for a repeat).
Cost for 1963 -64 season participations in "MNATM" will be $35,000 ($24,000 for re-

peats,-a jump of $8,000 for the original showing and $5,000 for the repeats.
For the added money, sponsors will get (1) a fancy grade of post -1948 movies, and (2)
stations to nearly 180 stations.

a station lineup extended from the present 142

If MCA feels any pain at the government-prodded loss of its talent agency, it
isn't reflected in the MCA's earnings.
The latest financial report of MCA Inc. shows consolidated net earnings for 1962 of more
than $12.7 million. That's more than $4 million more than the gross earnings of the
talent- agency arm of MCA in its last big year. After preferred dividends, incidentally,
MCA stock paid $2.50 per share.
The figures include MCA's interest in the reported consolidated net earnings of Decca
Records for 1962.

Honors for cutest industry "April Fool" stunt go to Tv Guide, whose 30 March
issue contained a program listing to end all listings.
Whipped up by the alert Jay Ward outfit (whose "Bullwinkle" is often a masterpiece of

"in" whimsey), and set in the typefaces used for regular Tv Guide listings, the gag page contained such gems as:
VAST WASTELAND-Adventure. Fearless FCC Chairman (Wally Cox) vows
to rid tv of violence and bloodshed. When the producer of "The Untouchables"
fails to cooperate, the Chairman is forced to kill him.
HUM ALONG WITH MITCH-Special program for people who have a hard
time remembering the words.
VOICE OF GALLSTONE-Music. The Ballet Russe de Yonkers performs.
Donald Voorhees explains Leonard Bernstein. Jessica Dragonette sings the first
movement of "The Kutztown State Teachers Alma Mater."
LATE LATE SHOW: "Macbeth." A Scottish fighter, egged on by an ambitious
wife, makes the big time and wonders whether it was worth the effort. Macbeth:
Pinky Lee. Lady Macbeth: Toby Wing.

Executive -echelon salaries of top CBS brass are listed in the proxy statement sent in
advance of the annual stockholders meeting scheduled for 17 April in New York.
Item of interest: James T. Aubrey, Jr., president of CBS TV, last year was paid
$100,000 plus $60,000 of additional compensation. Messrs. William S. Paley and Frank Stanton are tied for high earners; each received $150,000 plus $138,750 additional, plus $11.250
deferred.
An image -building campaign for midwestern morticians? Yes indeed, according to Mutual Broadcasting System's April newsletter.
With considerable tongue-in- cheek, the newsletter reported: "If there ever was an area
for deathless prose, this is it. Getting a visual should be an art director's nightmare. And
we certainly wouldn't want to handle the jingles if any are planned."
20
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There's a running battle on between NBC TV and Westinghouse Broadcasting
Company over the ratings of NBC's late -eight "Tonight" show versus W13C's tapesyndicated "Steve Allen Show."
WBC recently claimed that the Allen show had passed the NBC series in AIM ratings
of nearly a dozen key markets, and was particularly hot in the cities where \VBC owns tv
stations. Nettled at the claim, NBC's research staffers compiled the following for NBC management:

IIO11ES AND ADULTS VIEWING STEVE ALLEN VS. TONIGHT
JANUARY 1963 ARD
STEVE ALLEN SHOW
Homes
Reached By

!lour
CITY

(00)

Baltimore

371
1,000
1.272
719

Boston

Chicago
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Des Moines
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Minn. -St. Paul
New York
Pittsburgh
Portland, Ore.
San Francisco
Seattle-Tacoma
St. Louis
Washington, D. C.

Gross Total
Tonight Advantage

126

348
173
351

500
1,165
413
1,365
1,336
139

327
285
518
358

10,766

Adults
Viewers Per

4

Hour
(00)

TONIGHT
Homes
Adults
Readied By Viewers Per
1/4 flour
1/4 flour
(00)
(00)

481
1,623
2,025
1.188
168
504
264
579
796
1.572
650
2.100
2.072
226

118
595
3,439
941
185
231

128

448

419
387
1.250
427

452
274
488
475
764
657
6,558
937
240
589
519
2,037
608

16.332

15,357

23,230

+42%

+65%

452
756

179

949
5,829
1,364
281

181

345
331
582

464
4,672
595
195

Breakthrough on overseas syndication front being sought by TV Program Export Assn. (SPONSOR- SCOPE, 25 March) has come sooner than expected by the
group's president, John G. McCarthy.
On 26 March, the Japanese cabinet voted -largely due to TvPEA prodding-to remove
the annual 83.3 million ceiling in Japan on imported telefilm shows, effective
after, import shows can seek their own price level.

1

April. There-

McCarthy predicted to us that within a year Japan will have doubled in dollar
value as a telefilm market, setting a new pace for the whole Far East as a consumer
of U. S. shows.
SPONSOR,'
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Closer links between American and European food firms are being forged,
which may ultimately be reflected in U. S. broadcast advertising campaigns.
Latest to join the parade is H. J. Heinz, which is currently negotiating to buy "a European manufacturer and marketer of processed foods." Which one. Heinz isn't saying, hut the
price %will be about $10 million, to be drawn from additional financing arranged by Heinz.
Acquisition of Star -Kist Foods (canned tuna, etc.) by Heinz is also in the works, and
will be a feature of a special stockholders meeting to be held 17 April.
Best Foods Division of Corn Products has been a pace- setter in European -American food
manufacturing deals, and has been marketing in the U. S. the Knorr line of dehydrated

soups with heavy tv support.

Brilliant future for BBDO has been predicted by its president, Charles Brower,
at a recent employee meeting.
Brower said that the agency was entering a period which would be the greatest in the
firm's history.
He also predicted that more ad agencies would spring up as the U. S. population continues to grow, and that the country's gross national product would climb to a trillion dol-

lars by the early 1970's.
ABC TV is in the process of changing advertising agencies.
The network has been using Doyle Dane Bernbach. However, DDB and ABC TV have
"mutually and amicably agreed" to terminate their client relationship.
Effective date: 30 April.

There's a drop -off of nearly one -third in number of fall shows on tv networks
produced by the assembly-line Hollywood giants like Screen Gems, Warner Brothers, Revue, Four Star.
This fall, there will be only two dozen shows from the telefilm majors. During the current season, there have been slightly more than three dozen.
The difference is being made up by (1) more network-produced shows, or

more shows from network -controlled production companies like ABC TV's Selmur
Productions, and (2) aggressive small independents.
Although fall business in new shows is off at Warners, 20th Century Fox and the other
movie firms active in telefilming, MGM is having a hot season. There are no less than six
MGM shows sold for fall.

Single-sponsor network deals are scarce, but they aren't dead by any means.
This fall, the following single- sponsor sales are set: Grindl (P &G) ; Bonanza (Chevrolet) ; Andy Williams (S &H) ; Hazel (Ford) ; Bob Hope (Chrysler) ; Harry's Girl's (Colgate) ;
Danny Thomas, Phil Silvers and Andy Griffith (General Foods), plus the du Pont, Bell, and
Kraft shows.

Speaking of single- sponsor shows, it looks as though Chrysler will be picking
up the fall season's largest program tab.
The "Bob Hope Show" signed by the automaker via Young & Rubicam is likely to cost
about $232,000 per program, not including time. The Hope package calls for a total of
48 shows, including a Christmas special.
Other expensive shows include the Judy Garland and Danny Kaye series on CBS TV
(5150,000 each) and Jerry Lewis on ABC TV (3190,000).
22
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lufliiential" that appeared

'555 /FIFTHI
that

the current issue of SPONSOR, 11
\lacli, page 22, the top item in
Sponsor -Scope talks about the su-

very

1

n

,,

permarkets' reaction to the return
of the newspapers in New York. As
you will note, the item goes on to
say the supermarket operators have
clone well during the strike, :nid
you wind up the bit by saying "supermarkets are understood to have
used little in the way of supplementary air -media advertising,"
Question: Does this mean to imply Bite supermarkets were using
considerable air -media advertising
before the strike, and, thus. for this
reason have pretty well found
newspapers dispensable? If this is
not what one can read into the
item, I'm assuming the item then
is of little consolation to air -media
sales people.
REGGIE

MARTIN,

president

vice

manager, WSPD, Toledo,

&

general

O.

Letters to
the Editor

the ( hairs have a
heavy year-round schedule,
primarily on radio, with sonic on
tt, and it is Out feeling that this has
done a great deal to keep their

SUPERMARKETS AND STRIKE ADVERTISING

mnanv of

business moving.
1VItilc they may not have used
very much snpplementary advertising, the point I wish to make is
that their basic approach to the
ttse of broadcast lias undoubtedly
kept them strong and healthy
throughout the entire year.
MARK

general

OLDS,

manager,

WINS,

I'm delighted in the iiiierest on the
pall of st'oxsoR in the activities of
Southern California advertising and
broadcasting. Those of us who are
a part of it know that that it is
rapidly becoming the most import :nit market iii America.
president, Southern Califor-

nia Broadcasters Assn.

-

BROKERS AND AIR MEDIA

Please send aft reprints of the article, "Food Brokers -Grass Roots

CALENDAR
Boy

Scouts of America benefit lunch -o-

ree for achertising, publishing. entertainment people, organized by
Benton & Bowles; tickets through
BSA and chairman \\'itliain Hesse,
president of B &B, and co-chairman
William H. Hylan, sr. v.p. sales,
CBS. and John Mitchell, v.p. sales,
Screen Gears. Waldorf \atoria, (31
American Women in Radio and Television, New York City chapter, "Projec-

tion 'G3" panel discussions. \IcCannEricksou conference room. N. Y. (6)
.

Assn. of National Advertisers West Coast

meeting. Santa Barbara Biltmore
Hotel. Santa Barbara, Calif. (3.5) .
Brand Names Foundation,

5th
district contention, Akron, O.. it I13): Mr list]iet contention, (:heiry
Plaza tot, I, l n uulo. Fla., (25.28) .
Advertising Federation of America,

APRIL

20th

anther

banquet. Imperial Ballroom.
Americana Hotel. Nets York. (II).
sary

MAY

Illinois Broadcasters Assn. spring cou rention. Springfield, Ili., (I -31.
Montana Broadcasters Assn., annual con -

tention, Bozeman, \lont.,

(S -1t1).
Advertising Federation of America 9th

district contention, Schiuuncl Indian
Ifills Inn. Omaha, Neb., (10, I1): 2nd
district cumentiun. Inn at Buck [tilla
Palls. l'a., (I0-I2).
A ^ademy

of Television Arts and Sciences,

Chicago chapter, Emme awards for
excellence.
I low'.
Pick- (:gagers.
Chicago. (13)
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters spring conern ion. i tench Lick shut.1ton. (I6,
.

171.

ment exhibit. The Trasmore, Atlan-

tional,

tic Cilt, N. J. (21.261.

l

1

Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, 93rd contention and equip-

will give you an idea nl how we

the "Broker's Corner," where
plan to use excerpts from the
st'oxsore article. \1'e will, naturally, give proper credit tu si'uxsok.
Ilse
we

BAILEY

W.

WFMY-TV,

HOBG003,

promotion

manager,

Greensboro, N.C.

PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMING WILL SELL

SOUTHERN CALIF. IS IMPORTANT MARKET

FOOD

I

New

York.

ROBERT M. LIGHT,

Regarding vonr comments about
the supermarket profit and loss picture during the strike
I think you should bear in mind

ut the

February issue of seoxsok.
11'c are also interested in using
excerpts from the :ut it le in our
monthly. publitatiou to retail gig
cers, druggists, buyers, wholesalers
suet other members of the font) anti
(Ittig trade in our area. au thinking partiuilaily in tenus of excerpts
is front the portion of the article headed "(:omUUuts Iroui
Brokers." Enclosed are setcral
copie, of " \icrc Ii:nnligest," trhieli
25

Sales and Marketing

Executives- Interna-

annual cunt ention, Philadelphia. 09-221.
.

11'e want to thank you, first, for
permission tu reprint the sec Lion
of gout article in the \tar( h II issue of seoxsoR which highlighted
"l7u( :1l l'oint." \ \'e have trade a
fairly- wide distribution of this reprint through both our local and
national sales organisations.
\ \'c woulcl also like to state that we
feel your treatment of the general
subject of public service programing was excellent.
JAMES E.

ALLEN,

general manager, WBZTV,

Boston.
UHF TELEVISION CORRECTION

Congratulations on a very fine article about uhf teletisi ni today.
\1'e were ter\ interested to react
the opinions of the station men
queried. Uhf television is of vital
interest to us as we represent solde
of the outstanding uhf stations in
the country,
There is one point we would like
to call to )our attention in the lis: ing of uhf stations in the article.
You list the network affiliation Of

\1'L\'II

"I \' Lan( aster- Lebanon-

and \1'Sli.\ I'V- fork - --as ABC.
Both of these station, are (.IN affiliates and with \1'FIP-T\" form the
Keystone Group. the only CBs sert
ice for Central Penns\ ft atria. \1'e
would appreciate a (orre(t ¡On rI
these two errors as it is a gust skgnificant point to us and the stations
involved.
Thanks vert much and keep the
fine. informative contents of si'm
-

:

sou Up to its present high le\els.
DONALD H.

RICHARDS,

manager of research,

Blair Television.
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If

you want to reach the people who buy time

-

you gotta go where they are.

You'll find more of them reading SPONSOR than
any other book in the broadcast industry.
They're not reading just for fun, either. They're much too
busy. They're reading for information. The kind of vital
information about the broadcast industry that can
be found in no other publication.
SPONSOR information is pinpointed exclusively to
their interests and needs . . . written by the

most capable and experienced staff in the field.

'

If

you want these

"buyers" to "buy" you, it makes

sense to buy

a schedule in SPONSOR. Because in
SPONSOR you'll get only those readers who can approve
the orders. The only kind we deliver is the kind
who can deliver for you.

And by almost every independent survey SPONSOR delivers
more of these decision-makers in a more business-like
frame of mind than any other book around.

SPONSOR
555 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17

MURRAY HILL 7-8080

If you lived in San Francisco...
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you 'd be sold on KRON-TV
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leading

executives
sound

off

on

this topic:

If
I

were NAB's

keynote

speaker...

If

I

were NAB's

keynote speaker I'd say:
'.11«í:e your Code Board an 'Advisory Board' of
experts to help, not restrict, the responsible

advertiser ... It is your responsibility to
system to insure that the advertiser

develop «
gets tell «t he pays for. There is no question
that the tools are available ..."

By Alfred L. Plant

fnrsident- ndrwrtisint;
/''irr
Mork Drug Cum puny

Abroadcast convention is unlike any other industry
gathering in my experience. There frequently
seems to be an air of defensiveness rather than of
achievement. As your keynote speaker I sense that
you are expecting me u) attack. rather than to praise.
After all, isn't the thing to do today to stand up and
pan the audience that you are invited to address?
Let's review, however, the purpose of your meetings. You are gathered not to pat yourselves on the
back and not necessarily to be slammed against the
wall. Rather, you are here to discuss problems that
are pressing your business and your industry and to
suggest areas of positive direction and solution.
Why am I here? Obviously, my interests and
thoughts concern television as an effective commercial medium. If you had invited a representative of
government or the public, you'd be wondering whether this time the target would be programing, license
renewals, violence, or another aspect of the broad
spectrum of commercial broadcasting.
it is precisely because your medium is so mass, so
much a part of all our lives, that everyone takes a
swing at you. It's flattering, really. Only when we
outsiders-your customers-stop worrying about what
you in broadcasting are doing, when we stop caring,
will you have an insurmountable problem. Today
your problems are still very much surmountable.
I care because the company that i'in part of has
grown significantly through advertising in your medium. I want the medium to remain effective for us.
And for other advertisers to grow and thus help our
economy to keep moving upward.
28

Because I care and because I want to help, I have
talked to a number of advertisers and agency men.
The common agreement with this entire group is that
the problems are in three areas:
(I) Content of commercials.
(2) Rates and availabilities.
(3) Your basis for selling.
As advertisers we are being told by a host of authorities what we CAN'T clo. We are told by the Federal Trade Conunission, the Federal Communications
Commission and others. And moves are afoot to saddle us with still more "cant's."
Your Code Board impletnents the "Cant's" and
"Don'ts" zealously, legalistically, and sometimes exclusiveh as censors. There are advertisers who already are discovering that they cannot present as
complete and dramatic and interesting a story in your
medium as they can in others.
This is ironic, of course. For it is precisely the dramatic dualities of television that have made your
medium so forceful for advertisers. I understand why,
by the saine token, these dramatic qualities also make
television advertising more liable than other media
to attack by the watchdogs. But in pleasing the nay sayers, you must not go over the line in restricting
these most valuable qualities.
i ivant to suggest. therefore, that the Code Authority of the NAB set as its primary objective the task of
telling us what we ran do and be prepared to show
us the most effective ways of accomplishing these ends.
Make your Code Board an "Advisory Board" of experts to help, not restrict, the responsible advertiser.
This may mean an entirely different kind of staff.
A staff with experience in writing and producing cornSPONSOR/1
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tnetcials rather than legal or censorship oriented peo
plc. :\ still %%hose opinion, ale respected and can he
depended upon to be consistent in their tceatinent of
all advertisers and in all (it-cuttstuues. Not that \y'e
want them to create or %%rite or produce our coucmeicials but we want their advice and help %%lice
there are problems.
In shoot, I'm asking you to stop gi\ing a%%:c\ tite
advertiser's birthright -the opportunity to use our
media \vith maxims m ellcctiycncss.
This oceans libcrali,ing your copy clearance pxrlicies as much as possible to help the a(ITCC tiler tell his
most effective story. It means reviewing all the restrictions you've imposed to see if they really serve in the
interest of all parties public, advertiser, and your self, the television station principals.
You're thinking: "It's easy for him to say, but we're
the people who have to come up for license renewal
every year. We're the ones who live with the complexity of rendering a public service on government
controlled channels, \while running a commercial business."
Knowing that, I still suggest: When you have a
reasonable position to tale, you have the responsibility to yourself and to your customers to look the
governmental agencies straight in the eye and argue
your position %with all the Courage and conviction at
your command.
Enough about advertising content. Now. let's look
at point number two -rate structures and the problems of availabilities. Are your rates as equitable as
they should be for large and small advertisers? Isn't
it time you restudied your discount structures?
As individual stations. apparently you can operate
profitably \with a "six plan" that offers at least a 25('',
discount and a "12 -plan" that frequently cuts spot
costs in half or more. if this is so. then maybe your
single spot costs should be cut drastically and discounts limited to Itic';.
If you are seriously thinking about your business
five years and ten years from now, it is certainly important to encourage the smaller advertisers. both at
the local and at the network level. Otherwise, where
will you get the 1973 "Alberto- Culver-s" or even
"Block Drug Companies "?
Isn't it true that a few large multi -brand advertisers
control most of the highly desirable local spots? They
can do this because if one product drops a spot schedule then another product of the same company picks
it up' Also. one In one they weed out the weaker
spots and hold only the blockbusters. The result is
that the better spots seldom become available to the
new advertiser or the advertiser who cannot afford or
hold a fifty-two week schedule. This isn't an insurmountable problem if you really want to solve it.
You might consider a method that would enable
you to encourage these other advertisers. For instance,
a s%stem of setting aside a certain number of prime
spots for rotation among tunny advertisers could be a
solution.
(Please turn to page 5(1)
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keynote speaker I'd say:

"It is difficult to understand why
broadcasters who are members of
tni,tl t'ire lip service to the NAR
eau coustautly violate the
NAR Code tuid still display the
AB Seal of Good Practice"

By John W. Burgard

chitin., ANA Broadcast Comm., V.P.
adv., Brown Z Williamson Tobacco

oday, in my opinion, television is the most effective
medium available to the advertiser of a mass consumer item. How long will this situation continue?
The margin of superiority is rapidly diminishing and
if the present trend continues it may disappear completely.
Why is this happening? There would seem to be
three obvious reasons. First, costs continue to rise at
a rapid rate without a corresponding increase in the
number of television viewers. Since this is an obvious
fact, 1 shall not belabor it, even though a glance at the
financial statements of those broadcasters who publish
a financial statement would indicate that a vhf television license in a metropolitan market bears a marked
resemblance to the proverbial "license to steal." The
broadcasters, however, are in business to make money
and so long as they are in a sellers' market we can only
hope that good business judgment will prevail in the
setting of rates.
The second reason would be the constant curtailment of product protection afforded the national advertiser by the network. A number of companies.
including my own, have spent a good deal of money
and time in an effort to determine the negative eflect
of the networks' scheduling commercials for competing
brands within a constantly decreasing period of tinte.
The results have always been the same -tile effectiveness of the selling message is appreciably lowered when
there is not adequate product separation.
The third point is the most difficult to understand.
The broadcasters are rapidly diminishing the effective-

T
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what they have to sell with no offsetting gain
in profits or flexibility of scheduling by the constantly
increasing encroachment of non- entertainment eleHess of

ments into entertainment time.
There are a number of studies, conducted by different people with different methodology, which would
indicate that a commercial message surrounded by
other commercials or other elements. such as promos,
credits, etc., is between 25 and 50% less effective in
its selling power than the same commercial contiguous
to entertainment content. Yet we find in many instances that the networks will devote more time to
such extraneous material than they do to the commercials for which the advertiser pays an average rate
of over 5.10,000 a minute. This practice is also harmful to the individual broadcaster %vho is interested in
selling spots, since the spot he sells in the station break
is now no longer in a break between portions of enter tainment but is somewhere in the middle of a six to
ten -minute clutter of non- entertainment elements. A
psychologist looking at this situation and seeing the
broadcast industry debase the value of the product it
has to sell, while at the sane time increasing the cost
of this product. could only conclude that the broadcasters as a group are imbued with the "death wish"
and want to go out of business.
That the advertisers ate taking a very serious view
of this vitiation of commercial effectiveness as a result
of clutter was indicated by the program content at the
ANA Television Workshop held earlier this month.
Time and again various speakers made the point that
reach and frequency and cost -per -1,000 were no longer
sufficient to determine the value of television advertisSPONSOR/1
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iug. In Tact, these tauter standard measurements ate
now just the beginning as more and more companies
are doing research to detctnine the real salles cllcctic
ness of their television advertising.
\fy own company Iras just recently cancelled its
participation in a well known television show that
enjoys a good rating and a rust-per- I,0(M) appreciably
lower than a number of the shows Nec are continuing
to use. In this particular show, ho%%ecer, four out of
the six positions tÇerc not contiguous to entertainment
time and the commercial cllcctkeness was Iurthet reduced by triple billboards, both at the opening of the
show and after the middle break. As a result of research which cas conducted, it Was (ICI crinkled that.
of all our programs, this show was by far the least
efficient in terms of sales ellectivenes.,.
It is difficult to understand why broadcastcts who are
members Of and give lip service to the NAB can urrstal% siolatc the NAIS Code and still displas the
NAP, Seal of Good Practice. ln Section I -I. paragraph
I. of the Code it states:
"Commercial material for both individual sponsored and participation programs within an% 30minute period of prints time mai not exceed four
minutes. Mus total station break turne in the aggregate
c

of 70 seconds.

"Commetciai indict

nt

piffle

tune includes bill

boards, public scr%ice announcements, promotional an-

uuornceIents lot whet }nogr:rns, as troll as (.urnuercial copy."
Man) shows do not conlurm to this rather liberal
IC(tirement. %%lieu other non -en teltainncnt material,
such as bumpers, overly -long titling, producer credits
:und other credits, is added it is found that non-entertainment tinte %i11 frequently run six to eight minutes.
Paragraph of the same section of the N V; Code
states:

"In

pt into time a station break shall consist of not
than two announcements. plus non- comutrlci;t1
copy such as station identification or public service
announcements.In rather extensive monitoring over hours of programing and prince time, we haie not found a single
station that did not frequently carry at least a promo,
two commercials, and station identification at the
break. By the definition; quoted above this k a flagrant violation of the NAB Code.
It would seen to me that the NAB k in a position
to become "a knight in shining ai mor" to the viewing
public, a friend indeed to the advertiser, and the savior
of the broadcast business by making the \AP, Seal of
Approval meaningful. if this were done, I could easily
foresee the clay when the advertiser's first question
tchen considering the use of a show or a station would
be-"Does it carre the NAB Seal ?"
Inc re
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If

I

were NAB's

Keynote speaker I'd say:
"There will always be some children
who will throw pebbles at the most magnificent
cathedral. With the enormity of television
growth, scope, fascination for the multitudes,
it is natural the medium provides a testing target
for those who speak, write,
legislate and intestigate."

By

William B. Lewis

chum. of bd., and dir. of creative
services Kenyon & Eckhardt

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to welcome
delegates and their guests, and your list of distinguished speakers, to the NAB Convention.
This is an unusual year; for one thing, you find
a slight change in the conversation today. Mortimer
Caplin will be as widely discussed as Newton \iinow
has been in the past.
As you prepare for your business meetings this
week, you will be observing, probably without your
knowledge, an anniversary which may be have escaped
your attention. This is the 15th anniversary of measurable television.
Prior to 1948, 15 years ago, television belonged to
the engineers and gadgeteers, and if you owned a set
at the time, you were inclined to think it belonged
to the neighbors.
Then in the year 1948, television became a subject
of study for the computers, and the mid- century revolution in communications and entertainment was officially under way. It has been a rough decade and a
half, an interesting one, and if we chose to accurately'
reveal our thoughts, we would admit it has been an
enjoyable time in our lives. For we in the broadcast
industry have stood as men accused and men admired
at the same time.
All has not really been bad. The worst they have
said about us is that we keep plowing the sanie furrow.
Our critics may have chosen different and other words,
but whatever way they phrased it, it amounted to the
same accusation.
But as one who spent most of his boyhood in the
32

State of \iissouri, I can tell you what when the corn
grows tall, plow the saine furrow again next year. It is
essential to profit, essential to staying ahead of the
sheriff.
I recall that in 1948, a pivotal year in television and
communications, and likewise an election year, a delegation of actors visited Washington in justifiable bewildernient. The problem: television, even in its infancy, flung deepening shadows ahead for those who
earned substantial incomes in the field of entertainment.
The imaginative and adventurous executives of Hollywood, the actors pointed out, were willing to under write the heavy risk required to supply employment to
film actors and actresses and allied groups.
But how about the makers and sellers of soaps,
cereals, automobiles-would they pay the bill for television? And how promising is the career of an actor
if his welfare must depend upon television's future
advertisers?
At that time, the motion picture industry had just
finished counting the income from its all-time high
income year (1946) when box office receipts were
$1,799,400,000 and 98 million people went to movies
every week. At that time, the industry lived in fear
that television would simply become just big enough
to skim profits from motion pictures: in fact, to damage movies and at the same time not become a major
industry of its own.
How well has broadcasting clone since then? l..ast
year, as most of you know, the income of television
alone was $1,744,800,000, plus another $709,000,000 in
radio, plus the income of other substantial industries
SPONSOR/1 APRIL 1963

iusc,lsed in the making of «tunnel( ials Ior television.
It is likewise intctc,ting to note that dui i11g the sauuc
15 scars, radio billings lose from S561,(1011,(1111 iu 1918
to x 09,111111,1)110 ill 1962. Ilowevet, we are all aware
that during that pct io(I radio's actual share ol the adscrtising dollar lias decreased.
Thus MT have the answer to how willing and /ot
capable advertising has been to pa) the bill for .t

tluiying iltlusu-y.
Now that the iudustrs has out-exploded the ex
ploding population, we have evidence that we have
reached the saturation point in number of homes
owning receivers.
Manv iut our audience, our educational ssstcros. and
our bureaucracies at least pretend to be disturbed over
the tspe of programs produced by the (heart factories.
\1'e have an answer for this if we elect to use it.
If programs lack sophistication, svIty do people continue to view theist in such large numbers, and srhy
has there been no measurable decline in the amount
of time spent viewing?
The elementary lesson, of history tend to point to
the answer. \\'hen there is bigness and innovation, the
critics gather, and litany ol theist are articulate. '!'here
Aril! alsrass be some children who swill throw pebble,
at the most magnificent cathedral. With the enormit%
of television's growth, scope. and fascination for the
multitudes. it is natural that the medium provides a
testing target for those who speak, write, legislate, and

However, Ilu1e is 100111 lot tupirncutettt u1 the
local level. I am :male that titan) stations, including 1 \'I. \ \ "'I \' and the \\es(iughousc stations, (lase
built documental) units for neannent 01 local (duca
tiottal and iulotualioual set e. but litany have nut.
\1'Itilc not all stations swing budgets capable 01
building documental y units, local programs of the
Meet tic Press Rime and roundtable discussions ate
ssitliu the financial teach of all stations.
Radios As'illiugncss t0 set se seeins to be on the in
crease on almost all stations
have Ihea(1.
\\'Iile we ac knowledge and accept a icspousibilit),
up t0 a degiec, for p escutation of infoutuatic>nal and
cultural polo ants to the public, Are cauu>t lose sight
Of out lar greater and lar nuore \ ital respons;bilits.
This is a responsibility which %se should have no
hesitancy or timidity in admitting to be our ntintbyr
Otte objective: increased sales of the products we
advertise.
a time a few years back when many economists
were gloomy about the futtoe of our gross national
product, jack \':n l'olkenbuig made a speech of a
more positive nature. 'Television was still in its early
[lays, but he pointed out that its dynamic ability to
create a market and demand for goods and services
Avas so great that the medium virtually assured us of
(Picas(' turn to page 51)
1

investigate.
In lit) opinion, we have passed the peak of the
stone -throwing, barring accidents. The time has not
come to relax. however, and we should apply the lession we have learned from the \\'estctts: never sit with
your back to the door.
We have demonstrated that we can withstand almost any and all assaults.and if we are to be scriousl\
hurt in the future, it is likely to be Are who %rill hurt
ourselves. through inertia or over -confidence.
If broadcasting k the nation's most powerful and
glamorous medium. broadcasting should begin telling
people the story of broadcasting, a campaign I have
been suggesting for years. You cannot expect competitive media or the phrase- making politicians to do
it for you.
If broadcasting claims to blow the shiniest horn
for its advertisers, broadcasting must relax its timidity
and blow the same shins' horn in its own behalf.
In my travels around the county% and in conversations with utanv people, I have come to the conclusion that within recent mouths television's image has
improved imnteasural>Iv, and I say immeasurably because I know of no measurable image of television.
This is due to the extended scope of public service
programs on networks. and a general trend toward
more sophisticated programing.
Sponsors have shown an increasing willingness to
sponsor public service programs. and in many instances these are sponsors musing straight. hard -sell
product commercials.
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so

iffy broadcaster who ignores this fact does
at leis own peril: for most people at most times,
entertainment is the 1)l'i111(' 1e'((s111 for turning On

t/1('11

radio or television S('tS ... the one element
necessary for success iff all broadcasting's

functions (is): Showmanship."

By Leonard H. Goldenson

/

res. .t mer. Broadcasting paramount Theatres
I

entertainer to receive this year's
National Assn. of Broadcaster's Distinguished Service . \ward should serve to remind us of a fundamental
fact about broadcasting. It is a fact that may have
been obscured in recent years as some critics have
proselytized for their private notions of what the
broadcast media should (Io and be.
Stated quite simply it is just this: For most people at
most times entertainment is the prime reason for turning on their radio and television sets. Any broadcaster
who ignores this fact does so at his own peril.
But our recognition of Bob Hope's contribution to
the American public through radio and television over
a period of more than 30 years goes still further. Beyond illustrating the primacy of entertainment to our
media, it vividly dramatizes the one element necessary
for success in broadcasting's functions: Showmanship.
Showmanship is the foundation of all the roles of
radio and television, whether theatre, concert stage,
vaudeville, cinema, sports arena, lecture hall, political
platform, classroom, news or advertising medium.
With it, a lecture on the tariff question leaves not a
dry eye in the house; without it, even a parade of
beauties would get 110 more than a passing glance.
Like so many basic concepts, showmanship is not
easy to define. The dictionary tells us that it is the
capacity for effective visual or dramatic presentation.
Of course, the key word there is effective, which can
mean many things to many people. We are not likely,
then. to (liuover the real meaning in the dictionary.
Neither are we likely to discover it -as too many
people in broadcasting and advertising have tried to
The selection of an
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do -from the slide rule. In radio and television all
that the slide rule is good for is to multiply or divide
dollars. It sloes not add duality. talent, or creativity.
A slide rule is, of course, useful in engineering and
the physical sciences to work out a formula or to reproduce something that has happened before, but as
Wagner demonstrated in "I)ie Meistersinger" creativity is not reproducible by formula: it ends up being a
parody of itself. And the public is not fooled for long.
Despite the claims of dyspeptic critics that the public
always prefers the mediocre, the record shows that the
winners in the race for public favor are almost always
the best in their class.
There are many examples of what has been called
"the persistence of the first rate" in broadcasting.
Among the old -timers at ABC whose showmanship
skills have come through over many years are, of
course, Don McNeill, Sid Caesar, Fred MacNfurray,
Victor Borge and Ozzie and Harriet. Incidentally,
Don is celebrating his 30th year in radio, and the
Nelsons (Ozzie and Harriet) first started broadcasting, on radio, 29 years ago.
Showmanship can mean taking risks, big risks. At
.\1;C, we are patting more than .SI00,000,0110 into
new television programing, and we think our '63 -'64
schedule will be the strongest in our history. But advertisers and agency people who have seen our pilots
are recognizing the showmanship values of backing
two 45- minute programs into a 90-minute Arrest and
Trial, or the fresh handling of Robert Louis Taylor's
Pulitzer -Prize winning "Adventures of Jamie McPheeters." The sponsors are coming into these and
DI her .\ IV: T\' programs -hut showmanship came first.
.\ lot of eyebrows were raised when our radio netSPONSOR/1 APRIL 19fi
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work paid .5300,000 for the rights to the 1'attcrsortListou fight last Neat. Rill the fact is that we debiyeted

the largest audience for any cwntnercially sponsored
event iu broadcast history- radio or television -and
made a profit un it in the bargain. Creativity and
showmanship, count and sell and attract audiences.
Failure to observe this axiom has drilled many a
disaster not only in television and radio but in other
media as well, ine.htding tuition pictures and nragariues. The path to lost audiences and lost readership
is littered with the corpses of rigidly applied formulas
in the face of competition from new sources. I sec no
reason to think that broadcasting will be illumine to
such competition both from within the industry and
from other competitive media. We at . \1 C welcome
this competition: ire feel it will spur us to new heights
ol showmanship, and progress.
It scents to lite that our best chance for survival as
an industry in the long run is to uv to create those
conditions within broadcasting that will insure vitalits, that will give creativity the opportunity it needs
to show what it can clo. For the real danger, as Gilbert
Seldes pm it in 1956, is that radio and television
will situ-milli to their own routines, that experiments will become fewer and fewer, that new things
will be only superficially different from the old and
good things will not be allowed time enough to take
hold, to root themselves, to live."

L'ut alter all, tcatiyity is :t rare and precious thine{.
It cannot simply be m :untlactttiedI. flow crut ive itt
broadcasting presume to gnaruttee it to ortrsclycsr
\1'e can't. Rut ivy can remember one reason that
treati%ity and originality are so rare in genet al is that
there is usually a certain amount ol danger in bal
leuging old ideas and old ways of doing things. l 00
often the young snot ivho performs well at the cues
t'c,racny is the one tvho is encoturagutl and promoted.
c

c

Ou the urict hand, the greatest amount of ceati%it
is found where change and new ideas are weltonre I,
world urge, therefore,
encouraged, and rewarded.
that lee iu broadcasting pay more attention in the
foutre than we have in die past to the development
ul new talent-creative, performing :nul e'ec utive.
For if showmanship and creativity :te needed today,
they will be needed even more tomorrow, not as end.
in themselves but as the underlying means of scr%iug
the public interest. \ \'c must never borget that we
have assembled the rai atcst audiences in history by
1

'...

\1,tsn
of showmanship. the duality
Golcic'n.on ranch, art
Bob llopc
(çs tunic I).
1.1cc1 Mat Murray
t

(rot) O,
Sul Caesar
bottom cl, and
V'iclot I'O

virtue of our promise to provide e' cry cabin, ranch
house, apartment or mansion in every village, whistle
stop or metropolis with front row seats for the greatest
show on earth.
Showmanship provides the key to fulfilling that
promise
and it's good business, too.

...
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-There has been « manifest improvement in
taste to the point where the public is demanding
better comedy, better drama, better netts
and information programing, better advertising.
Only by moving aitead on all these fronts can

broadcasting make meaningful progress."

By A. Louis Read

/

churn., bd. of delegates, NBC TV affili-

ates; exec. v.p., WDSU -TY New Orleans

For the past few years, broadcasting has been a ship
steered by the winds of criticism. Instead of relying
upon our own judgment as broadcasters, we have been

bending and swaying all too often in a futile attempt
to court favor with those people who seem to have the
least understanding of our business -the self -appointed critics who can be found in almost every walk
of life. Rarely has a major industry so allowed itself
to be pushed and pulled around, with the predictable
result that we have seldom been more troubled and
confused.
Broadcasting's biggest problem stems from trying to
satisfy three masters sinn itaneously: government officials, businessman, and viewers. In theory, the government official and the businessman should be satisfied
as long as broadcasting continues to fulfill its responsibility to the viewer. In practice, however, something
quite different occurs.
The government official almost invariably begins
Ivith the assumption that something is wrong with
broadcasting, and that it is his mission to correct it.
This is at least partially the result of an ear ailment
peculiar to government officials- over -sensitivity to
the loud voices of the critical few who are totally unrepresentative of the massive many. As we are coming
to learn more and more, broadcasting is doing an excellent job of satisfying the vast majority of its viewers.
What is needed, it seems to me, is a new definition
of the words "public service." Broadcasters are reawakening to a basic premise which most of us learned
a long time ago -that the primary reason for our existence and growth is our function as a medium of
36

entertainment. If the overwhelming preference of the
public is that it be entertained, then entertainment
certainly renders a valid public service.
This is not to suggest that the informational aspects
of our medium be ignored. On the contrary, no responsible broadcaster can overlook the tremendous
potential of his station as a vital news source, and a
positive influence in community affairs. ßut the broadcaster who loses sight of his mandate to entertain is a
broadcaster who will not stay in business for long.
\iany intelligent people are disturbed by the taint
which appears to have attached itself to the profit
motive in the past few years. Producing products for
profit is a perfectly acceptable motive; it is the dynamism which has actuated our free enterprise system, and
it is time we refocus our perspective toward this fact
of business life. Additionally, there is no reason why
a product produced for profit cannot render a distinct
and valuable service. If I may use a roughly -drawn
analogy, an automobile whose design and performance
must be tailored to the public taste can be utilized as
a vehicle for entertainment as well as a vehicle for
service. The saine automobile which carries the family
on a leisurely Sunday drive also carries members of
the family to school, to the doctor's office, and to

church.

The commonly accepted definition of "public service" qualifies it as a euphemism of the first order, and
numerous sins are committed in its name. Many of
the programs which carry this label represent nothing
more than the perfunctory discharge of an artificially
imposed obligation, and make a mockery of the real
concept of "public service." It is high time we stiffened
our backs and resisted the pressure of bad programing
SPONSOR
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tluakcd in the respectability ul "publie set
e."
Quality rather than cprn tiiy roust I,c the I,ii +r::o\
concern ;II both tilt' network :ltd local le\els. I ht' tel.
winks partit nl :u Is utigln profit how a Bauder look in
this dire( tiou. \u occr- emphasis on news and pnbhc
les than sit i,l,u tu'
allairs programs has led to
cllorts on their pat 1. \\'here a choice h:n Iu be uracile,
the altcrnatiycs should he weighed objective's. and il
this I wad's itr he«nu lusiou that the t huit r is between
an average elite' tai ment show and an interior public
affairs ptogtant, let's h.ne the courage to retogni /e
that the average entertainment show nuty well Iw ouste
.

t

desirable.
Broadcasting is await of its triple function as a
medium of entertainment. information, and sales.
These three are perfectly cuutl,atible so long as the
relationship bet\seen the hin.id aster and his anthem

remains direct, clear, and unlettered. The broadcaster's suniy'al depends upon his ability to accurately
perceive and respond to the demands of his audience.
and it is only when he concmtates on doing this that
he is truly acting in the public interest. To fly in thte
face Of public preference is not only economic suicide,
but a sure path to the eventual vitiation of broadcasting's effectiveness. Our tools for measuring the requirements of our audience are still relatively primitive, but they are im1roying.
\Ve must learn to trust the public
rely upon
their continuing growth to broaden our own vistas.
In the short space of a decade, we have seen a significant sophistication of the public taste. 'lire lc\ els of
tnmedy, drama, news and information prog;antìug.
and even advertising which were so avidly absorbed
ten years ago are no longer acceptable. There has
been a manifest improvement in taste to the point
ychere the public is demanding better comedy. better
drama. better news and information programing, and
better advertising. Only by moving ahead on all these
Fronts can broadcasting make meaningful progress.
This is the challenge we welcome. \ \'e want our
audience to demand better broadcasting. This is the
kind of motivation which is healthy, exciting. and
rewarding. \nd this is the hope of our industry.

-to

S
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keynote speaker I'd say:
-The most potent nest iugredieut' for t
is co/or ... 11'ithin the next ten years,
I predict that black-and-white transmission
will be virtually a thing of the past. The entire
fait ewe of telerision rests in this thrilling
nest dimension in the mediums."

By Ward L.

Quaal ' executive
manager,

rice president and general
11

G\', Inc.,

Chicago

gratifying to have this opportunity to visit
with this distinguished body of delegates assembled
for the 41st annual convention of the National Assoiation of Broadcasters.
In my brief remarks today, I should like to confine my comments to color television, which is "busting out all over" at progressive-minded major television stations throughout the country.
\With 19 manufacturers now turning out color receivers, indications are that upwards of one million
color sets will be sold this year, almost double the
1962 figure. Currently, nearly 400 tv stations are
equipped to carry color and more than 60 local stations at the present time regularly originate programs
in color.
And for anyone who still wonders whether there is
enough color tv programing on the air to warrant the
expenditure, they might well consider that 30 sponsors are using color shows and color commercials on
NBC, which has pioneered commercial color televiIt is very

c

sion since 1951.
In my opinion, color tv has now entered the second
and decisive phase of its development as a mass entertainment medium and a profitable business venture.
In Chicago, \1'GN- I-V has played a major role in the
introduction and successful marketing of "color," the
quality reception of which has been considerably enhanced in recent times through improvements in cameras, lighting techniques, tape recording, circuitry and
receivers.
The future impact of television as a dynamic advertising tool will be tremendous with the addition of
38

color, which adds a powerful dimension to the enjoyment of the viewer.
The entire future of television, in fact, rests in this
thrilling new dimension in the medium. And in the
years to come, the world of color tv will expand to
even more exciting proportions as witnessed by CBS's
recent telecast of Princess Grace's Tour of Monaco,
s hich emphasized anew the impact of color.
In a number of statements I have made in the past,
including an address in Indianapolis last October, I
stated that, with a few exceptions, there has been a
"leveling off" of television revenue and that, if we are
to truly make progress in the years to come, as we
have in the first 15 dynamic years of this business. we
must "feed new ingredients" to sustain our development.
The most potent new "ingredient" for television
is color and, within the next ten years, I predict that
black-and -white transmission will be virtually a thing
of the past.
The rise of color tv sets as an advertising force is
shown in figures on newspaper ads for color sets,
which jumped I64R;, last year over 1961, according to a 149 -city check by Advertising Checking Bureau. In a special report on newspaper advertising of
electrical appliances, ABC said color tv ads accounted
for 13,112,000 lines in 149 cities checked, compared
with 4,959,000 the previous year.
In ten years, while there will be some black -andwhite sets in use, new purchases will be virtually nil
at that time. Even portable sets will be avilable in
color within the next three to four years.
By 1975, I feel that the demand for color television
will be so great that, equating the population growth,
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medium, can await the time lot people to buy
Instead, we must do everything we can
through programing to cause theta to \vain this
fourth and all -important dimension in communication's finest medium.
The expanded ()tiering of color ty prograuns is the
twain factor in making it easier for retailers to sell
color sets. NBC now transmits Mole than 75''r, al
all it, nighttime programs in color. . \l;(: initiated
same shows in color this season. Two animated programs, The Flints/ones and The Jrtsous, are regularly in color, as \yell as same Sunday Night ,\/or/i.e.,.
CBS. on the other hand, which broadcast 76 hours
of tulot in 1956, has consistently reduced this until
last tear it showed no color. CBS, which has scheduled unh three hours of color for 1963, including a
"'Tour of Monaco" rt'ith Princess Grate, has announced the network ?would not expand color programing at this time because of "lack of advertiser interest," prubabl¶ due to the number of ( olai sets in circulation coutpat ed to black -and -white.
In their annual report to stockholders, Elmer W.
Engstrom, president. and Brig. (:en. David Sarnolf,
chairman. noted that color sets and tubes were the
largest profit contributors of any product sold by
RCA in 1962.
Now that there arc 19 makes of color sets on the
market including one lar the 200 Sears, Roebuck
Stores, the year 1963 can truly become the real beginning for color as a mass -produced, mass-accepted
as a

receivers.

comtuotlit).
In

\\'G\ -1 \"s

coverage area. we expect that the
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ing triumph, largely due to the great faith in color by
General Sarnolf, who has often explained: "What is a
rose in black- anti -?white? \\'h ;t is the world without
color, without the clouds and skies and the rainbow?
Color definitely is not a gadget. Color is a dimension

b

itscll."

Are advertisers really color conscious? There is no
doubt in cry mind, for color motivates everything we
chi and, in our daily lives, color is eyel yrrlteie. Norman E. (:ash, (resident, Television bureau of Advertising. has long tuntended that advertisers want color
television
because it will acid one more dimension to the already multi-dimensional medium of tele-

"...

vision."
Sol folk, president of folk Bros., major Chicago
chain and reputedly the t%orld's largest retailer of
(dot sets, has stated that \\'(.
\ "s (olorcasts of the
Cubs and White Sox baseball gaines. starting April 9.
?viii kick off his greatest selling of the year. Ele expects that color set sales in his store this year will increase 50''r. over 1962.
At \\'GN -T \', we believe in color and in 1963 ice
expect to telecast more than 2,000 hours in color.
do hope that before long, we as broadcast leaders.
can "harness" color television as a selling tool to
potential sponsors and reap the harvest of "new
money."
'I'hc day is not too far await vv-lien the absence of
color on television programs will be more noticeable
than its presence -and the pot of gold is at the foot
of the rainbow.

T
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Computers won't replace
human judgment,

Blair emphasizes

Today, John Blair C Co. marks its 30th
anniversary. Its founder, who as a young San
Francisco advertising salesman became convinced of radio's tremendous selling powerand formed his own firm -will also be marking
another anniversary at the NAB convention in
Q. Do you see any changes in
broadcast advertising in the next

few years?
A.
think we've reached a degree
think color
of stability. However,
television will make quite a few
changes. There's no doubt about
that. It's going to be a slow process,
I

I

however.

Ilave advertisers shown much
interest in color television from a
spot standpoint?
O.

Advertisers are doing a great
deal of asking, and in the next two
think we will see a great
years,
many commercials in color.
A.

I

or television, is to do a top flight
job and make a strong showing locally from a programing standpoint,
it must have the money. There
are still quite a few radio and tv stations that do not. They just do not
have the wherewithal to do the
things they would like to do. With
the proper income, obviously, they
can step up their local activities, initiate important service features, implement their news, and add the necessary personnel to do top flight editorializing -which is becoming more
effective today. These are among the
local factors that are so essential to
a top -flight station.

Do you think the station representative can make a greater contribution to broadcasting in new

Q. 1)o you believe station reps
are making a major contribution
to broadcasting today and in what

Q.

areas?

areas?

Well, of course, we are in the
commercial end of the business. Our
primary job is to secure dollars for
our stations. In radio, (and many
people are not aware of this), over
50% of the dollar income of many
of our stations comes through our
company. In television, about 35 or
40% of total dollars comes through

A.

A.

our company.

feeling that if
40

It has also been my
a

station, either radio

Chicago. This will be his 31st consecutive year
ill attendance. For his observations on the radio and television industry and its future,
SPONSOR last week asked this broadcasting pioneer and leading station representative a series
of questions. These, with his answers, follow:

think the representative is
making a distinctly greater contribution to broadcasting all the way
along the line, in addition to providing the necessary means. For example, ten years ago we had one
man in research. Today, we have
nine men in research. We had one
girl to head up our sales development department. Today it's directed
by several top flight men with adeI

quate assistance. We've also gotten
into marketing recently. In other
words, the services we are providing
for our stations have been stepped
up tremendously. We will continue
to emphasize more research and
marketing tools for our salesmen so
that broadcasting can be purchased
by the agencies more easily and
more effectively and will produce
more results for the advertiser.
That's what we're all after.
We have moved into several other
areas in the last six or seven years.
We talk to stations about programming and promotion, as well as research and marketing and we have
specialized people who undertake
these projects. We were the first
representative to add these services
and
know that they have paid off
for us and the stations.
The representative today is no
longer a nice young man with a rate
card and a coverage map under his
arm who goes around trying to get
business. He is a professional. Our
business is settling down. It's a real
business today and it's highly competitive.
I

Q. New mechanical elements are
coming into the industry. Many
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predictions have been made a.+ to
what the ru npulrr will do and
what it won't do. I)o you thick
these new merliftrtir0! advances will
change the role of the station representative?

We've had some experts in from
IBM who have studied our business
and they feel that the computer will
not help us. This business changes
rapidly -availabilities change on a
daily basis. The basic information
and marketing information that does
not change rapidly can use computers and that is why I think agencies will be getting to it more and
more. I've heard it said that the
greatest trouble with the computer
is that different agencies ask for
such different types of information.
I know they're finally getting together
and correlating their thinking to the
point where they're asking the same
questions. We will be able to provide answers to those questions,
which will be put into the computers
and which will tell them how to
reach a certain type of audience, the
best times to use a station, etc.
A.

II'ill compnters replace human
beings in your business? Or will
they enable people to handle rt
growing work load more efficiently
Q.

and rapidly?
A.
The computer will not eliminate
anyone ... time buyers or salesmen.
Judgment is still going to be an important factor because advertising
far from a science; consequently,
the human role will always be important. The time buyer and the representative will have more information at their fingertips through the
use of the computer. They will be
able to use their judgment more effectively rather than be replaced by
a machine.
Q. /)o yon believe television is
pricing itself out of the field for

many advertisers?
A.
Yes, it already has for a number
of the very small advertisers. It did
become a mass medium and it delivers many, many homes. Rates
have gone up to a point where
think it is pricing out the small retailers and distributors who are not
in the same league as the large department stores and manufacturers.
I
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They just can't use the coverage and
I
think they are turning to other media.
They are in a position to use local
radio, however.
Does this bar the small advertiser from getting into tr'?
No. The local advertiser can
A.
utilize daytime television very effectively and at a price he can afford.
Or he can always think of radio!
O.

O.

II'oulr! you like to comment on

the (attribution industry ''runps
srtrh us .1 /',l are anthin tu th( industry?
A.
In our particular business there
are certain organizations that are
very important as far as we are concerned. There's TvB which is doing
a fine, constructive job under Pete
Cash. RAB has stepped up its activities and we're very pleased. Our
dues are very well spent with RAB.
Ed Bunker is going to do an increasingly fine job. Ed is a very capable
person.

SRA is primarily an organization
of representatives and its purpose
is to try to establish various trade
practices and set up standards. They
have been quite successful in developing forms of a standardized nature with the thought of making both
radio and television easier to buy.
That is its primary function, through
the various trade practice commit tees-to make radio and television
easier to buy; and we feel the simplification of forms and their stand-

ardization are very important.
O.

11'1101

is

your thinking on

soap selling plans and
think they will increase?

do,

you

A few group selling plans have
died recently. There's good reason
for it. The value of any group selling plan is directly related to the
stations that make up the plan, together with having a sufficient number of stations in the major markets.
We've had a multi -million -dollar success with our group plan because

A.

together a tailor -made radio plan
using our group of stations as a
base, and invariably developing additional money for other radio stations as well. This kind of action is
probably the most rewarding the
salesman can experience and results
from seeing a campaign develop
right from the very beginning.
We feel one of the greatest challenges or opportunities facing the
advertiser is making his national
message a part of each local community. Through our group selling
technique we've been able to do
this on a national basis. We have
been able to show national advertisers and their agencies that they
can once again cover the USA on
an important group of radio stations
with the simplicity of a national
magazine or a network buy. Sales
results of these advertisers have invariably resulted in the renewal of
the original schedule.
1)o most advertisers like this?
Those who have used it have
renewed time after time. Almost
every advertiser who has used the
Blair Group Plan has renewed it.
Our most recent renewal is Mennen
for the fifth consecutive year. During the first quarter of 1963, which
is not yet complete, we have sold
more group plans than during the
entire year of 1962. Many of these
were renewals, but many were also
advertisers who had not generally
used spot radio in the recent past.
In the case of our list of stations,
we do not always sell a group plan,
but the group plan is a useful device to tempt an advertiser who has
not been a user into a test. In every
case that we know of, the tests have
been successful just as the major
group plans have been. We know
the group plan is coaxing additional
dollars into the spot radio business.
We feel that this is a very important
way to expand business for ourselves
and our stations.
O.

A.

we have the finest group of radio
stations represented by any com-

pany or network.
With a strong group of radio stations located in key markets in the
country, our men can go to the top
people of any national or regional
advertiser and discuss marketing opportunities with them and then put
.12

/low do you feel about net uvlrk option time. Do you think
the system needs to be examined?
A.
Yes, it needs to be examined
(I.

and is being examined. Fundamentally, unless a network has a call on
a station's time, they do not have
a network.
How much time they

should have is highly debatable. We
are in competition with the networks
and we would like to see them have
less time than they have. Networks,
being in competition with the spot
field, would like to have more time.
feel that a limit should be set for
the amount of time a network can
have on a station to, say, three hours
at night. That would please the major stations able to sell on a national basis, but many of the smaller
stations wouldn't like that too well
because the networks provide programing they would otherwise have
to provide at great cost to themselves.
I

/)o you feel too much emphasis
being placed on the )timbers in
spot buying?
A.
It is certainly a fact of life that
the agencies, to buy intelligently,
must have yardsticks of certain
types. We all know that the cost
per thousand figures are not properly used and we should get back to
good sound judgment and interpretation of the ratings. We all know
that certain programs with relatively low ratings do a fine sales job
for certain types of accounts . . .
even a better job than programs with
double the ratings. So you simply
can't buy on a cost per thousand
basis. Again, it's interpretation and
the use of good judgment.
O.
is

O.

It there much rate cutting in

1'0111" b11.Si11(SS?

There are two things you must
understand about the problems of
selling radio and television. First is
that broadcast station rates must
be set realistically and bear a reasonable relationship to the audience position of the station in its
market. If the rates are set unrealistically, then the station becomes difficult to sell.
The second thing to understand is
that the station itself sets the terms
of its own rate structure and we adhere strictly to the policies which a
station in its sole judgment dictates. Obviously, we work very closely with the stations in setting up national rates since we have to sell
them. Once the rates are set, they
should be maintained. We, as a
company, have no control over the
(!'leas(' Ilnn to /age 50)
A.
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New sound from RCA Victor

gets fm stereo sendoff
to the stereo -minded
QXR Network last night (31
March) became an automatic Dart
of n-hat RCA Victor's advertising
director, \\'illiam I. Alexander,
calls "undoubtedly the biggest cam
paign in record industry history."
What fin audiences heard in
mote than 40 cities (26 cities carried it as a multiplexed stereocast)
was an hour -long special. the third
in .t series of RCA f'ictor Premiere
Showcase pre -taped shows.
The program featured a pair of
RCA's audio experts, Messrs. Jack
[eitler and Jack Sourer, inter viewed bt music critic Martin
Bookspan as well as recorded se-

Li,tctiet,

-

1

lections the Scherzo from Malt ler's First by the Boston Symphony
under I eimdorf, etc. -from RCA
Victor's latest batch of LP releases.
'The commercial slant of the program, both in the single minute
spot which is its "official" commercial and in the interview segments,
was toward what RCA Victor calls
"an evolutionary technical development in sound"- 1)ynagroove.
What makes the periodic stereo
fin specials particularly interesting
is that they represent a break with
the mostly-print advertising RCA
Victor uses to promote its line of
long -play records.
Last tear, the RCA all -media
budget was about $9 million, covering tv sets, phonographs, washing machines, RCA appliances,
records and other items. Of this,
about S2 million went to newspapers. and nearly SI million to magazines. Another S2 million or so
went to network tv, mostly for the
promotion of RCA tv receivers.
Far down the line, in spot radio,
about $140,000 of "factory money"
was spent by RCA. with about
S20.000 going into national -level
ISPONSOR,
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Radio specials break

with print tradition

RCA Victor admen have added
series of stereo radio specials,
heard on QXR fm network, to

print, tv and other media promotion for record firm's new "Dynagroove" sound. At top: William I.
Alexander, label's ad- promotion
director, and Robert C. McIntyre,
Grey a e, confer on show plans.
Center: George Levine, Grey a e;
Roger Coleman of QXR; Dick Layton, Grey copywriter; Paul Rubinstein, Red Seal ad mgr.; McIntyre
tape control room. Right: Martin
Bookspan, RCA audio specialists
John Pfeiffer and Jack Somer.

i

IIA

promotion of RCA Victor Records.
Soue RCA Victor record dealers bus local -level radio show% on
their own, often aided by co- operative advertising funds. The firm's
dealers, in tact accounted for
spcndings of over $600,000 in spot
last year.
"Sonic dealers use a lot of radio,
including fin stereo. Most do not.
'lose RCA Victor dealers who do
use radio are mostly multi -line retailers who carry' 'white goods' as

out for an even larger slice of
the adult market which buys record albums.
Record companies, including
RCA Victor, have a peculiar problem in radio advertising: the product they sell is, at the same time,
the basic program source of radio
today'. There is always the chance
that stations will misconstrue business from any individual record
firm, and will give the label's records an extra -heavy airplay.
is

`Dynagroove' puts new zing in old masters
Although RCA Victor's competitors claim that new "Dynagroove"
system is simply a refinement of existing recording and pressing
techniques, the end product provides a sound quality for both pops
and classics which is highly merchandiseable in fm stereo. Above,
Erich Leinsdorf conducts RCA Italiana Opera Orchestra for "Madame Butterfly," one of first Dynagroove albums. Studio used is
new facility in Rome which RCA calls "the largest studio in the
world built especially for recording." Campaign includes net tv.

as records," explained the
RCA Victor account executive at
Grey Advertising, Robert C. McIntyre.
Things will be different this
sear, with the RCA Victor national-lei el stereo radio shows spearheading the air effort. The record
film is pushing hard on Dynagroove-which is not so much a
single recording technique as it is
a collection of step -by -step imovements in record-making-and

well

44

Several major record labels (London, Columbia, Mercury, among
others) have flirted around the
outskirts of major radio campaigns,
buying spots in a few long- established "good music" shows whose
program policies are above reproach.
Nobody, outside of RCA Victor,
is involved this season in a large scale radio promotion effort, particularly in the newest electronic
:u1 medium- stereo fin radio. This,

again, is odd because stereo fin relics heavily on new record albums
as the basis of its programing. In
its advertiser- packaged radio music
specials built around RCA Victor recorded music and a minimum of
actual commercial time, RCA Victor feels it has at least one good
answer.
The RCA Victor Premiere Showcase series is not the only air -media
promotion which svilt be operating
this season on behalf of Dynagroove.
First of all, there is a current
joint promotion with the Buick
Motor Division of General Motors,
in which a special LP record is
being made available for $1.00 at
Buick dealers. The record is actually a sort of "sampler" of the first
10 Dynagroove releases.
l'he Buick -RCA Victor promotion includes a weekend saturation
radio campaign by the motor firm
in 82 major markets over an eight week period. Some 3,00(1 spot announcements will be aired plugging the new Buick line and the
Dynagroove album. Additionally,
Buick is in the midst of a cycle of
special minute commercials on
NBCs Sing Along With Mitch, in
which 15 to 20 second of each tv
commercial stresses the album.
Other Buick-RCA Victor schedules
are set for consumer magazines,
newspapers and co-op ads.
RCA Victor has been devoting
part of its commercial time on the
Disney -produced The Wonderful
World of Color on NBC TV to
Dynagroove, according to Alexander.
Additionally, an open -end 50second radio commercial has been
prepared on Dynagroove which
can be used in co-operative radio
campaigns staged by dealers.
"So many different ad media are
used by RCA Victor that it's impossible to tell what, exactly, has
brought a customer into a store to
ask for a specific album," says
Grey's McIntyre. "However, we're
convinced that a pioneer use of fin
stereo at a national level will do
a lot to help us sell records to an
audience which has the income
and the leisure time to enjoy
them."
SPONS0R/1
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Media people.
what they are doing
and saying

East is Gast and N'est is West at J. Walter Thompson, or Divided
1\'e Stand: We suggest all reps note the latest information, regarding
the Liggett ,k \hers account at iWT (New York). All slot buys for
all I.iggett ,k Myers brands are now being handled by Gene Ilobicoru
for the western part of the count' N, and 1y Carrie Senatore for castel u
IT. S. \ladelane Blount and Sara Wind are buying network only.

Rumored along \ladison Avenue: 'f he seoNsoR 01reu Ear hears that
\larty 0 /er. buyer (Siuuntii) at 1) -F -S is switching to 1)'Arcv, and that
1) -F -S's Dick Newnham will take over Marty's chores. .\Iso, Bob Ferraro

is

now radio buyer for haver Aspirin at

enter your
personal

subscription

1) -F -S.

From out Of the N'est via our tç'l'stern correspondent comes a nus
from Dancer- Fiugerald- Sample (San Francisco) buyer Ann Rule.
Ann tells us that she's received a flood of phone calls from reps and
station people wanting to know about the I.a Pitta Flour spot radio
buys repotted in the lI Nlart h seoNsoR. (\\'c should acid lure that
La Pina was bitting Spanish radio only for six weeks to round out
their usual 52 -week fiscal year radio schedules for General \fills.) \ \'e
wrongly noted 1) -F -S media director Sever Torciti as the buyer, instead of Ann Rule, but. says Ann, "The credit line didn't matter, it
was all those phone calls from everywhere that broke my arm answering theta and explaining the buy to all concerned. SPONSOR sure has
a lot of 'instant' readers....'.
-

sage

Lady oft the sick list: We're glad to hear that Zcc Guerra, buyer at
\\'exton (New York) is now OVCI flu mumps and feeling fit again.

Living in a world of our own: Imagine, to the potpie down the
block back home, spying flights means the robins ai-c back again.
(Please luny to page ,16)

to

SPONSOR
for
essential
broadcast

information
$8 for

1

year

$12 for 2 years

BTS billboard: it walks, it talks
Broadcast 'Tinte Sales a.e. Stan Feinblatt (1) visits Geyer Mores. Ballard buyer
Robert kutsche to present for his approval exclusive LITS promotion idea,
colorful tape recorder corer sign. and to play station presentation tape
SPONSOR
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PULSE
PICKS

Continued from page

The South is heard from: Patricia NIcKentie upped to senior timebuyer at larris g Weinstein (Atlanta).
I

WKMI
AGAIN
No.

1

in

METRO AREA
1962

Metro Area Sept.
Pulse Metro Area Sept.
Pulse

Area

1960

THE BIG

INDEPENDENT
BUY
for Greater Kalamazoo

$577 MILLION
MARKET
SM 1962 Survey Effective

Above

Notional Average

WKMI
5,000 Watts Days
1,000 Watts Nights,

24 HOURS
Call

16

A DAY

MEEKER

Phil Stumbo, McCann- Erickson, switched from purchasing for various accounts to buying for the Nabisco account.

Jack Fennell has left Esty for buying chores at SSCCB.

\like Keenan recently moved from Lennen g: Newell where he %was
associate media director, to Fuller C Smith C Ross, where he holds
the same title.

1961

Hooper Sept.

Buying Income -20c.

for hopeful estimators everywhere.

In New York- changes, changes, changes: Bob Decker, senior broadcast buyer on the Standard Brands account at Ted Bates, is leaving
that firm to join Ellington as broadcast media director 8 April.

KALAMAZOO

Lost

It happened at McCann- Erickson: Dale l'aine, an ex- Cunningham
\alsh gal estiu>ater who moved to McCann- Erickson last year, has
been elevated to broadcast buyer on the Nabisco account. Good news
C

Men

Bob Carney, buyer (Pg:G's 'Tide and Crisco solid) at Compton,
jumps the fence to join Blair TV I April.

Just so you'll be in- the-know, our most traveled correspondent reports that media people in Boston get together at Nick's Steak House.
Don't worry about that ringing in your ears: It's September wedding bells for Frank Malone, assistant buyer (Filbert's Margarine) at
Young g Rubicatn (New York). The bride- to -be? Virginia Diggins,
with the media research department at Foote, Cone C Belding, New
York, and formerly \with %VC&:1' in Chicago.
On the ad scene: The first clay of spring found us journeying up to
57th Street in the midst of a snow flurry to reach the offices of Fletcher Richards, Calkins R Holden. There we met vice president and
media director, William C. Dekker, who challenged us to spell correctly his home town, Saule Ste. Marie, Mich.
(We couldn't.) Bill Dekker assumed his present duties with FRCR11 last November, after
two years with Lambert & Feasley, where he
held the same title. Before that he was %with
McCann- Erickson for eighteen years, first as
director of broadcast media, and for the latter
half of his tenure as vice president, media director. In observing that recently the broadcast rating services have been under fire from
many directions. Bill says he's always felt that
rating services serve a definite directional
William C. Dekker
purpose in guiding broadcast buying, but that
because of their different samples and methods, he doesn't think these services should be regarded as absolutes,
but as invaluable aids ill program and spot assessment. Bill points
out that even a compass with a l0(;. deviation can most times bring
a sailor home. Bill Dekker, a graduate of the University of New
Hampshire, is married and the father of three children, and makes
his home in Darien, Conn.
SPONSOR/1
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"personality" radio that's
PEOPLE -TESTED
dynamite in the Albuquerque area. Person -to- person
KQEO, red -hot with New Mexico listeners and adbecause it's program -proved with
vertisers alike
people. KQEO promises "bang -up" results- people
people who buy it, love it!
who listen, like it
.

.

.

...

...

KQEO
IS

PEOPLE -TESTED
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COMMENCIAL
CRITIQUE

Analysis, trends,

evaluation in tv radio
commercials

GOOD THINGS LAST A LONG TIME
By AUSTEN CROOM- JOHNSON

Topping my list at the moment
new tv commercial for the
Gaines people. It features four
ducklings sharing a bowl of Gravy
Train with an amiable Great
Dane. I find it the most refreshing concept of sell for this kind of
product in a dog's age. The humor
revolves around the enormous size
of the Dane, and the four tiny
is a

and the photography need no assistance in putting across the mesIt not only entertains, it
sage.
sells.

During the winter watch, amidst
the maelstrom of animated intestines, sniff tests, and the voices of
germ warning, Maxwell House
Coffee continued to attract the ear
as well as the eye. Eric Siday was
responsible for dreaming up the
nutsical effect that comes forth

pears to have done the job for
them
not, I think, the series of
musical endeavors with which
these words have been burdened
in the effort to arrive at a good
singing commercial. The Pall
Mall tag itself vvill undoubtedly
continue its long -time job of trav- Ii
elling the sales further, despite
the un- noteworthy overtures.
\Vhilc we're up, how about those
"Look for the Spear
\Vrigley
commercials? In my book they
couldn't be better. It takes a lot
of courage to introduce a "tease"
music campaign and then let it
flower into singable and likeable
spots.
Along with the vernal shot in
the arm, let's have more of the
same
better commercials, with
a few winning characteristics and
some new ideas. All it takes is
imagination, selectivity, hard work
and sell.

...

..."

...

Forgive and Forget
Delta Airlines: "It's Delightful
to Fly Delta." Per /raps, but not to
listen to this `gal with piano' representation of a responsible carrier.

ducklings who persist in telling
each other that the dog isn't there
at all; this, so that they can better
;tuff their bills with Gravy Train.
Good sales copy is cleverly woven
into the duckling dialogue, which
winds up as follows: Duck 4 . . .
Say, this stuff good for clogs? Duck
l
Sure, it's so rich in vitamins,
minerals and proteins it's a corn plete balanced diet. The Gaines
people know what dogs need and
That
%'hat dogs like. Duck 3
so? Duck 1 ... Ask that dog. Duck
3
Duck 4 . . . I
. what clog?
don't sec a dog. Duck 2 ... I)o you
see a clog? And the announcer
puts a pin in it with a chuckle,
saying, "Gravy Train . . . makes
its own gravy." There's no music
in this one; the writing, the voices,

...

...

..

48

from the percolating pot. It is
good to note that it still ' peacs' after three years and will, I guess,
continue its cheerful message for
many a cupful to come.
When something good arrives on
the scene, its wear -test survives over
a long period. You may remember I mentioned that Pall Mall's
and they are
tag, "Outstanding
mild" had been used for 17 years.
Both the advertiser and the agency obviously had the courage of
their conviction; and right now
when so many cf the boys are
afraid they, might not be earning
their keep unless they produce
something new all the tiu)e, it is a
Ivorthy and successful practice that
should be emulated. It's the Pall
Mall copy in the main, that ap-

Holland House Coffee: "The
Coffee That Sells Itself." Judging
from the material given the singer
and the `tin can' accompaniment,
it will have to do just that.
AUSTEN CROOM- JOHNSON

...

Austen Croom-Johnson, creator
with Alan Kent of "Pepsi -Cola
I fits the Spot," is a widely known
writer-consultant specializing in
clic field of musical advertising.
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KCBs

x

A special November election -night

survey by Western Union proved again
the power of KCBS. 1000 phone calls,
at random in 6 counties, placed
KCBS first by far, with a 15% share.
Listeners in search of fact put the
next three stations (independents)
10% to 15% behind KCBS.
The second- ranking network placed 5th
in the survey. Surprising?
Not when you consider the regular
format of KCBS. Foreground
programming -- including thorough,
professional news reporting, analysis
and discussion -- has made KCBS
the air of authority in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Affluent
listeners give it their full attention.
The result is better- than -ever action
for advertisers.
Get your share on

RADIO/KCB S
A

SPONSOR
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CBS OWNED STATION

REPRESENTED BT CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

ALFRED L. PLANT

the Audit Bureau of (:ircuLuions.

(Continued from page 29)
The problem at the uctwot k
lesel is not too dissimilar. .\ relatively few very. large advertisers
now cnjo\ a unique advantage inasmuch as they have a maximum
discount position on one or all
!lace network:. What about the
smaller advertiser -and that is humorous in itself, inasmuch as we
are talking about spending a mere
million or two or three million
dollars? He is asked to pay open
rates or established rates or quoted
rates. Frequently he pays half as
mach again as the maximum discount advertiser for the same type
of availahilities. What's more, the
smaller advertiser frequently finds
he has little chance to get the
choice availabilities.
\fy third point has to do with
the basis of selling your product.
\fore and more thoughtful advertisers today are saying that it is
your responsibility to develop a
system to insure that the advertiser
çels what he pays for. You will
not be surprised to learn that I

The cost will ultimately be passed
on to the advertiser as a normal
part of doing business. Both the
large and small advertiser will
benefit from a guaranteed circulation basis of sale. The first by
minimizing multi - million dollar
mistakes; the second by having a
more nearly equal buying opportunity.

agree.
Almost all other media guarantee circulation and their charges
are based on what they deliver.
They publish guaranteed rates and
when necessary alter their rate
cards. They don't all have the same
rate base either. The advertiser
willingly pays more for certain
types of audiences and certain
types of editorial environments.
The pulp magazines never try to
get the same page cost per thousand as do the slicks. Reader's
Digest with its huge mass audience
can properly be priced lower than
The New Yorker or Vogue.
The same principle would work
for television. and the advertiser
would know ahead of time what
minimum he was going to get for
his dollars. There is no question
that the tools are available for
getting good audience measurements. it will cost a little more
money than is now being spent,
but it would be well worthwhile.
Here is an area where the NAB
can and should exercise maximum

leadership and statesmanship.
Within your ranks there are brilliant minds that can overcome all
of the problems and within a year
produce a workable counterpart to
50

You, as telecasters. will do well
too. In the first place, this swill
give you complete control of your

broadcast patterns just as the publisher of any magazine controls the
editorial content of his magazine.
I haven't heard anybody lately telling Henry Luce that he has to run
a comic strip -or advice to the
lovelorn column -or anything else
in Time or Life.
There will he risks for you as
telecasters, of course, but that is a
major part of being in business in
our system. \Vith risks, you swill be
entitled to fair profits. This, too,
is a major part of our system.
Finally, I believe the public
would benefit as well. Programing
placed under the centralized control of highly trained and responsible executives should be better balanced and should achieve higher
standards. The public will have
more opportunities to see new
products and improved products as
you open up the airwaves to new
advertisers.
Who wins? The economy -yours
and mine and above all -that of
our nation. And without that kind
of growth, none of us will enjoy
good health for long.

to do so, but frankly, we and others
in our business are not free agents
in this matter.

Q. lit network television we've
seen the almost complete switch to
participations, at least on two networks. is there a great deal of confusion between network and spot
today?
The spot business has been
A.
good. The networks are just trying
to syphon off some of the spot business. If
were in the network business wouldn't blame them for that.
Also, there's the increase in network costs. There are a great many
small and medium size advertisers
that just can't afford to buy programs anymore. The only way they
can afford to buy television is to
buy participations.
I

I

1)0 you think, as in foreign
television, tv will go to all spot or
participations?
O.

A. The trend has been that way.
Whether we'll continue or not or go
back to more of the sponsorship format is very difficult to say. My feeling is that it's just about reached its
peak now. Things will go a little further in the participation business,
but think most of it has been done.
1

Q. Do you think spot
ahead of the networks?

11i11

move

think there will be a tendency
to go ahead. A station's revenue is
greater from spot than it is from the
network.
A.

I

Q. Do you see "clutter" as injurovs to television or is it over-emphasized?
I'm inclined to think it is a little
A.
over emphasized. But
just don't
know. It's hard to say. Every now
and then I hear people say the commercial was more interesting than
the program. I thought that was true
when was in England.
liked their
commercials very well. Their approach is more sophisticated.
I

(Continued from page 42)
establishment of

station's rates.
if you prefer,
the employee of the station.
As a company with a well established place in broadcast representation, we would prefer to sell from
a public and well established rate
card. However, there are times when
a policy determined by the station
makes this impossible. What is true
of us is true of any other representative, in this area.
Television is a great advertising
medium and to sell it at rates which
are not openly offered to every advertiser, is a great depreciation of
the medium. We would prefer not
a

We are the agent, or

I

Q.

I

Can we learn from the British?

Of course, we can learn from
anybody.
A.

Q. What do you think is the greatest challenge faring the broadcaster

Iodav?
There is no question that the
major problem facing the broadcaster primarily, and the advertiser secondly, is government regulation, plus
state legislation. In the State of
A.

/1
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Minnesota, for example, there is a
house bill which, if passed, will

eliminate all cigarette advertising
Cigarette
on radio and television.
companies are tremendous advertisers, so that bill could very easily affect broadcasters.
Do you think Mat the tiovern
men/ really will succeed in causing
change or do you think it /roses
only n /possible th real
think that the threat of governA.
mental action is having effects even
now in connection with programming
on both radio and television stations.
Q.

i

.

I

O.

II's

not

th rough

legi.slalion

luneri per?

it's

Well,
pressure.
A.

O.

in

through

continued

In your 30 years in broadcaal-

what has been the greatest
moment in your career?
The greatest amount of satisfacA.
tion I've had is watching the growth
and evolution of our company and
by surrounding myself with fine peomany of whom have become
ple
my best friends. think that is where
the real permanent satisfaction
comes from rather than from a sin-

1-104

...

I

gle event.

William B. Lewis
(cmiliuued !ro »u wage 33)
unprecedented prosperity if used
with wisdom.
Hi, prediction has come true, but
few people have bothered to give
tv the large share of the credit it
deserves for the prosperity the nation has achieved in post -war years.
%Vito can say with assurance what
standard of living we might have
enjoted or failed to enjoy ys'ithout
ty and its power to sell and its

Hakd4y
But as usual, we are busy as bees selling
our clients' products to 325,600 TV homes.
With 10 years experience - we're the best
selling bees in Virginia's number one market.
Buzz your nearest Katz representative -he
will tell you what busy bees we are!

power to get across new products?
Now we have the warning, issued
Its the President here in Chicago
last week. that unemplo\ntent may
rise to 7 per cent even xvithout a
depression.
Automation retakes the unem-

plotntent problem more critical
and the Challenge greater. But, unfortunate!). the scope of this problem is bet ond our control.
Not beyond our control, however. is the ability and the prints
responsibility of broadcasting to increase the sales of advertisers and
to so contribute mightily to the

prosperitt of the nation and the
emplotmeut of its citirens.
SPONSOR
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ROANOKE ,VIRGINIA

"THERE

THE KATZ AGENCY,
National

IS NO

Inc.

ftwesertitryes

SUBSTITUTE FOR INTEGRITY"
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Advertisers & Agencies

tests new `triple- filter' Lark

Pepsi -Cola in six new countries
overseas.
Net sales in 1962 climbed sharply to $191,630,223 over the 961
sales figure of $173,85'1,-126, a 10.2%
increases. Income equaled $2.36 a
share on common stock compared
with $2.21 a share at the end of
1

Liggett ,\ Myers has gone the
other tobacco companies one better
-coming up with a "triple- filter"
king-size cigarette which it %sill unveil the week of 7 April in an initial test campaign using heavy spot
tv in Colutnbus,
and the tri -city
marketing area of Albany -TroySchenectady. J. Walter Thompson
is the agency.
The spot drive will consist of
approximately 10 per week for the
length of the campaign on each tv

a.

others: (2) it has charcoal granules
while others have charcoal powder:
(3) its charcoal is in a separate
chamber while the others have
charcoal dust worked into the
paper throughout the filter.
The Lark campaign has a stale
model displaying the back of the
pack in a close -up, extolling the
brand's merits. He added that radio
is not being used at this time because of the campaign's "highly
visual" techniques. I.RM began

1961.

Agencies 15% cheats
advertisers: Gallagher
Advertisers are dissatisfied frith
agency service, media costs, and results, publisher Bernard P. Gallagher reported last week to the New
York Financial Advertisers. Noting
the squeeze on profits and the failure of advertising to grow, Gallagher proposed a five -point solution
to the problem.
Top management control of advertising, upgrading the advertising director, measuring advertising
effectiveness, revised advertiser and
agency functions, and a new method
of agency compensation are needed,
he said. The 15% agency commission, Gallagher added, cheats the
advertiser, tempting agencies to use
mass media rather than selective
media.

General Mills to acquire
all assets of Duffy -Mott
L

&M

takes the wraps off new Lark filter

With the outer "cork " -finish cover peeled open, a magnified view of Lark's new three -piece Keith
filter shows how two conventional cellulose acetate filters are teamed with an inner one of
fortified charcoal granules to refine the smoke and remove more irritating gases from cigarettes

station involved. In addition, newspaper ads will be used, as well as
local inserts ill magazines, including Life, plus Sunday supplements.
Called I.aik, the new cigarette
features a Keith Filter, named after
Dr. Charles H. Keith, one of its coinventors. The filter is comprised of
two cellulose acetate segments surrounding one of activated charcoal
granules used to purify air. The
granules are fortified to remove a
greater quantity of irritating gasses
from the tobacco smoke.
\n LR \f official said Lark differs from other charcoal- filter
cigarettes by: (1) the Keith filter is
some three times the weight of
.

r9

shipping Lark to the test areas 18
March, and they are now being
sold there. \With a cork -finished tip,
Lark conies in a soft pack and is
priced in line with other filter
cigarettes.

Pepsi -Cola profits soar
to record $15.4 million
A hike in net profit of 7.3(ó put
Pepsi -Cola profits over the $15 mil -

ion mark for the first time in the

company's history. This record t%'as
attained in spite of the plow -hack
of gross profits on promotion of
Teem, the lemon -lime drink, and
the investments for introduction of

General \fills has purchased the
assets of Duffy -Mott Co. thru the
exchange of .925 shares of Gen.
Mills common for each outstanding share of Duffy -Mott common.
The transaction is pending approval of the Gen. Mills board and
Duffy- \fott's stockholders and directors.

Orchard -Hays tops firm
Systems Programming, inc., a
new computer-oriented firm. has
been organized by William Orchard -Hays. former C- E -I -R, Inc.,
v for information processing and
programing services, with C -E -I -R

part owner.
With Orchard -Hays serving as
president, and assisted by several
former C -E-i -R employees, SPI will
work closely with C- E -I -R. both as
a sub -contractor and as a supplier
of technical counsel and services.

c;
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IRIS forms foundation
Radio and
I'ele, ìsiou Foundation has hreu
!formed by IRI s to expand the at
tivities of the iudustty olg;ani /a-

The

Illle't11.lti(,IIaI

don.
William K. \Ie Daniel, exec olive
vice ),resident of NBC Radio and
current president of II&I'S, k 'nestdent of the foundation.
New agencies: Nat Brandon, vet

crut Nashville advertising man,
opened Brandon & Brandon stith
offices in Room 3II, Security Federal Office Building. Ilis latest asIsociation \vas with 1)oync Aclvcl'tis.
ing Agency where he was vice presiLarry Pickard, former
dent
,
director of nest's and special proj
eels for \WBZ- -I.\'. Boston, and
managing editor of NBC "I'V's
To(I(lV program, has fo ntcd his
own public relations firm Pickard
Associates-with offices at One State
Street, Boston.

Munition Io (ouuuncr
py
group, Iloag & Provandie.
T. Jack (saky to media clepartuteltt manager of I.illcr Neal Battle
Lindsey, Richmond.

lost of utal kcIing dite( tor, ltoni
-i(c pt esicltut and account sup(

John R. Alaimo to assistant advertising manager of E. L. 111uce.
Fled Abetting, Emmett) time buyer Supervisor for the Kellogg account at Leo Burnett, to . \Ibcrto(:ulver as assistant inlet national ad-

Super \'.Ilu Stoles.

vertising manager.
Charles D. Ew:ut to vite president
of American Bakeries to fill new

ryrlolaedi:t i111nni(:t.
NIary E. Kuhlman to (lirec tut
consumer service, I)r. Pepper.

C.

c

i

-

visol of Needham, Louis K: Brut I,.
1(ob(rt L. Lubbers lo :tdNet tisiu';
manager of the Fargo division of

Jolla
we-t
But

I

N1. Gutheil to director of
oast mai keting servo es lot

Industries.

Gerard ( :urtin to dirct tor of advt.
tising artel sales prouu)tiou foi I:u
I

of

YOU'RE ONLY

.

HALF -COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

-

IF YOU DON'T USE
KOLN -TV/KGIN -TV!

Campaign: Zenith Sales will spend
si6(0,0(00 in its spring ad drive in
local and national newspaper and
tnagaline schedules. Built around
the thence of the company's '15th
Anniversary year, the program
spearheads the introduction of a
special series of Zenith color and
black-and -white tv products.
New look for AF.\: A face lifting
for the logotype of the Advertising
Federation of America gives a modern look to all .\F:\ communica
tiom. New design is a triangular shaped symbol with \F.\ cast in

One

AVERAGE HOMES DELIVERED

-

PER QUARTER HOUR

(November, 1962 ARB

6:30 to 10 p.m.)

LINCOLN-LAND. "A"
(KOLNTV KGIN -TV)
OMAHA "A"
OMAHA "B"
OMAHA "C"

60,500
57,900
55,000
52,800
23,600
19,200

LINCOLN -LAND "B"
LINCOLN -LAND "C-'

SPONSOR
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slip

is one too many when you're

Nebraska's big. riel, TV market railed
Lincoln -Land and you'll miss more than
half the buying power of the entire stale.
Lincoln-Land is now rated the ; .1th
largest market in the U.S.'. based on the
average number of homes per quarter
hour delivered by all slat' s in the
market. The 206.000 homes delivered be
Lincoln -Land's KOLN -TV KG1NTV are
essential for any advertiser who .'ant, to
reach the nation's most inaporlanI markets.
Ask Avery- Knodel for the full story on

Kt)LNTV KGIN-T\ -the Official

Basle

CBS Outlet for most of Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

Goldie lleller, creative art director
of Wesley Associates. to vice presi(lent.
Elüabeth Pender, account executive. promoted to vice president,
Phil Dean Assocs.. New York tv
and radio promotion firm.
Dorothy E. Ilaliard and William

bigger,

looking for the lop markets. Miss

Linteln.Hestìngs- Kearney

ciates.

a

better Lincoln - Land

modern lettering.
PEOPLE ON TILE %LOVE
Fred Isscrman, Jr., to vice president and account supervisor on
Ilclenc Curtis at Edward II. Weiss.
Sanford Alan Mayer to creative director and vice president of Nfogul
William ,t Saylor, and a member
of the executive committee.
Charles M. Amory, director of tv
and radio for the past four sears.
to vice president of Wesley Asso-

covering

.
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KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV
CHANNEL 10

316,000

1000

T. TOWER

WATTS

01ANNEL

11

1069 R.

316,000 WATTS
TOWER

COVERS LINCOLN -LAND- NEBRASKA'S OTHER SIG MARKET
Avery- Knod.l, Inc., E+du.. Notional R.p,.,.. alp..
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What's happening
in U.S. Government
that affects sponsors,
agencies, stations

In the Washington ratings probe, as last week wore along, A. C. Nielsen Co.
seemed to be getting into an ever-deeper hole before the ilouse Commerce Investigations subcommittee.
There were some open accusations, but for the most part the trouble appeared to lie more
in subcommittee impatience with statistics than with any allegations of specific shortcomings.
There was, however, a long way to go. The subcommittee staff appeared confident that it
110111(1 supply the instances of shortcomings. Already there had been charges of Nielsen `-fili-

bustering" (a reference to repeated attempts to explain things statistically) . There were also
charges that Nielsen encourages users of its ratings to depend on them to fractions
of a percentage point.
Rep. John Moss (D.. Cal.) said a Muskegon. Mich.. tv station should appeal to FTC and
Justice for restraint -of-trade prosecution of Nielsen because of refusal to redefine the Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo metro area to include Muskegon.

It developed further that hi 1952 Nielsen had attacked the method of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau in computing station coverage.
Then, in 1956, Nielsen had used a method similar to defunct BMB. Nielsen executive vice
president Henry Rahmel tried to explain that clients wouldn't pay the extra cost for the better
method.
The subcommittee throughout refused to accept statistical documentation. and at
length Nielsen witnesses had to abandon much of their prepared testimony. Moss said the subcommittee wanted "facts."

Questioning sometimes ranged between national tv surveys and local radio. and
became confusing.
On local radio. staff prober Robert Richardson raised doubts about validity of the sample
and Moss commented that "under other legislation I have worked on. this would he called false
labelling."
For some unknown reason, Rahmel permit :ed this line of questioning to continue for a
long time before he pointed out that the practices ill question had been stopped under

the FTC consent decree.
Richardson noted that network tv reports are broken down to cost -per -thousand for advertiser clients. He charged this is "making a very good science out of it." Rahmel denied Nielsen
represents it as an "exact science."

Sterling Drug and ad agencies Thoinpson -Koch and Dancer- Fitzgerald -Sample.
successful in New fork district court against a motion for a preliminary injunction
by the FTC, have now denied FTC false -ad claims against them.
The complaint invoked broadcast and print ad campaigns based on the famous FTC financed Baltimore test of pain relievers.
Sterling claimed that the New York court in a decision which the FTC is appealing, had
found none of the advertising false and misleading. The company and the ad agencies went on to
accuse FTC. itself. of false advertsing in a press release which was "incorrect and misleading."
They added that the complaint misrepresents the contents of the advertising.
Kenneth A. Cox at long last substituted his vote for that of retiring FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven at last week's FCC meeting.
He was sworn in last Tuesdat. and Newton Minow special assistant James B. Sheridan took
the vacated Cox position as chief of the FCC's broadcast bureau.
51
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE RADIO "TV ADVERTISERS USE

NAB
CONVENTION

SPECIAL

"ON WISCILLOWA "
the TV station with
a 3 billion dollar market!
Channel 3 coverage of \VISCILLOWA
(Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa)
delivers a real Money Market
without which no television market
list is complete.
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Talk it over with
your PGW Colonel.
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WISC 'T V
MADISON, WISC.

VISIT SPONSOR AT CONRAD HILTON SUITE
On hand

2506

to greet you at our hospitality suite are the SPONSOR staff and

special photographer who will take your Polaroid photograph, in color.
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FROM HERE TO ETERNITY

t7F3PS.^.N

®mon

Neu ork égzntt.s.
"...IRONICALLY ENOUGH
INSTEAD OF DIMINISHING
IN APPEAL AFTER 15

YEARS OF TV, THE
FEATURE -LENGTH FILMS

APPEAR TO BE, IF

ANYTHING, MORE DURABLE
THAN

EVER..."
JACK GOULD
N.Y. TIMES, WESTERN EDITION
JANUARY 16. 1963

"MR. GOULD

... IF

YOU

NEED FURTHER PROOF
FOR THIS STATEMENT,

JUST CITE THE AMAZING
RECORD OF THE

COLUMBIA POST- 48's!"
ROBERT SEIDELMAN
SCREEN GEMS. INC.

Member

/1/B
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HERE ARE THE TV STATIONS
; 411,..

LICENSED THE

HAT HAVE

COLUMBIA POST -48's
1TATION

CIT,

WCBS-iY
WCAUTY

>r

soft

KMOXTY

IYTV

WBellTY

TY

CITY

STATION

\

MAU

KNXT
Wf IC-TY

LDS

WNIfTY

ROCK

Wo00-TY

CBABttSTON.

O

BOCKfOBO,ILL

AE

PITABNN, PA.

HART,

NEW

"

NUNS

TY

CNN;ORENIN

WAITII

Ra

AB-TY

EYANSVNIt
N0Bf0LK, YA.

wTPA

HAI

OU-TV

BRANO

WSYRTY

wOANY

S

SAN

KNOT/
WBTY
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see what's growing on KTVI

St.

Luis

has been looking around and
changing TV habits. January ARB Metro shares
compared with November document that change
toward KTVI. Mornings are up 57 percent;
afternoons are up 20 percent: late evenings are

*

9 00 AM-12 NN, M-F
12.00 NN-6 00 PM, M-F
10 00 PM-12 MD, M-S

up 13 percent.'` Programs that earned their new
share include GIRL TALK, DIVORCE COURT and
STEVE ALLEN. Now is the key time to take a

fresh look at St. Louis for your client's future
plans; see what's growing on KTVI!
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Broadcasters endorse federated NAB
SPONSOR survey shows three -to -one margin in favor
Ratings cited as prime project for NAB to tackle
Broadcasters favored for top radio and tv posts

The 1963 convention of broad-

casters opens at a time of unprecedented prosperity for the industry. Unfortunately, the prosperity does not even begin to spread
to all. Many tv stations, including
those in large markets, as well as
some uhf outlets, will not enjoy
the bounty, still measuring their
progress in terms of cutting down
losses. And in radio, though total
industry profits may be impressive,
there will be many a broadcaster
involved in a life and death struggle.
Concurrent with the business
problems many will face, will be
the increasing pressures from government and critics for which all
Nvill have to account. The FCC
Omaha hearings, the always mounting pressures from the self appointed guardians of the public taste, the Harris hearings on
ratings, the Geller investigation of
newspaper ownership stations, are
but a few of the harbingers of
trouble which lie ahead. To believe that such issues will ever
diminish would be to flaunt the
record of the past decade. Broadcasters in particular, and the advertisers which support the industry, cannot expect escape.
For broadcasters, however, there
is an obligation to their customers,
to best protect them against the incursions from without, in order
that advertisers may sell their
products in a healthy atmosphere.
Despite prosperity, radio and
television must not be lulled into
a false sense of security.
What better time is there for action, than now, for the broadcast
ing industry to take arms against
its troubles? The times, sroNSOR
60
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believes, call for a strong, unified
front against all comers by as
many facets of the industry as can
be mustered together.
SroxsoR recently completed a
survey of broadcasters on the subject of a federated NAB. By a threeto-one margin, broadcasters replying endorsed the idea.
For many }ears, the subject of a
federated NAB has been debated
throughout the industry. As long
ago as 6 June 1949, SPONSOR published an editorial entitled "Blueprint for a Federated NAB." Since
that time, it has frequently presented articles and editorials on
the subject.
SPONSOR'S version of a federated
NAB embodies separate radio and
tv divisions, each with its working
president and board of directors.
It Nv-ould receive a portion of the
total NAB budget. The two separate divisions would deal with
radio and television projects respectively. These projects x%oulcl he
handled autonomously.
An overall president of NAB
would be in charge of the total
NAB. Matters common to both tv
and radio, such as Congressional
activity and liaison, labor relations, regulatory matters, conventions, and the like, would be
supervised by the NAB president.
The responses to SPONSOR'S questionnaire indicate a strong preference, b)' all who would like to see
a federated NAB, for having many
of the organizations now outside
NAB under the wing of the top
president.
In answer to a SPONSOR question
which projects broadcasters would
like to see undertaken, responses
varied, although it was obvious
SPONSOR/1 APRIL

1963

i

hat many felt more things should
)e clone.

One general manager called kw
'a fire) stand against government
intervention in programing."
Another urged building a better
iutagc and a program for develop.
mein of personnel.
.\ New England station executive saw the need for a "public
relations and agency campaign to
elevate radio's bad publicity."
From the far west a broadcaster
,urged "inauguration of an imle'pendent rating service and a concentrated campaign to limit the

intrusion of government." Ratings
also were cited by a number of
others repining.
A 'Texas

i

executive noted that

"RAB shouldn't he necessary if
NAB Radio functioned as it
should. It was born of N.\B's faillure in radio."
A few admitted they didn't
know enough to express a valid
opinion. but in the words of one:

editorial and
1tA

sales,

might dictate

li and Tv It remaining autono

us. Separate sales organizations
however, are not necessarily essential to the suggested unification.
As to persons who Wright head
the separate radio and tole ision
isions within the federated)
N. \B, one fairy clear -cut pattern
emerged from the response to our.
questionnaire. Broadcasters would)
like to see industry men rather
than outsiders head the separate
slit isions.
Such details, however, arc not
for a publication to suggest. 'Those
decisions rest tt'ith broadcasters
who support NAB and other organizations. l'et it is within our
province to suggest that broadcasters do have an obligation to
advertisers to put their best foot
forward through a strong, unified
organization which can move
ahead effectively to face the challenges constantly being thrust at
them.
mb

di

"Believe it merits consideration
and should be given exhaustive
stud bt an industry group."
On the opposition sidle. one
!broadcaster said he didn't like the
idea at all. "The present way is the
best. The public thinks of 'broadtasters' as radio and ty. The 1(X:
thinks the same. Agencies think
the same. And many broadcasters
think the sank."
A Nevada station president felt
the "split would be a backward
step and undo the t'ork it took to
combine them over the ears."
With union of the mane splinter
organizations now existing into
one federated NAB. there would
develop, t%'c believe, a strong organization %%hied) could deal yids
problems of the industry more ef,

i yev.
In passing. it should he noted
that of the many organizations
now outside NAB. there were
strong feelings toward separate
sales organizations for radio and
television, as well as those who
would like to see TyB and R:1B
incorporated in to the federation.
Such sentiment, related to the t'aditionallt separate functions of

fect
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OUR JOB GETS 6 MILES LONGER EVERY WEEK
Long ago we discovered that air -borne coverage of Los Angeles traffic
was too big a job for one man. We added a second helicopter, a second
pilot. But the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area builds streets and freeways
at the rate of 6 miles a week. So KMPC has added a third airplane. A
fixed -wing craft that can scoot the 175 -mile breadth of the Metro Area
in the tick of a few minutes. It takes this kind of winged expansion to
keep pace with an area where nearly 2 million motorists spend a daily
average of 1 hour and 36 minutes behind their auto radios. Only KMPC
does it. That's why, in Los Angeles, only KMPC matches the market
by moving with it.
KMPC Los Angeles
Represented by AM Radio Sales Company

Golden West Broadcasters

cliva

KSFO San Francisco KEX Portland KVI Seattle- Tacoma

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION of BROADCASTERS
CONVENTION
CONRAD HILTON, CHICAGO

0
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REGISTRATION: Saturday. 30 March, 9 a.nr.-5 pan; Sunday 31 March, 8 a.rn.-ti
Ir.ni.; Monday, I;1I)ril, 8 a.m.-G pan.: Tuesday, 2 April, 9 a.m.5

pan.; Wednesday, 3.\In-il,

EXHIBITS: Sunday

31

\larch,

p.nt.: \Vcclncsclay,
I falls.

9

a.m.-5 p.m. Lower Lobby.

noon-9 pan.; Tuesday, 2 April 9 a,in.-i
April 9 a.nr.-G p.m. I:ast and \1'cst Exhibit

I:.'
3

Astoria Room

Newsroom

Convention Highlights
General Assembly, Monday 1 April, 10:30
a.m. -11:45 a.m., Grand Ballroom. Presentation
of NAB Distinguished Srr,
In'rnd to Bob

r

Banquet Exchange Desk

Lower Lobby

Membership Certificate Desk

Lower Lobby

Saturday, 30 March
9:30 a.m. National Assn. of FM Broadcasters

Management Conference Luncheon, Monday
April, 12:30.2 p.m., lute, national Ball ,moo.
¡,!d,e: I ,'for Collins. ßre.vdrnl,
Management Conference Luncheon, Tuesday
,Id2 April, 12:30 -2 p.m., (:rand Ballroom.
drr.cs: .\"ru'ton .\ .11inou', Oairman, federal
1

(;ommis.inn.
NAB Television Code Review Board meeting,
Tuesday 2 April, Room Is.
Management Conference Luncheon, Wednesday 3 April, 12:30 -2 p.m., International Ball
room. ,I drhrr'cs: George Romney. (,
roar of
( :nrrrrnuniurlirms-

Michigan.
General Assembly, Wednesday 3 April, 2:30Panel iii,rrr,c on:
5 p.m., Grand 1h 1/i ,om.
1'"

lrral Comm

Business Session -Waldorf Room
10 a.m. QXR Network
Meeting and Luncheon -Rooms 18 and
2

19

p.m. National Assn. of FM Broadcasters

FM Session-Waldorf Room

3

p.m. ABC TV Affiliates

Meeting and Presentation -International Ballroom

5:30 p.m. ABC
Reception -International Ballroom

7:30 p.m. ABC TV

Affiliates

Dinner -Grand Ballroom

Sunday, 31 March

oar

7'

Radio Board of Directors meeting,
Wednesday 3 April, 5 p.m. Room
NAB Television Board of Directors meeting,
Wednesday 3 April, 5 p.m., Bonn/ I().

it,' NAB

8:30 a.m. Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
Continental Breakfast -Bel Air Room

9:30 a.m. Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
Membership

Meeting- Beverly

Room

9:30 a.m. National Assn. of FM Broadcasters
fM Session -Waldorf Room

DAY BY DAY MANAGEMENT EVENTS
GENERAL INFORMATION:

SPONSOR

I
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Assn.

10:30 a.m. Broadcast Music

Ill N.IB (on;'enlion and
the third floor of the
otherwise designated.

10 a.m. Daytime Broadcasters
Membership Meeting -Williford "C" Room

staff offices are located on
Conrad Hilton Motel unless

Board of Directors Meeting and Luncheon -Parlors 25 and 26
11

a.m. -5 p.m. ABC Radio Network

Affiliates Meeting-Williford "B" Room

(`oxVrNTroN

,rrct.u.

9

G;

8:15 a.m.

12:30 p.m. ABC Radio Network
Affiliates Luncheon-Williford "A" Room

9 a.m. -12 noon Television Assembly
Waldorf Room. "Computers- Friend or Foe ? " Norman E. Cash, president, Television Bureau of Advertising; Warren A. Bahr and Joseph F.
St. Georges, Young & Rubicam. "The Station Image -Local Programing
and Public Service " -Moderator: Mike Shapiro, WFAA-P/, Dallas, member, NAB Television Board of Directors. Panelists: John F. Dille, Jr.,
Truth Publishing Co., Elkhart, Ind.; Harold Essex, WSJS -TV, Winston-

-

Affiliates

12:30 p.m. CBS TV

Board of Directors Luncheon-Board Room 12

p.m. Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasting

1

Board of Directors Meeting -Bel Air Room

2:30 p.m. NAB Radio Code Review Board
Board Meeting -Room 19

-

Report of the FM Radio Committee chairman, Ben Strouse, WWDC -FM,
Washington, D. C. Panels: "Enhancing the Station Profile "; "Stereo
One Year Later"; "FM Forum." Continental Room

WBZ -TV, Boston.

Panel: "Secondary Market Television Session."
Bostic, KIMA -TV, Yakima, Wash. Waldorf Room

Moderator: Thomas

C.

McCollough, Steinman Stations,
Danish, TIO.

R.

p.m. -5 p.m. NO SCHEDULED SESSIONS

2:30 p.m. NAB Television Code Review Board
Board Meeting, Room 18

Broadcast Center
4

2:30 p.m. All Industry Television Music Licensing

p.m.

Committee

p.m. CBS TV Affiliates

Meeting -Room

Reception and Banquet -Ambassador West Hotel

Banquet -Grand Ballroom

Reception and Dinner -International Ballroom

Wednesday, 3 Apr

April

Broadcasting Standards

Ballroom.

Abiah

A.

Joseph O.

a.m. TV Stations, Inc.
Breakfast Meeting- Mayfair Room Sheraton Blackstone. Speaker:
McCann -Erickson,

Syl-

Interna-

10:30 a.m. -12 noon General Assembly
Grand Ballroom.

Special message from the President of the United
States. Presentation of NAB Distinguished Service Award to Bob Hope.
Remarks: Mr. Hope.

12:30 p.m. -2 p.m. Management Conference Luncheon
International Ballroom. Introduction of the speaker: Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, Lancaster, Pa., chairman, NAB Board of Directors. Address: LeRoy Collins, president. NAB

2:30 p.m. -5 p.m.

Management Conference Assembly

Panel: "Broadcasting in

a Free Society." Moderator:
"Christian Science Monitor." Presentations:
Roscoe L. Barrow, dean, College of Law, University of Cincinnati; W.
Theodore Pierson, Pierson, Ball & Dowd, Washington, D. C.
Respondents: Charles H. King, dean, Detroit College of Law; Lawrence Laurent,
radio -television editor, Washington "Post "; Donald H. McGannon, president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Philip M. Hauser, chairman, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago.

Erwin D. Canham, editor,

Tuesday, 2 April
10

a.m. -12 noon Radio Assembly

Report of the chairman of the Radio Board, Willard
Schroeder, WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich. "Radio Month Roundup." "The
New RAB Presents a Blueprint for a Second Growth in Radio " -Edmund
C. Bunker, president; Miles David, administrative vice president; Robert H. Alter, vice president, national sales. "Radio: The Lively Corpse!"
-Mitch Leigh, creative director, Music Makers, New York

Grand Ballroom.

61
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Moderator: James H. Hulbert. NAB. Participants:
Storer Broadcasting; Louis P. Gratz, Time, Inc.;
Schertler, Westinghouse Broadcasting; David L. Loughty, NAB.

Grand

8

l

a.m. -10:15 a.m. Labor Clinic (Closed Session)

9

Membership Breakfast -Room 14

Grand Ballroom.

14

7:30 p.m. Broadcast Pioneers

6:30 p.m. NBC Radio and Television Affiliates

vester L. Weaver, Chairman of the board,
tional.

Minow, Chairman,

hospitality quarters

p.m. Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
Membership Meeting -Room 18
4 -6 p.m. Tour of WGN Mid -America
Buses leave 8th St. entrance of Conrad Hilton at

N.

There is no program for this period so delegates may visit exhibits and

4

7:30 a.m. Assn. on

Introduction: Clair

Lancaster, Pa. Presentation: Roy

International Ballroom. Address: The Hon. Newton
Federal Communications Commission.
2

p.m. Assn. for Competitive Television
Membership Meeting -Room 14
4

1

"Here's How" -TIO Presentation.

12:30 p.m. -2 p.m. Management Conference Luncheon

3:30 -5 p.m. Television

Monday,

WDSU -TV, New Orleans; W. C. Swartley,

C.; A. Louis Read,

Salem, N.

2:30 -5 p.m. Radio -NAB FM Day Program

6

Television Assembly

Continental Breakfast, Waldorf Room

Church,

10:30 a.m.-12 noon Radio Assembly
Grand Ballroom. "The Importance of Radio's Dollar Volume Figures."

-

presentation of the Station Representatives Assn. directed by Edward Codel, president, and featuring spokesmen from advertisers,
agencies, and radio stations. NAB Radio Research: Melvin A. Goldberg, vice president and director of research, NAB. "The Next Time
Around "-Robert T. Mason, WMRN, Marion. O., chairman of the All
Industry Radio Music License Committee
A

10:30 a.m.-12 noon Television Assembly
Waldorf Room. Television Board Elections. Special Feature: Informal
Discussion of Proposal to Adopt NAB Code Time Standards into FCC
Rules.
Participants: Hon. Robert E. Lee, member, FCC; William D.
Pabst, KTVU, San Francisco-Oakland, Cal., chairman, Television Code
Review Board, NAB Code Authority

12:30 -2 p.m. Management Conference Luncheon
International Ballroom. Address: The Honorable George Romney,
ernor of Michigan.

Gov-

2:30 -5 p.m. The Annual NAB Business Session
Assembly. Grand Ballroom. Panel: Federal Communications
Commission: Hon. Newton N. Minow, chairman; Hon. Rosel H. Hyde,
Hon. Robert T. Bartley, Hon. Robert E. Lee, Hon. Frederick W. Ford,
Hon. E. William Henry. Hon. Kenneth A. Cox, Moderator: Clair R. McCollough
General

5

p.m. NAB Radio Board of Directors

Meeting -Room 18
5

p.m. NAB Television Board of Directors

Meeting -Room 19

7:30 p.m. Annual
International Ballroom

Convention Banquet
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WHO GREW THE MOST?

;îC

IN NEW

STATIONS,
ABC RADIO
GREW
THE MOST!
In the last twelve months, for example, Seven 50,000 WATT
STATIONS joined the ABC Radio Network.
WCKY, Cincinnati ; KCTA, Corpus Christi ; WHAS, Louisville; WHAM, Rochester; KRAK, Sacramento; KWKH,
Shreveport ; WWVA, Wheeling.
Four of these stations joined us directly from other network affiliations. The other three dropped affiliations to become independent, then joined ABC Radio. Their reason? It
made the best broadcasting and business sense. This statement by WHAS management is typical:
"We have been impressed by the aggressive fashion in
which ABC administers its network. This coincides with our
strong convictions about Radio as an important medium to
the people."
In total, ABC achieved a net gain of 36 stations during 1962.
Some of these stations represent new markets; others repre-

sent market improvements through better facilities. All rep
sent our establishment of a "balanced" network representi
both power and inside coverage.
Our long -time affiliates haven't stood still either. For
three per cent of them effected power increases during 191
furthering their coverage and competitive effectiveness.
That's why advertisers on the ABC Radio Network were able
conclude a twenty -six or fifty-two week campaign with me
stations, and greater effectiveness than when they began. Ite
be a fact 52 weeks from now that the same was true in 't
Add it all up and you will find that now is the time to

evaluate network radio because THE FACTS ABOLI
NETWORK RADIO HAVE CHANGED IMPORTANT!
DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS.

ABC RADIO

:

r

NAHHOSPITALITY SUITES
Complete guide to location of Hospitality Suites

of networks and other industry organizations
CBS TV Affiliate

NETWORKS

Relations
BC Radio

CH 2306A -11A

Robert R. Pauley, pres.; James Duffy, exec.
v.p.,

natl. sales dir.; William Rafael, v.p.

programing;

Earl

Mullin, v.p. station

rela-

tions; Tom O'Brien, natl. news editor; Jack
Mann, v.p. Radio West; Frank Atkinson, mgr.

station relations; William Cochran, mgr. station relations West; Robert Holmgren, dir.
sls. & bus. admin.; Robert Chambers, mgr.
station clearance; Edward Bishoff, dir. sls.,
central; William MacCallum, Midwest prog.
dir.; Donald Schlosser, adv. coord., mgr. sls.
development.

CH 2325 -26

Network: William B. Lodge, v.p. affiliate relations; Carl Ward, v.p., dir. affiliate relations; Gordon Hayes, national mgr. affiliates;
v.p., public
information;
Jack Cowden,
Charles Steinburg, v.p., press information.
Stations: Merl Jones, pres.. stations; Craig
Lawrence, v.p.; Hal Hough, v.p.; Harvey
Struthers, v.p.; Bruce Byrant, v.p.
0 &os: Clark George, WBBM -TV, Chicago; Jack
Schneider, WCAU -TV, Philadelphia; Norm
Walt, WCBS -TV, New York; Gene Wilkey
KMOX -TV, St. Louis; Robert D. Wood. KWXT
TV, Los Angeles.

sales mgr., N. Y.; Robert J. Kizer, tv sales
mgr. N Y.; Elizabeth Ann Barrett, asst. sec.;
Arthur O'Connor, Detroit; William B. McKinstry, St. Louis.

Mort Bassett, pres.

Elisabeth Beckjorden

CH 2306

Leonard

H.

Goldenson,

pres.;

Thomas

W.

Moore. v.p.; Robert L. Coe. v.p. station re-

lations; Daniel Melnick, v.p. nighttime programing; Armand Grant, v.p. daytime programing; James C. Hagerty, v.p. news, special events & public affairs; Edgar J.
Scherick, v.p., tv network sales; Mortimer
Weinbach, v.p., asst.
Donald

gen. counsel,

AB -PT;

Keystone Bdcstg. Sys.

CBS Radio

CH Cairo

Suite, 1806 -04

Arthur Hull Hayes, pres.; James

M. Seward,
exec. v.p.; George Arkedis, v.p., network sls.;
W. Thomas Dawson, v.p. information sucs.;
Fred Ruegg, v.p. station administration; Wil-

liam A. Schudt, Jr., v.p. affiliate relations;
Davidson Vorhes, v.p. operations; Alvin
Balkin, clearance coord. net sls. svc.; Arthur
G. Peck, dir. net operations; Sidney Garfield,
dir. press information; Gerald Maulsby.
admin. mgr. affiliate

relations; Richard

lations.

Charles Bernard, Inc.,
Pick- Congress
Country Music Net

Greenberg.

field

Eric H. Salline,

mgr.

natl.

affiliate

relations;

mgr. affiliate relations;

Mutual Bdcstg. Sys.

CH 1604 -6A

Robert F. Hurleigh, pres.; Joseph F. Keating,
v.p. programing; Frank Miller, asst. to the
pres.

NBC Radi
NBC TV

residentia

S -B I

Suite

Robert W. adrnorr, chairman of the board:
Robert Kintner. pres.; David C. Adams. senior exec. v.p.; William McAndrew, exec. v.p.
news; William K. McDaniel, exec. v.p. radio
network; Tom Knode, v.p. station relations:

Dr. Frank

Stanton. pres., CBS, Inc.; James
pres.; Frank Shakespeare, Jr.,
v.p. & asst. to pres., CBS TV
Aubrey,

SPONSOR
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John Blair, pres.: Arthur McCoy, pres., Blair

Louis Faust,

v.p., sales mgr.,

Blair

David Lundy, pres., Blair TV; James
Theiss, v.p., gen. mgr., Blair TV; Frank

Martin, exec. v.p., Blair TV.

Bolling

Executive House 2011-12

George Bolling, pres.; Dick Swift, pres., tv;
Dick Koenig, v.p., radio; Ralph Kelley. Chi-

cago.

Brdcst. Time Sls.

Exec. House 3211

Carl Schuele, pres.: Ronald Durham Ch ca ^o
district sales mgr.: Karen Turner. Milwaukee

mgr.

Aaron Rubin, exec. v.p., treasurer.

CBS Radio Spot Sales

REPRESENTATIVES
Adv. Time Sales

Essex Inn 301

Thomas B. Campbell, pres.; John A. Thompson, v.p.; William N. Davidson, v.p.; Alan J.

Bell. dir. promotion, research.

AM Radio Sales
CH 2320 -25

S -B 608

Radio;

Ogden Prestholdt, dir. engineering.

CBS TV

pres.

John Blair & Co.
Radio;

F.

Hess, asst. to v.p. station admin.; Alfred N.

-B

CH 804 -5.6

Sidney J. Wolf, pres.; E. R. Peterson, sr.
v.p.; Miss Charlotte Tucker, dir., station re-

Shaw, dir., tv stn. relations; Joseph

Giaquinto, dir. tv stn. clearances; Chester
Simmons, pres., Sports Programs, Inc.

S

Elisabeth Beckjorden, pres.

Charles Bernard

'4BC TV

Essex Inn

Mort Bassett Co.

S -B 2643 -45

CH 1824

Maurie Webster, v.p.. gen. mgr.

Gilbert.

N.

Y.

Chicago office;

sales mgr.;

Rr

'

Cha

Fred Ruegg.

administration; plus. Chicag

Henry

I.

Christal

CH 1306

Henry Christal. pres.: Irvin Gross. v.p.. gen.
mgr.; Philbin Flanagan. sales mgr.: John
Fouts. Detroit: Richard Charlton. Chicago.

Bill Losee, pres.; Jerry Glynn. v.p.

Devney Organization
Avery- Knodel
J.

W.

Knodel,

S

pres.;

J.

S.

-B 1108 -910

Stewart, radio

Exec. House

Edward J. Devney. pres.; John Markey. Chicago mgr.

CCUN%

FNTION SPEC

t
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Bob Dore Assoc.

S -B

Bob Dore, pres.; Ed Sherinian, Chicago mgr.

Robert

Eastman Executive House

E.

Eastman, pres.; Richard Arbuckle,
exec. v.p.; Joe Cuff, v.p. in charge of sales;
George Dubinetz, v.p., Chicago mgr.

McGavren -Guild
Daren

F.

Executive House

McGavren, pres.; Ralph Guild, exec.

VT.; Edward Argow, New York sales mgr.;
Robert Mahlman, Chicago sales mgr.; Ted

CH

Art Sakelson, pres.; Mike Gilroy, v.p., Chicago; James Morrow, treas., Chicago.

Albert

B.

Shepard, exec. v.p.;

S -B

Irvin Unger,

Chicago.

Chambon, Chicago a.e.

Spanish Intl. Net Sls. Palmer House

Robert

FM Group Sales

Select Station Representatives

The Meeker Co.

CH 1700

Robert Meeker, pres.; Jack Hardingham, dir.
sales devel.; Charles Standard, v.p., sales;
Martin Mills, research -promotion dir.; Herb
Hahn, radio sales mgr.; Robert Dudley, station relations dir.; Edgar Filion, v.p., West

Rene Anselmo, v.p.

Spot Time Sales

Executive House

John Erickson, pres.; Carl Loucks, v.p.; How-

ard Shulman, sales mgr.

Coast (San Francisco); Don Palmer, Los An-

Forjoe

CH

geles mgr.

Storer Tv Sls.

J)!eph Bloom, pres.

Metro Radio Sls.
Gill -Perna

CH 2400
H. D.

Helen Gill,

v.p.;

Dan

pres.; John J. Perna, Jr., exec.
Bowen, Detroit mgr.; Walter

Beadell, Midwest mgr.; Marshall Black, sales
exec., Midwest.

Herbert

E.

Groskin

Sheraton Towers
& Wrigley Bldg.

(Bud) Neuwirth, v.p., dir.; Robert Car-

penter, New York sales mgr.; William Lauer,
Detroit sales mgr.; LeRoy Rizor, St. Louis
mgr.; Richard Schutte, San Francisco mgr.;
Robert Jones, Los Angeles mgr.; Richard
Kelliher, Chicago mgr.

NBC Spot Sales

Barron, v.p.;

Julian Kantner, Midwest sls. mgr.; Richard
Helledy, Charles Lieber, Bud Mertens, Samuel Eadie, Midwest sales.

Drake Hotel

TvAR

Larry H. Israel, pres.; Robert McGredy, v.p.;

Ambassador East

Richard H. Close, v.p. in charge.

Harrington,
Righter & Parsons

P.

gen. mgr.; John D. Kelly, eastern sls. mgr.;

Ben Margolis

Oxford House

Herbert Groskin, pres.

Exec. House 3812

Peter Storer, pres.; Francis

TV Stations

CH 2024A

Herb Jacobs, pres.; Grace Jacobs, v.p.; Don

SB 808

Righter, pres.; James O. Parsons, v.p.;
John Dickenson, v.p.; Arthur C. Elliot, v.p.;
Maurice Rashbaum, v.p.
V. R.

George P. Hollingbery

CH 1600

George Hollingbery, pres.; Ed Spencer, vice

chairman of the board; Harry Wise, pres. tv;
Fred Hague, pres. radio; Warren Nelson,
v.p. tv; Robert Pierce, sales mgr.; Phil Corper, v.p.; Richard Hunter, v.p.; Roy Edwards,

Peters, Griffin, Woodward

S -B 705

Preston Peters, pres.; Lloyd Griffin, tv
pres.; Jones Scovern, v.p.; Charles R. Kinney,
tv v.p.; Arthur E. Muth, tv v.p.; William G.
Walters, tv v.p.; Lon King, v.p.; Ray Stanfield,

radio v.p.; Thomas Taylor, radio v.p.; William
W. Bryan, v.p., Detroit mgr.; John G. Butler,
radio mgr., Dallas; Paul Wischmeyer, tv a.e.,
St. Louis; Arthur Bagge, radio v.p., Chicago;
William Tynan, tv v.p., Chicago.

Edward Petry & Co.

CH 1400

Edward Petry, board chmn.; Martin Nierman,
exec. v.p.; Ben H. Holmes, v.p.; Roger Le-

CH 2122A

Reau, v.p.;

Angeles

Hal Holman, pres.

Venard,

Torbet & McConnell

CH 2100

Venard, pres.; Alan Torbet, exec. v.p.;
James J. McConnell, v.p., treas.; Steven R.
Rintoul, v.p.; H. B. Meyers, v.p., Chicago.
L. G.

Adam Young

v.p.

Hal Holman Co.

Menchel, v.p.; Ron Krueger, sales.

H.

Bill Rohn, v.p.; Bill Larimer, Los

mgr.; Joe Sierer,

radio mgr., At-

CH 1100

pres.; James F. O'Grady, Jr.,
Cliff Barborka, Jr., v.p., radio;

Adam Young,

exec. v.p.;
John

Stella,

gen.

mgr.,

Chicago;

Richard

Freeman, gen. mgr., Detroit; Roger Sheldon,
gen. mgr., St. Louis.

lanta.

Bernard Howard
Bernard

CH

Howard, pres.;

Jack

Davis,

Prestige Representation Org.
Reps.

Executive House 3711

M. Headley, chmn.; Frank E.
pres.; Dwight Reed, exec. v.p.;
Edward P. Shurick, v.p.; Jack White, v.p.;
Grant Smith, v.p.; Avery Gibson, v.p. H -R
Radio: James Alspaugh, exec. v.p.; Bill Mc-

H -R

Essex Inn

exec.

v.p.

H -R

Weed, Weed TV
Roger O'Connor

TV: Frank

Pellegrin,

Rae, v.p.

Radio -Television Reps.

Exec. House 3803

CH 800

Weed, pres.; C. C. Weed, v.p.

Grant Webb

pres.; Sol Frischling, dir. of
research; Sy Thomas, v.p., Chicago.

Executive House

Paul H. Raymer, pres. ; Fred Brokaw,

Visit the SPONSOR
suite

exec.

v.p.;

Eugene Katz, pres.; Edward Code!, v.p., cli-

Stuart M. Kelly, v.p.; Powell Ensign,
v.p.; Robert B. Rains, Detroit; John Rath,

During the

ent relations.

Chicago mgr.

SPONSOR's

Jack Masla & Co.
Jack Masla, pres.; Allan

68

11

Park East
S.

Klamer, v.p.

cmvr.xrruN

sPHC[AL

S -B

Grant Webb, pres.; Kenneth Schaefer, mgr.,
Chicago; Michael Farrish, a.e.; Gregg Macafee, San Francisco.

Peggy Stone,

Paul H. Raymer

The Katz Agency

S -B

Sam Brownstein, pres.

J. J.

Town House

Robert Richer Reps.

Palmer House

NAB

Convention,

hospitality suite
will be located in the Conrad
Hilton, suite 2506.

Robert Richer, pres.
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but

WTMJ -TV

EVERY
TV STATION
HAS ITS

consistently

BRIGHT
MOMENTS

attracts more
Milwaukee
viewers
(and more
adult viewers)

See for yourself!
Mon. Sun.)

Statron

Total Homes

Total Adults

WTMJTV

62,200

91,100

50.100

63.800

-

A.M. TO
MIDNIGHT
9

WTMJ-TV

(Mon. - Sun.)
4 -6:30 P.M

52,300

59,700

71,500

97.800

44,500

42,500

45.500

22.400

Every station can show sparkling figures for
individual program segments. But the truest
gauge of popularity is Total Day statistics.
The ARB figures at left show that WTMJ -TV
is consistently first in the eyes of Milwaukee.
In addition, WTMJ -TV attracts more adult
viewers
buying viewers. This is emphasized by the ARB figures for the Monday
through Sunday, 4 to 6:30 P.I., time segment
when the greatest number of both adults
and children are available for viewing.
Remember the station that consistently
shines brightest in Milwaukee, for both viewers and advertisers
W'T\IJ- I'V.
.

...

.

.

.

Source ARB Report, January, 1963.

VVTMJ -TV
THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL STATION
,epresented by
SPONSOR

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER 8 PARSONS

1\rklI-

l416:1

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, ATLANTA. BOSTON. ST. LOU

S

t.t1N%FNTIl1N SPFCI.\L

LOS ANGELES
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M
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TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
AFA

Assoc. Program Service
(div. Muzak)

Sheraton -Chicago

Mark

F.

Charles

Cowley, Muzak pres.;

gen. mgr.;

APS

Cooper, pres.

Station Reps. Assn.

EVERY NETWORK

...105 TV SNOWS
EVERY WEEK...

CH 505

Lawrence Webb, executive dir.

CH

Norman Cash, pres.; Jacob Evans, v.p., Midwest operations.

RAB

CH

Edmund C. Bunker,

chmn.; Robert J. Burton, v.p.; Richard Kirk,
v.p.; Justin Bradshaw, station relations dir.;
Russell Sanjek, public relations dir.

Capitol Records

western mktg. mgr.; Jerry Cudlipp, eastern
region. mgr.

Exhibit booth

pres.; Miles

David, adAlter, v.p., natl.

MO DAY
..

CBS

...

CBS

CBS

Exhibit:

development.

rooms, one completely automated.

CH 1124

Danish, dir.; Lawrence Creshkoff, exec.
dir.; Ben Wickham, mgr., station services;
Carl Burkland, general mgr.

Commercial Producers

CH 918A

Lang -Worth

CH

Corinthian Broadcasting
Wrede Petersmeyer,
Tower, admin. v.p.
C.

S

pres.;

Rust Craft Broadcasting

Charles

-B

Mark Century

CH 1119A

Mars Broadcasting

CH 1518A

Charles Michelson

Palmer House

CH

v.p.; lee Gaynor,

natl. sales

Peter Frank Org.

C

CH 2000

Peter Frank, pres.; Morton J. Wagner, exec.
v.p., and mng. dir.; Herbert N. Euseman,

RESEARCH
ARB, div. of

CH 900

-E -I -R

STONEY BURKE

ABC

James W. Seiler, dir.; Jack L. Gross, dir. of
sales, NAFA div.; James Rupp, station sales

THE TONIGHT SHOW

NBC

dir., dir. of marketing; Ralph Crutchfield,
station sales mgr.

asst. mng. dir., sls. PFO Radio 'Tv Productions: Rod Kinder, Tom Merriman creators
producers. Richard H. Ullman, Inc.: Gene
Daniels, Bernie Edelman, Joey Levine, Robert Hanna, Fred Winton, regional sls. mgrs.

Pams Productions

AMONG OTHERS
A. C. Nielsen
J.

K.

Churchill, v.p.;

CH 1033A

CH 1000
E.

P.

H.

James, v.p.;

H. Shoemaker, v.p.; George E. Blechta,
v.p.; W. R. Wyatt, v.p.; J. R. Matthews, v.p.
J.

page

RCA Recorded Prog. Svce.
Al Sambrook,

CH

500

mgr.; Don Axt, assistant

mgr.

Sesac

Pulse

CH 906A

CH 2200

Sternberg, sales dir.; Allen Klein,
West Coast dir.; Clay Forker, Midwest dir.;
Kenneth Gross, sales mgr.
George

Alice Heinecke, v.p.; W.
relations dir.

589 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

MUSIC /BROADCAST SERVICES
ASCAP

CH

Lou Weber, mgr., radio /tv div.; Milton Grey.

16

CONVENTION SPECIAL

F.

Myers, station

Exhibit space

E

Conrad Hilton

BROADCAST

MUSIC, INC.

Jr

Boehmer, general sales mgr
Rossin, sales dir.; Robert Bechi r,
O.

H.

Jack Berkman, pres.; John Laux, exec. v.p.;
Fred Weber,

1324

John D. Langlois, pres.; C. O. Langlois,

Herbert
sales dir.

GROUPS

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW CBS

72

complete studios and control

Two

Roy

DANNY THOMAS SHOW CBS

on

4E

Conrad Hilton

ministrative v.p.; Robert H.
sales; Harry Averill, v.p. and dir., member

mgr.

More

Essex Inn

Bruce

Rozet, mktg. v.p., Gencom division of Electro Megatyne Inc.; Max Ellison,
A.

v.p.; Robert

70

exec. v.p.

product mgr.

BMI

Univ. Club

TIO

BMI

John Esau,

Carl Haverlin, pres.; Sidney M. Kaye, board

EVERY DAY ON

THE LUCY SHOW

Roberts,

S -B

TvB

I'VE GOT A SECRET

W.

4

Radio & TV Society

Claude Barrere, executive director.

MUSIC IS USED

TO TELL THE TRUTH

J.

Muzak; Dave Bain, Muzak

Intl

CH 1206

Richard H. Ullman, Inc.

CH 2000

World Broadcasting
System, Inc.

CH 1300

SPONSOR
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Beware of the

commercial
on the conference
room screen!

c.

TV viewers see it on a tube

-

tape. No second -hand images, no translation. no picture cropping. Video tape is completely compatible
with your target: America's tv set in the living room.
Proof of the picture's in the viewing! Take one of
your filmed commercials to a tv station or tape production house and view it on a tv monitor, side-by -side
with a video tape. You'll see at once why today's bestselling pictures come from "Scorch" Video Tape.
Other advantages with "Scorch" Video Tape: pushbutton speed in creating unlimited special effects, immediate playback, and no processing wait for either
black-and -white or color. For a free brochure "Techniques of Editing Video Tape ", write 3NI Magnetic
Products Division. Dept. MCK -43. St. Paul 19, Minn.

where today's best -selling pictures come
from SCOTCH BRAND Video Tape
On a movie screen your commercial may rate Oscars;
but on the family tv it can lay there like cold popcorn.
Trouble is, home audiences don't view it theatre -style.
It reaches them (if at all) on a tv tube. And the optical electronic translation loses sharpness, presence, tone
scale gradations, and picture size.
On the other hand: put your commercial on "ScorcH"
BRAND Video Tape, view it on a tv monitor, and see
what the customer sees -an original, crystal -clear picture with the authentic "it's happening now" look of

See us at the

,V.-1

B Show Booth

"5^.5-4

S

A

PE:ISTEPEO TM OE ,M [O

magnetic
[Tla
9
SPONSOR

t
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Products Division

3Mcommy

CONVEX IJON SPECIAL

17

OR

Moseley Assoc., Inc.

NEWS SERVICES

BM

AP

S

Louis J. Kramp, asst. general mgr.; Oliver
Gramling, Tom Coleman, Burl Ely, Fred
Strozier, admin. assistants; Douglas Lovelace, Louisville, special membership exec.

Water Tower Inn

...105 TV SHOWS
EVERY WEEK...

TUESDAY
MARSHALL DILLON

.

...

ABC

LLOYD BRIDGES SHOW CBS
JACK BENNY SHOW

.

.

CBS

GARRY MOORE SHOW

CBS

LARAMIE

NBC

EMPIRE

NBC

AMONG OTHERS

CH 700
1319

page

78

589 Fifth Avenue

J.

Minahan,

v.p.

and

gen.

mgr.;

P. Mallardi, business mgr.; Richard
Duglin, sales rep.

EQUIPMENT

Michael

UPI

CH 600

Keller, v.p. and general sales mgr.;
R. T. Eskew, exec
sales mgr.; Thomas E.
Cunningham, general sales exec.; Dale M.
Johns, central div. mgr.; Richard A. Litfin,
Pacific div. mgr.; Dean C. Miller, national
broadcast news mgr.

',OR

Alto Fonic Tape Service

CH 1835A

Ampex Corporation

CH 505A

Automatic Tape Control

CH 1724

LeRoy

(()N\'F:X I U)\ SPECIAL

101

CH 1835A
SY

Collins Radio

CH 2224A

Continental
Electronics Mfg.

OTHER

101

SY

CH 2539
/

AT&T

CH 2539A

Better Brdcst. Bur.
J.

Dresser -Ideco

Racquet Club

nO

Electra Magadyne

CH 1218

Broadcast Service Co. Pick -Congress
Buena Vista Distribution,
subsidiary of Walt Disney

CH 1224

SY
CO'

General Electric

CH 605
SY

General Electronics Labs.

Gotham Audio

CH 1900

CH 2422A
CH 2339

SS?
vU'

Pick -Congress

House
Lee P.

CH 1924

ITA Electronics

Broadcast Clearing

r

Essex Motor Inn

Barborka, 1r., pres.

Bonded TV Film Service

0'

CH 1618

Gates Radio

Mehlig, pres.; Jock Fluornoy, admin.

Johnson Electronics

CH 1734A
00

MaCarTa

LEO BURNETT

CH 1500

Tom Wright, Jr., v.p., media; Harold G. Till

-

CH 935A
,Y

McMartin
Industries

r0

Essex Motor Inn
,Y

Pepper Sound Studios

CH 1335A

Community Club
Awards

Pick -Congress

RCA

CH 605A

Stainless

CH 1506

So

John C. Gilmore, pres.

International Good Music

CH 835A

Surrounding Sound

CH 823

Georgia Assn. Brdcstrs.

CH 1134A

Sarkes Tarzian

CH 1319A

Robert Kerr Org.

CH 1235A

Utility Tower

CH 2419A

Kline Iron and Steel

CH 2339A

Visual Electronics

CH 1200

Vitro Electronics

CH 1023

MCA -TV
18

SY
1011

SY

Clark -Root

New York 17, N. Y.

79

;OR
JSY

Michael

BROADCAST

MUSIC, INC.

SV'

CH

More
on

}OR
SY '

son mgr. media.

BMI

;OR
I

CH 1706A

TAC

mgr.

DICK POWELL Theatre NBC

Executive House

Telescreen Advertising, Inc. CH

Clifford

CBS

Y'

SY

Softness Group

John Cooper, mgr.

RPI

EVERY NETWORK

CH

1

;OR

Syndication

EVERY DAY ON

Communications Centers

Standard Rate & Data
Service, Inc.

CBS Newsfilm

MUSIC IS USED

THE UNTOUCHABLES

Fred A. Niles

Sheraton Room

-B

CH 1234A

CH 2300

SPONSOR/I
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A VERY IMPORTANT LETTER

IBAESSS

Y PI

stands for
thing that

is

very

xciting 8

xtraordinary about th.
ntry into television of
`

who made the name of EMBASSY syn'nymous with Showmanship, is bringing 33 powerfully pre -sold
lew features to television for the first time. From the flamo Y ance that made "Hercules" a household word, to the finesse
,hat culminated in an Academy Award for Sophia Loren in
`Two Women', EMBASSY guarantees pre- established acceptance,
iTia its own special brand of showmanship, for each of the
33 features now available for television. Agencies and advertisrs are aware of the impact of dynamic merchandising that reults in each EMBASSY attraction being pre -sold to audiences
11 over the nation.
Added to this are the power of star names, story values and
Academy Awards that make EMBASSY -the most Exciting name
in Entertainment -the most Exciting new Entry into television.
,Oc

d

w

._

T

)T

T

`

°

33

NEW FEATURE FILMS FOR TELEVISION'
FROM EMBASSY PICTURES CORP.

TITLE

APHRODITE (color)
° ATTILA(color)
THE BEAR (color)
BIMBO THE GREAT (color)
LANDRU (color)
CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS (color)
CRIME DOES NOT PAY

DEVIL'S WANTON
DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE

(Nominated For 3 Academy Awards)

FABIOLA
FABULOUS WORLD OF JULES VERNE
FACE IN THE RAIN
FURY AT SMUGGLERS BAY (color)
GASLIGHT FOLLIES
*HERCULES (color)
HERCULES UNCHAINED (color)
JACK THE RIPPER
THE LOVE MAKERS
LOVE AT TWENTY

RUNNING TIME CAST

86 minutes. .. Isabel Corey, Antonio de Teffe
83 minutes. . Anthony Quinn, Sophia Loren
86 minutes. . Renato Rascel, Francis Blanche
96 minutes. . Claus Holm, Germaine Damar, Elmar Ka
118 minutes. .. Michele Morgan, Danielle Darrieux,
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

o

Hildegarde Neff, Charles Denner
Cornel Wilde, Christine Kaufmann, Belin
.159 minutes. . Richard Todd, Danielle Darrieux,
Michele Morgan, Pierre Brasseur
77 minutes... Birger Malmsten, Doris Svedlund
104 minutes ... Marcello Mastroianni, Daniele Rocca
114 minutes.

.

.
.

.100 minutes. . . Michele Morgan
87 minutes. . Lou Tock, Ernie Navara
90 minutes. . Rory Calhoun, Marina Berti
96 minutes. . Peter Cushing, John Fraser,
90 minutes
100 Stars of Yesteryear
.107 minutes. . . Steve Reeves, Sylva Koscina
101 minutes. . Steve Reeves
89 minutes. . Lee Patterson, Eddie Byrne
103 minutes. .. Jean -Paul Belmondo. Claudia Cardinale
110 minutes. . . Jean Pierre Leaud,
Marie Pisier, Barbara Lass
MADAME (color)
104 minutes. . . Sophia Loren, Robert Hossein
MORGAN THE PIRATE (color)
93 minutes. . . Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange
NIGHT IS MY FUTURE
87 minutes. . Mai Zetterling, Birger Malmsten
O. K. NERO
90 minutes. . Walter Chiari, Silvana Pampanini
PASSIONATE THIEF
100 minutes. . Anna Magnani, Ben Gazzara, Toto
YOUNG GIRLS OF GOOD FAMILIES
104 minutes. . Ziva Rodann, Fred Clarke
THE SKY ABOVE -THE MUD BELOW (color) 90 minutes
STRANGERS IN THE CITY
83 minutes... Kenny Delmar, Robert Gentile
THIEF OF BAGHDAD (color)
89 minutes. . . Steve Reeves
TWO WOMEN (Academy Award Best Actress)
99 minutes... Sophia Loren, Jean -Paul Belmondo, Raf Vallon
WALK INTO HELL (color)
93 minutes . .. Chips Rafferty, Francoise Christophe
NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE
87 minutes... Donald Pleasence, Shirley Eaton, Dennis Price
WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS
114 minutes... Melina Mercouri, Marcello Mastroianni,
Gina Lollobrigida, Yves Montand
WONDERS OF ALADDIN (color)
93 minutes... Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica
.
.

.

!

.
.

.
.
.

.

*HERCULES and ATTILA made their television premieres on New York's independent WOR -TV ; the first twc
titles shown, out of the thirty -three purchased.
In January, "Hercules" had the highest rating in history for any single movie ever presented on this station, overwhelming all competition with 46.1% of the viewing audience, according to Nielsen Station Index. The 35.1
average quarter hour rating exceeded that of the three networks combined!
ATTILA, which followed in February, was ranked No. 1 in its time period (7 :30-9 :00 PM) again outrating any
of the three networks, achieving a 24.7 average quarter hour rating according to the Nielsen Station Index. It
had 32% share of the audience.
IN CHICAGO, premiering on WNBQ Saturday, March 9, "Hercules" topped the three competing stations -w'th
a 22 ARB and a record breaking 46% share of the viewing audience in the late evening time.
,

Write or phone for our illustrated brochure, containing full information on every title listed above
Television Department, Embassy Pictures Corp., Time & Life Bldg., Rockefeller Center, N.Y. 20, N.

Y.
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SYNDICATION
EXHIBITORS AT NAB
11-I r'63 members .tr( exhibiting at Pick- Congrc.
(abuse). Urluv syn(li(etors arc :u Conrad Hilton

or the first time, 18 of the leading tv film distributors will
age their t(ntraliic(1 display utter the banner "'Fete% Ilion Film
xhibit -1963" at the Pick -Conress hotel, one block from NAB's
onvcntion headquarters at the
.onra(1 Hilton. In addition, the
etmot ks' s. ndication arms and otters will be offering their own (lis)lays at the NAB convention itself.
In recent years, displays of synicators at the NAB conventions
Lave been widely scattered, a dc-

clopment causing chagrin among
broadcasters. Suggestions by NAB
that film distributors should exhibit at regional conferences
brought little applause, and no
support. Furthermore, several syndicators and feature -film houses
held Associate Nlember status in
NAB (at costs of over $1,200 annually.), but felt they got little
front it.
When a tv station executive goes
to the annual NAB meeting, he is
interested in discussing the state of
his business. The basic commodity
of this business is. of course, pro grants. And one of the three basic
sources of this commodity (with
the networks and the stations themseises) is syndication.
That distributors of syndicated
programs and features should seek
a major role at the broadcasters'
convention is therefore understandable.
The idea for a centralized display was conceived in some anger
at last year's convention. Throughout last summer, spade work on

the idea continued. Other distributors were polled and arrangements were Oracle for an exhibit
area on the third floor of the new
Pick-Congress Hotel.
In September, the co- chairmen
of an ad hoc executive committee
met in Washington to disclose the
group's plans to Governor Collins
and NAB. And the next week,
"Television Film Exhibit -1963 was
announced.
it's been a long road from the
conception of the TFE idea to its
fulfilment this week in Chicago.
Through the infinity of details and
arrangements tended -to by a variety of distributor executivesstrictly on an extra -curricular basis
-there seems to have been nary a
hitch in the development of the
plan.
TFE -'63 indeed seems to be one
practical solution to the misunderstanding between NAB and the
syndicators that started back in
1955.
%l'hy, then, slid it take eight
years for it to happen?

Well. perhaps it's just one of
those things. Perhaps nobody
thought of it before. But, on second thought, syndication is a very
different business today front what
it was in 1955.
A glance clown the list of TFE
companies offers one easy clue to
this change. More than i5" , of

those names would not have been
found among the 1955 exhibitors:
they weren't in the syndication
business then. Some of these. of
course, are explained by name

(flanges or mergers. Still, mote
than 'in('; of these companies yycrc
not operating in syndication eight
years ago. lost of those that were
are now under new management.
There are fewer companies and
also fewer persons in the syndication business today. In 1955 the
trend was still toward the massive
sales force, with a 40 -man crew
considered desirable and a 75 -man
force (like that of Ziv TV) considered a reasonable objective. Today. a six -man sales force is per fec try respectable.
Of course, main of the same ex
ecutives are in the business today,
though with different companies.
But the whole style of the business
has changed, and the survivors are
perhaps those who best proved
able to change with the times.
In 1955 the dominant mode of
syndication was the half-hour adventure series. "Today that kind of
program is exceptional.
Also, in 1955, feature films were
still being called "std movies."
Since then we've seen the entry of
major -studio libraries, and post -' 18s.
Also, since 1955 we've seen the
emergence of the local afternoon
kid strips.
Close to I00R;, of all syndicated
film sales are now made directly to
stations. And this more direct (le
facto relationship between the stations and distributors -combined
ysith a greater stability in an industry that may have finally outgrown its growing pains -these factors are perhaps what stake a TFI
possible today.
For list of exhibitors please turn page
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DESILU SALES*

ABC FILMS
Suite:

CH

Suite 311, Pick -Congress

2305 -A

EXECUTIVES: Henry G. l'litt, pies.;
Harold J. Klein, Sr., v.p.; world -wide
sls.; John F. 'robin, v.p., domestic syndication; Irving Paley, stir., advtg.
pronto.; Philip Conway, cast. mgr.;
\lichael G. Gould, cent. mgr.; William
Seiler, south. mgr.; I toward M. Lloyd,
t'est. mgr.

MUSIC IS USED
EVERY DAY ON
EVERY NETWORK

PROPERTIES: Tite New Breed, 36
une-hour programs, oll network; Girl
Talk, series of five- per -week half -hour
discussion programs starring Virginia
Graham and guests, sold in 13 -week
packages: and 20 -plus other series currently in circulation.
ALLIED ARTISTS TELEVISION*

...105 TV SHOWS

program mgr.; Barry Lawrence, dir.,
prom., adv., pub.; James C. Stern,
central sales mgr.; Roy George, S.W.
sales mgr.; Sidney Cohen, west. div,
sales mgr.; Elliot A. Benner, a.e., central div.

EVERY WEEK...

WED.
CBS

DOBIE GILLIS

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW CBS
ARMSTRONG Circle Theatre CBS

GOING MY WAY

ABC

OUR MAN HIGGINS

ABC

NAKED CITY

ABC

PERRY COMO

NBC

AMONG OTHERS

BMI

More
on

page
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BROADCAST

MUSIC, INC.
589 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.

78

2.1

Shelby Room, Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: Robert B. Morin, v.p.,
general sales mgr.; C. P. Jaeger, nat'1

CONVENTION SPECIAL

PROPERTIES: Calvacade of the '60sGroup I, 40 post -'48 features; Calvacade of the '603-Group 11, 32 post-'50
dramatic comedy. mystery and adventure filins; *Science Fiction, 22 post '48
suspense features; *Science Fiction,
Exploitables; Bowery Boys, 48 episodes
of rollicking fun; Bomba, the Jungle
Boy, 13 adventure stories of the jungle
saga.

BRITISH INFOR. SERVICE
Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: Alan \Vaple, dir.
news.

of

CBS FILMS
EXECUTIVES: Sam Cooke Digges,
admin. v.p.; James Victory, v.p.,
dourest. sales; Ralph Baruch, v.p., int'l
sales; Fred Nfahlstedt, mng. dir.,
dottiest. and int'l open; numerous
sales personnel.
PROPERTIES: 'Have Gun, Will
Travel, 52 half- hours, off network;
}Deputy Dawg (3rd series), cartoons;
}Jimmy II'akely, 52 half- hours, color;
grams; Phil Silvers, off network;
f
ukla and 011ie, 195 5 -min. programs;
honeymooners, off network; CBS
Vews[hn; Call "Mr. I)," off network;
Wanted: Dead or Alive, off network;
San Francisco Beat, off network;
JI'Iiirlybirds,

EXECUTIVES: Richard Dinsmore, v.p.,
get] mgr.; Peter Cary, western sales
mgr.; Ivan Cenit, S, \V. sales mgr.;
Tom Seehof, eastern sales mgr.; Jack
Stuart, S.E. sales mgr.; Chuck %Vhip_
ple, Inidwestern sales mgr.; Jerry
Franken, press- promotion.

PROPERTIES: }Fractured Flickers, 26
programs, classic silent films, with new
sound tracks and new plots; Desilu
Playhouse, 39 hour drama specials;
Cnestward llo, 38 off-network half
hours; The Texan, 78 half -hours, starring Rory Calhoun; Harrigan & Son,
with Pat O'Brien as a hard -hitting
lawyer; Junior All- Stars -Children,
pitcher Don Drysdale and baseball
greats meet the kids; Journey of a
Lifetime, 39 color half- hours, journeying through the Holy Land; Desiht's
Little People, wizardry in puppetry;
Jazz Scene, U.S.A., Steve Allen hosts;
Rod Rocket, 130 31/2- minute cartoons
with authentic space background;
Window on the World, documentaries
that blend public service and entertainment; Doctors nt 11'ork, tv close ups of medical met at work; Travel
Time, U. S. cities and landmarks
filmed for youngsters; Universe, half hour journey to the stars and outer
space.
-

EMBASSY PICTURES*
Suite 327, Pick-Congress

EXECUTIVES: Joseph E. Levine, pres.;
E. Jonny Graff, v.p., television; Leonard Lightstone, exec. v.p.; Jerry Liddiard, western sales mgr.; Arnold

Friedman, ads,. dept.
PROPERTIES: 33 feature filins, offered
to television for the first time; all produced between 1951 and 1962. 12 titles are available in 1963, 11 in 1964,
and 12 in 1965, because these films do
not have their theatrical exhibition
completed until those dates. "Lan tlru" premieres in the U. S. in April
1963; "Constantine and the Cross" is
now in American premiere engagement. Available now: "Hercules,"
"Attila," "Hercules Unchained," "Fabulous World of Jules Verne," "Jack
the Ripper," and others. Others to be
released: "\lorgan the Pirate," "Where
the Hot \Vint) Blows," "Two \Vomen," "The Sky Above-the Mud Below." Embassy is also exhibiting
(Please turn to page 82)
Member, Television Film Exhibit (TFE). 3rd floor,
Plrit- Congress Ilutel.
tNettly ur recently released for sy-ttdicatlon,
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we've gone around the world ...to bring you Volume 6

THE INTERNATIONAL VOLUME
Our new selection of critically acclaimed
feature motion pictures is assembled in Volume 6,

"THE INTERNATIONAL VOLUME"

-

Seven Arts new release of "Films of the 50's."
See them at Seven Arts'

TFE suite in the

Pick- Congress Hotel, Chicago, March 30 -April 3

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

or call your nearest Seven Arts' representative.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
KEA YORK: 270 Park Avenue 1Tkon ( -1717
CHICAGO: 4630 Estes, Lincolnwood, III. ORchard 4 -$105
DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive ADams 0-2855
Los ANGELES: 3562 Royal woods Drive, Sherman Oaks. Calif. STate 3-8276
TORONTO, ONTARIO: II Adelaide St. West EN1pire 4-7103
For list of TV stations programming Seven Arts'"Films of the 50s"
see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
Individual feature prices upon request.

LOOK IN AT THE LION'S DEN when visiting TFE '63 in
Chicago, March 30 -April 3. That's where you'll find the usual
MGM hospitality -and a full complement of TV programs for stations. 'MGM Television, Washington Room, Pick Congress Hotel.
}

O(

LOOK WHO'S BACK America's favorite light- hearted
sleuths are now available for the first time on a market- by -market basis. Get full details about The Thin Man series at the
MGM suite at TFE '63. "Phyllis Kirk, Asia, Peler Lawford.
1540 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19

CHICAGO

CULVER CITY

TORONTO

,

,

GM
,.,
j

J

TELEVISION

B

trailers and sildes, available to stations, and distributing a 40 -page color
brochure.

ers, 56 Gene Autry features, edited tc
53:30; Action Theatre of the 50's, 60s
post -'50 \Western features; 23 Rec
Ryder and Little Beaver, based on syn

FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES

dicated comic strip; 15 John Wayne
Westerns; 150 Outdoor Action Vest

Chicago Sheraton

EXECUTIVES: Ira Gottlieb, pres.

FOUR STAR DISTRIBUTION*
Victorian Room, Pick -Congress

Music is

USED

EVERY DAY ON
EVERY NETWORK

...105 TV SHOWS
EVERY WEEK...

THURS.
WIDE COUNTRY

NBC

DR. KILDARE

NBC

FAIR EXCHANGE

CBS

PERRY MASON

CBS

OZZIE AND HARRIET

.

ABC

DONNA REED SHOW

.

ABC

MY THREE SONS

ABC

PREMIERE

ABC
AMONG OTHERS

BMI

More
on

page
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CONVENTION SPECIAL

EXECUTIVES: Tom McDermott, pees.,
George Ellers, exec. v.p.; Len Fire stone, v.p., and gen. mgr.; \Iaurry
Reiner, v.p., int'l sales; John Herlihy,
exec. admin. asst.; Burt Rosen, exec.
admin. asst.; Leo Gutman, adv. dir.;
Bud Brooks, Dick Feiner, Bill Hooper,
Al Shore, Jerry \\'eisfeldt, sales repre-

sentatives.
PROPERTIES: }Dick Powell Theatre,
60 one -hour all -star drama; }The
Rifleman, 168 half- hours, western adventure; }Tom Ewell Show, 32 half hour, all -family comedy; Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre, 145 half- hours,
Dick Powell host; The Detectives, 67
half- hours, 30 hours, law enforcement
series; Stagecoach 'Vest, 38 hours, daring men on overland stage route; Target: The Corruptors, 35 hours, expose
of organized crime and corruption;
The Law and Mr. Jones, 45 halfhours, humorous stories about a dedicated lawyer.
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE*
Suite 319, Pick-Congress

EXECUTIVES: Malcolm W. Sherman,
western div. mgr.; Ken Weldon, central div. mgr.; Bryan D. Stoner, mid west div. sngr.; C. E. Feltner Jr., southern div. mgr.; Vonn Neubauer, south-

ern rep.; David Bader, eastern div.
mgr.; David Bloom, gen. sales mgr.
PROPERTIES: Science Fiction Cliff
Hangers, 191 chapters, 13 minutes;
Jungle Adventure Cliff Hangers, 104
chapters, 13 minutes; Republic's Famous Cliff Hangers, 16 titles, 206 chapters; 140 Post -'48 Constellation Features, 40 now available in color. 29
Post -'50 Saturn Features, released theatrically as late as 1959; 3 in color;
The Mighty Forty, 40 features, 13 with
John Wayne; Five science fiction
"shockers "; 33 Mystery Features, fiery
Queen, etc.; 26 Comedy Features,
Olsen and Johnson, etc.; 137 Special
Features, all full -length; 65 One -Hour
Features, edited for a one -hour slot;
14 Roy Rogers Features of the 50's,
nine now available in color; Roy Rogers-Gene Autry Library, 67 Roy Rog-

erns, Babby Ilayes, Andy Devine, Bob
Steele, etc.; Stories of the Century.
" Emmy" Winner for best Adventur
Series, 39 half hours; Frontier Doctor,
Dr. Baxter in the vanguard of civilization, 39 half- hours; Stryker of Scotland'
Yard, Authentic made-in-England series, 12 half -hours; Commando Cody
Sky Marshal of the Universe, outer
space -sd ience fiction series, 12 half hours.

-

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION CORP
(ITC)*
Suite 325, Pick-Congress

EXECUTIVES: Abe Mfastdell, exec. v.p.;
Harold L. Danson, gell. sales mgr.,
syndication; Irving Klein, dir., adv.;
Lee Stone, 1 %Tilliam Vidas, Bill Guenther, Frank L. Sheehan, Hugh Simpson, Ted Swift.
PROPERTIES: }Jo Stafford,. hour series with guest stars; }:Ilan of the
ll'orld, hour adventures, Craig Stevens; f The Saint, hour series, Roger
Moore as Leslie Clrarteris hero; }Fireball XL5, half -hour adventures in
outer space; },lfr. Piper, Alan Crofoot
in half -hour of fun and fantasy, in

color; Supercar, half-hour adventures
in Super Marionation; Broadway Goes
Latin, hit tunes from Broadway musicals in Latin tempo, with guests; Sir
Francis Drake, Terence Morgan in
seafaring adventures, half -hour; South
America: The Awakening Giant, hourlong documentary.
JAY ARK FILM*
Lakeshore Room, Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: Harvey L. Victor, v.p.

and gen. sales mgr.; Reuben Kaufman,
pres.; Jon Oscher, a.e.; David Martin,
dir. adv. R prom.
Bozo
the Clown,
PROPERTIES:
and 2, 156 six -minute carGroups
toons produced for tv, in color; Bozo's
Cartoon Storybook, 52 cartoons featur1

ing lead-ins by Bozo, in color; Hollywood Hist -O -Rama, 5- minute factual
portraits of Hollywood stars: Jayark's
Post -'50 Blockbuster Features, 56 features.
KING FEATURES SYNDICATE*
Tally -Ho Room, Pick -Congress

EXCUTIVES: Al Brodax, dir., tv; Ted
Rosenberg, dir., tv sales, East; Mauric
SPONSOR
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James Michener's

"Adventures in Paradise"
Viewers find the lure of the islands most irresistible. 91 irresistible
hours from the top quality studios of Twentieth Century Fox TV., Inc.
444 West 56th Street, New York

19. New

York -CO v^''`

s

5-

'ADVENTURES IN PARADISE" Stars Gardner McKay as Adam Troy And Features Guest Stars Such As ... Patricia Med is
lulie London
Dan Duryea
Gloria Vanderbilt
Vince Edwards Eva Gabor Anne Francis Kim Hunter
Ricardo Montalban
Vincent Price Yvonne De Carlo Juliet Prowse Agnes Moorehead
France Nuyen Jan Sterling
Raymond Massey Glynis
Margaret O'Brien
Viveca Lindfors
fohns
Betsy Von Furstenburg
Herbert Marshall
Rita Moreno
Tuesday Weld

STATION

AFTER
STATION
CALLED THE
POLICE!
..and t e Police came running...
They told Police Chiefs
of a plan to televise their
Departments in action, in
a case that (1) dramatizes
the forces that lead to
crime and (2) adds a
chapter to the record of
heroic police service.

e

More than a score of metropolitan PD's responded

enthusiastically. They are
bringing before the camera
the REAL culprits, the
"innocent bystanders ",
the victims and the officers
involved in I- 'ttEAL AND
IMPORTANT CASE IN

the

1963's Great Law
Enforcement Series

V1NSh°w
POLICE CHIEF F. C. HA MON Seattle, state"This television ser'es illustrates the desperate!) da i
ous risks the Polio /tan faces on the job ... and he fa(
them for the Comm may. The citizens should know ahol,
this and, above al , should know how they can help.
.

POLICE CHIEF C. L. SHUPTRINE, Houston, asserts:
The modern crin final accentuates the demand for up
.
.
flexib!'
to -the- minute law... enforcement agencies
dvtlf, mir and eft rt ;rn Thic totrt,i,zion nro(;rant ace:

It

Learn details at
UA -TV's Hospitality Room
TELEVISION FILM EXHIBIT
Pick -Congress Hotel
Chicago, Mar. 30 -Apr. 5

i

action

WFBG -TV Altoona --.Johnstown
WGN -TV Chicago
WSB -TV Atlanta
WKRC-TV Cincinnati
tWMAR -TV Baltimore
WTVN Columbus
WHBF -TV Binghamton
WFAA -TV Dallas
WHDII -TV Boston
WLW -D Dayton
WSAZ -TV Charleston- Huntington
KLZ -TV Denver
WLYH -TV Harrisburg -Lebanon-York WJBK -TV Detroit
WZZM -TV (;rand Rapids- Kalamazoo WJXT -TV Jacksonville
SAVANNAH SUGAR REFINING in Atlanta; Charleston & Columbia, S. C.;

SOLD

Documented Drama
of

THE LAWLESS
AND THE LAW ..

Available in COLOR
or black and white

In city after city,
LEE MARVIN talks
to real lawbreakers.
their victims,
witnesses,
arresting officers.
Before your viewers'
very eyes, he
reconstructs the crime
-the "why ?" of it
-the "wrap up"
by The Law.

filmed WHERE THE LAW
IS BROKEN
at "the scene of the crime"

-WHERE THE

LAW

GOES INTO ACTION
at headquarters, on patrol

-WHERE THE

LAW

EXACTS ITS PRICE
in police court, prison

UNITED

R,TITSETS

KFRE -TV Fresno
KPRC -TV Houston
WLW -I Indianapolis

LE ISIOII

WSLS -Tv Roanoke
WNHC -TV New Haven
WDSU -TV New Orleans
KGW -TV Portland, Ore.
WABC -TV New York
KSD -TV Saint Louis
WVI'V Orlando, Fla.
KABC -TV Los Angeles
San Diego
KO(;O -TV
WFIL-TV Philadelphia
WMCT -TV Memphis
555 Madison Avenue, New York
KRON -TV San Francisco
WIIC -TV Pittsburgh
WTVJ Miami
KING -TV Seattle
WTMJ -TV Ilihvaukee
\VCSII -TV Portland, Me.
WTVT Tampa
WLOS -TV Asheville
KXTV Sacramento
\'RGB -TV Albany-Schenectady -Troy
Greensboro-Winston-Salem, Charlotte & Greenville- Washington, N.C.; Bristol Johnson City.

Gresham, dir. tv sales, \Vest; Gene
l'lotnik, (hr. creative services.
PROPERTIES: }Beetle Bailey -Barney
Google er Snuffy Smith -Krazy Kai, 150
new cartoons based on the comic strip,
in color. Poyeye, 220 tv cartoons starring Olive Oyl's boyfriend. in color.
MCA TV
Suite 2300, Conrad Hilton

MUSIC IS USED
EVERY DAY ON
EVERY NETWORK

...105 TV SHOWS
EVERY WEEK...

FRIDAY
THE PRICE IS RIGHT

..

NBC

MAKE ROOM
NBC

FOR DADDY

I'M DICKENS

-

HE'S FENSTER

ABC

THE FLINTSTONES

ABC

ROUTE 66

CBS

I

LOVE LUCY (Daytime) CBS
AMONG OTHERS

BMI

More
on

page
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CONVENTION SPECIAL

EXECUTIVES: D. A. Werblin, pres.;
David V. Sutton, v.p., filin syndication
cliv.; Lou Friedland, Hal Golden,
Frank Brill, Keith Godfrey, v.p.s; Ed
Aaronoff, adv. and publicity dir.;
James Stirton, Chicago; DeAry Barton,
Cleveland, Bob Greenberg, Universal
City, Cal.
PROPERTIES: Bachelor Father, 157
half -hours available, John Forsythe
stars, comedy, off network; Dragnet,
276 half-hours available; detective
drama starring Jack Webb, off network; Ai. Squad, 117 half-hours available, Lee Marvin stars as a special
plainclothes operative of the Chicago
police department, off network; Love
That Bob, 173 half -hours available,
starring Bob Cummings, off network;
Thriller, 67 full -hours available, Boris
Karloff as continuing host and star of
some of the stories of suspense, off network; Frontier Circus, 26 full -hours
available, stars Chill \\'ills and John
Derek, with Richard Jaeckel featured.
Guests include Mickey Rooney, Sammy
Davis, Jr., Barbara Rush, Thelma Ritter, Irene Dunne, and Stella Stevens;
Checkmate, 70 full -hours available, suspense drama starring Anthony George,
Doug McClure, and Sebastian Cabot,
with guest stars including Jack Benny,
Charles Laughton, Julie London, Sid
Caesar, Tina Louise, Cyd Charisse, off
network.
MGM TV*
Washington Room, Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: John B. Burns, v.p.,
sales; Richard A. Harper, dire synd.
and feature sales; Edward Montanus,
central sales mgr.; Charles Alsup, western sales mgr.; Louis Israel, southern
gales mgr.; Richard G. Yates, Paul B.
Mowrey, Karl Von Schallern, Alex
Horwitz, a.e.s; \William Robinson, Canadian sales mgr.; Hernian Keld, sales

coordinator; Alfred Ordover, research
dir.; Keith Culverhouse, dir., adv. and
prom.; Bob Chandler, publicity.
PROPERTIES: 30/61 Features, 30 post'48 MGM films; 30/62 Features, 30
post -'48 AIGU films; 30/63 Features,
30 post -'48 MGM films; Pie '18 Fea-

lure Film Library, over 700 titles;
Cain's Hundred, 30 full -hour off -netnetwork drama series; Asphalt Jungle,
13 full -hour off -network police series;
The Islanders, 24 full -hour off- network
adventure series; Northwest l'assage,
26 half -hour adventure series in color;
}The Thin Man, 72 half -hour comedy mystery series; MGM Cartoons, 135
fully animated cartoon comedies; Our
Gang Comedies, 52 episodes of children's comedy; Pete Smith Specialties,
101 short subjects by Pete Smith; The
Passing Parade, 69 short subjects by
John Nesbitt; Crime Does Not Pay, 48
short subjects of true stories from police files; Billy Bang Bang Movies, 150
five -minute children's programs.
NBC FILMS
Presidential Suite, Sheraton Blackstone

EXECUTIVES:

Morris Rittcuberg,

pres.; \ \'illiam P. Breen, national sales
nigr.; Cliff Ogden, sales, Cal.; Robert
Blackmore, sales, Chicago; William
O.; ilank
% \rineberg, sales, Columbus,
Profcnius, sales, Greensboro, N. C.;
Con Harstock, sales, Littleton, Colo.;
Bob Brenner, sales, Forest Hills, N. Y.
PROPERTIES: } Astroboy, 52 half hour cartoon series; $Laramie, 124
one -hour, off- network shows; }Michael
Shayne, 32 one-hour shows; 187th Precinct, 30 one-hour, off- network shows.

p

'f
i

r

OFFICIAL FILMS*
Columbian Room, Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: Seymour Reed, pres.;

Howard B. Koerner, v.p.; Robert A.
Behrens, v.p., sales; Johnny Johnston,
dir., nati sales; S. Allen Aash, Ken
Byrnes, Stan Byrnes, Al Lanken, Joint
Louis, sales.
PROPERTIES: Biography I, lives of
famous people narrated by Mike \Wallace, first run; }Biography 11, lives of
famous people narrated by Mike Wallace, first run; Little Rascals, 90 shorts
available; Decoy, adventures of a policewoman, stars Beverly Garland; Cartoons, 41 cartoons: Little King, Bunny
Bear, etc.; Almanac, 377 5- minute films
of great events, one for every day of
year; Greatest Headlines of the Century, 260 5- minute films tell dramatic
stories of this century; Sportfolio, 260
1- minute films of dramatic moments
in sports; Peter Gunn, 144 episodes,
off- network, staring Craig Stevens; Mr.
Lucky, created by Blake Edwards,
John Vivyan stars, off-network; Yancy
Derringer, 34 episodes available after
two years on network; Wire Service,
39 one -hour programs, off -network;
SPONSOR/
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My i.rlNr Margie, I'_'ti hallhonts with
(:ale Sunni and (:harles F:urell, olfncttcot k; 'i'roablr With Father, 130
episodes, olf-nt'taotk, with Stu and
June I rain; The Adventures Of Robin
//oud, t:us on ntFtconk; stars Rich
artl Greene in 113 episodes; Star Performan«', 156 episodes, oll uctaork;
forntcrh Four Star Playhouse; Invisible .11rtn. filmed t crsiou oI II. C.
I

11'clls' (lassie.

SCREEN GEMS*
Roosevelt Room, Pick-Congress

EXECUTIVES: Jerome I lyams, v.p. and
gen. mgt.; Robert Seidelmall, v.p. in
charge of syndication; Dan Goodman,
eastern sales mgt.; lion Bryan, southern sales mgr.; 1Villiaui Hart, mid westei tt sales mgr.; Frank Parton.
southwestern sales mgr.; Robert Newgait], western sales mgr.; Nlarrviu Korman. ads.- promotion mgr.
PROPERTIES: . \'aked laity, 99 hours
and 39 half hours, available nosy; Top
Cat. 30 half -hours animated cartoons,
produced by Hanna Baiherra, wall:
Winston Churchill: The Valiant }'ears,
26 Irtlfhours and one hour, fall; Columbia and !'nive, sal-International
Features, more than 300 post -'50 and
post -'6t) films; Ilanrra- Barbera Cartoons: Touche, II'nlly, Lippy, 156 fivecartoons in color; Festival of
Performing Arts, ten hour shows performed bt couctrt. theatre stars: Shannon. George Nader stases as combination cop-scientist: Medicine of the Sixties. 2-I hour episodes depicting actual
operations: Manhunt, San Diego police at work: Victor Jory, l'at McVey;

IlerbtIt Itichek, (hr. of operations; Ilarvey (:Ii-itok, <lii. of 'ulc.,
promotion, publicity; Norman B. Kati,
y.p. foreign operatirrns (Sts<ii Acts
Prod. Intl, l.t(1.)

EXECUTIVES: \1'. Robert Rich, v.p.
and gell. sales mgr.: Donald Klaiber,
v.p. and nat'I sales nigr.; Lloyd Krause.
eastern dit-. sales mgr.; Jack Beim, ac
count executive; Robet t Hoffman,
niidwest dite. sales mgr.; J. \1'. Sic Cough, tnitheest div. account executive; George Mitchell, western (lit.
sales mgr.: Alden Adolph. western div.
account executive; Dave Hunt. southwest div. sales mgr.; Carl Miller, south west div. account executive; Leonard
Hammer, dir. station reps. and natl.
SPONSOR
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lar Movies I!,
ill «dol.

series;

-12

lust rim Lemnos,
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STORER PROGRAMS, INC.
Suite 3511, Executive House

EXECUTIVES: 7 em r II. Lee, s
Buddy Ra), operations mgr.; J,irtlut-s
Liebenguth, general sales mgr.; Ilank
Dais, national marketing mgr.
-

PROPERTIES: f The Littlest ¡lobo,
new half -hour adult action series,
available for fall 1963 stall t, starring
!minion, a German Skeptic-Id; based
on Inotiou pic tut t' of the sanie name.
TRANS -LUX TELEVISION*
Carter Room, Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: Richard Bnandt, pres.,
I raps -Lux;
Richard Carlton, t. p.,
I i tris -Lux 'Television; Roslyn Karon,
coordinator, Encyclopedia Britannita
Film Library; Barbara 11'ilkens, clic.
publicity; SI. E. "Bud" Ormond, S.E.
diy. mgr.; Arthur \latihtinier, ttestcrn
elite. mgr.; Murray Oken, eastern dis-.
mgr.; Slarsin Louse, tnidwest dis-. mgr.

SHOW CORP. OF AMERICA
Executive House

EXECUTIVES: Robert Sl viby, pres.:
Fred Si
v.p.; Bill Finkeldey,
sales mgt.; Burr Slanl)y, sales nigr.

Enc-yclopedia Britan
SOU titles, in t olor,
to 30 minutes; The American Civil

PROPERTIES:

Filin library,

Rica
5

STATION OR
GENERAL SALES
MANAGER
AVAILABLE

FOR

INTERVIEW

NAB CONVENTION -CAN

brothers; a doctor, a cowhand, in the
1870's; Award Theatre, an EmntyAward- winning network series; Pick a
Letter, many ideas arc explored with
rhtures and cartoons.

Buckingham Room, Pick -Congress

ont -hoot draina

PROPERTIES: !Seven .Litt' iilms of
the 511'.( -\'oI. fi: 30 luth national Features; 27 Special Featnes: Roston
Symphony Orchestra, 13 onhour ty
concert specials; !The Emmett Kelly
Show. 39 half-hours featuring tutus
clown Emmett KtIIs; Filins of the 50's
-Vol. I, 36 feature filais from 1V:titter
Bros.; Filins of the 50's -Vol. 2, 41 feature filais from Warner Bros.; Films
of the 50's -Vol. 3. 41 feature films
from 11'aruer Bros.; Filins of the 50's
-Vol, -1, 40 feature films from 20th
Century'Fox; Finns of the 50's -Vol. 5,
53 feature filins from Warne! Bros.:
f Frs France, 26 half-hour Fuenth lessons filmed in Paris; f ,llahalia Jackson
Sings, 82 live- miunte programs; JLaffs,
65 one -minute live comedy acts in
color.

Tightrope, Mike Connors as an under coter top; Two Faces II'rst, twill

SEVEN ARTS ASSOCIATED*

Stat'i,, fit st itnt,
1.11rlhun Dol-

PROPERTIES: JOn

sales;

IN

CONRAD HILTON,

BE

DURING

CONTACTED

ROOM

1244

Recently separated from WXST -TV
(Channel 33 ABC) in all-UHF
3 station Youngstown market
V.P. AND GENERAL MANAGER OF STATION FROM MAY 1961 TO DECEMBER
1962. STATION GROSSED $336,000 IN 1960, AND RUNNING BEHIND 1960 FIG JRES AT TIME
TOOK OVER. IN 1962 STATION BILLED $535,000. WITH OP.
ERATING PROFIT OF $175,000, PLUS PAYMENT OF $20,000 "CONSULTING FEE'
TO PREVIOUS OWNER AND ABSORBED INTO OPERATING EXPENSE. I'M MARRIED. WITH TWO CHILDREN, AND WILLING TO RELOCATE ANYWHERE IN
I

THE COUNTRY.

My experience includes sales on
national, regional, and local levels,
rep sales, research, and sales management.
h we can't meet of the convention, please write or call:

PHILIP

J.

RICHTSCHEIDT

3664 SAMPSON ROAD

YOUNGSTOWN
Telephone 747 -9995

5,

OHIO

Arco Code 216

('t7NCFNTI(1X SPF(i.tt-
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War, 13 half-hours compiled from the
works of wartime photographer Mathew Brady; Animal Parade, 39 quarter hours, newsreel technique, over 90
birds, beasts, denizens of the deep;
Frontiers of Knowledge, 26 half -hours
revealing advances in science; Junior
Science, 39 10 -min. programs, narrated
by educator Dr. Gerald Wendt; Feature Pictures, prize -winning films in-

cluding "La Strada," "Hill 24 Doesn't
Answer," "Dance Little Lady," "Lovers and Lollipops "; It's a Wonderful
World, 39 half-hours in color, filmed
in foreign countries; Zoorama, 78 half hours, file[ or tape, at the famous San
Diego Zoo; The Mighty Hercules, 30
51/4-inin. cartoons about Hercules and
his enemy, Daedalus; Guest Shot, 26
half-hours of Hollywood personalities
enjoying their hobbies; Felix the Cat,

guest stars, espionage; Follow the Sun,
30 hours, Brett Halsey, Gary Lockwood and guest stars; Bus Stop, 25
hours, Marilyn Maxwell, Rhodes Reason, guest stars, dramatic series.
UNITED ARTISTS TV*
Lincoln Room, Pick-Congress
EXECUTIVES: M. J. "Bud"

Rifkin,

exec. v.p., sales; Edward Broman, v.p.,
Chicago; Ray McGuire, eastern sales
mgr.; Jack Martin, western sales mgr.;
Robert Reis, a.e.; Albert Goustin, gen.
mgr., special plans.
UNITED ARTISTS TV
PROPERTIES: f The Lee Marvin
Show, documentary series re- creating
police files cases; The Story of . . .
a jockey, a marine, a singer, a prisoner, etc.; Ripcord, skydiving adventures, in color; Leave it to the Girls,
witty encounters between male guests
and 4 girls; Everglades, adventures set
in famed swamp area, color.

EXECUTIVES: Pierre Weis, v.p. and
general mgr.; Ken Joseph, Dick Lawrence, Jim Weathers, div. sales mgrs;
Leon Bernard, James Ricks, a.e.s.

260 four- minute cartoons starring the

well known cartoon character; f Magic
Room, 39 half-hours, tape, great people, places, and events.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX TV*
Music Room, Pick-Congress

EXECUTIVES: George T. Shupert, v.p;
\lan M. Silverbach, dir. of syndica-

tion; William L. Clark, eastern div.
sales mgr.; Crenshaw Bonner, southern
div. mgr.; John P. Rohrs, central div.
mgr.; Donal Joannes, western div.
mgr.

PROPERTIES: Century 1, 30 features,
16 in color; Adventures in Paradise,
91 hours, Gardner McKay, adventures
in South Seas; Hong Kong, 26 hours,
Rod Taylor as foreign correspondent,
guest stars; Five Fingers, 16 hours,
David Hedison, Lucianna Paluzzi,
88

34
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PROPERTIES: Ann Sothern Show,
Ann Sothern as Katie, irrepressible
hotel manager; Lock Up, MacDonald
Carey as attorney for unjustly accused;
Bat Masterson, Gene Barry as the
famed cane -wielding western hero;
Tombstone Territory, Pat Conway,
Dick Eastham in Tombstone Epitaph
tales; Sea Hunt, Lloyd Bridges stars
in underwater series; Highway Patrol,
Broderick Crawford as highway patrol
chief; Ecotosree Package, 35 series,
2164 episodes.

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED
EXECUTIVES: John McCormick, asst.
general sales mgr.; Paul Kalvin, eastern sales mgr.; Jerry 1\'echsler, mid west. sales mgr.; Bruce Collier, S.1V.
sales mgr; Amos Baron, western sales
mgr; Fred Watkins, a.e.
PROPERTIES: U.A. Showcase for the
Sixties, .33 Post-'50 action features;
U.A. A- Okay's, 32 Post-'50 action features; U.A. Box Office Group, 26 Post '50 action features; Popeye Cartoons,
234 theatrical animated Popeye cartoon adventures; Warner Bros. Cartoons, 337 theatrical animated Bugs
Bunny, Daffy Duck, others; RKO Feature Library, 400 RKO features; Warner Bros. Feature Library, 761 produc-

tions.

EXECUTIVES: Albert G. Hartigan
v.p., gen. sales mgr.; Johanna Masucci

secretary.

f Out -of- The -Inkwell
cartoons created by Ma'
Fleischer, featuring Koko the Klown
in color.
PROPERTIES:

ECONOMEE TELEVISION
PROGRAMS

Executive committee Of "TFE -'63" examines Pick -Crongress floor plan: (1 -r):
Dick Carlton, Trans -Lux; Bob Rich,
Seven Arts; Harvey Victor, Jayark; Bob
Seidelman, Screen Gems; Alan Silverbach, 20th Century-Fox Television

VIDEO HOUSE
Suite 323, Pick -Congress

100 5- minute

WALTER READE- STERLING*
Suite 315, Pick -Congress

EXECUTIVES: Saul J. Turell, pres.;
Elliott Abrams, sales; Bernice Coe,
sales; Alan Gleitsman, western sales
mgr.; Kenneth Jaffe, sales; Robert
Schlessel, midwest sales.

PROPERTIES: f Cinema 70, 84 feature
films; 'l'he Golden Age of Hollywood:
Silents Please, early film classics -39
half-hours; The Special of the Week,
26 hour -long special progr: uns; The
Golden World of Opera, film versions
of great operas, 26 feature length or 39

t

Po

hours; Adventure Theatre, 78 half hour adventure films; Abbott 6. Costello, 52 half -hour programs produced
for tv; Chatter's World, 150 5-minute
films, antics of Chatter the Chimp;
The Big Moment in Sports, 150 5minute lms, greatest sports events of
past 35 years; Time Out for Sports,
52 quarter -hour films; Bowling Stars,
52 half -hour matches, commentary by
"Whispering" Joe Wilson; Capt'n
Sailorbird Cartoons, group of 184; Crusade in the Pacific, 26 half -hour documentaries by The March of Time.
WARNER BROS. PICTURES*
Park View Room, Pick-Congress

EXECUTIVES: Joseph Goder, v.p.;
William P. Andrews, western dis. sales
mgr.; John W. Davidson, S.E. dis. sales
mgr.; Michael S. Kievman, central dis.
sales ingr.; Jack E. Rhodes, N.E. dis.
sales rep.; Gordon A. Hellman, sales

proni. mgr.
PROPERTIES: t Cheyenne, 107 hours
starring Clint Walker; f Hawaiian
Eye. 134 hours, Robert Conrad, Con-

nie Stephens; Maverick, 124 hours,
stars James Garner and Jack Kelly;
Sugarfoot, 69 hours, \Vill Hutchins
stars: Bronco, 68 hours, starring Ty
Hardin; Surfside 6, 74 hours of mystery, with Troy Donahue; The Roaring 20's, 45 rollicking hours, starring
Dorothy Provine; Bourbon Street Beat,
39 hours, stars Richard Long and Andrew Duggan; Lawman, 156 half
hours, starring John Russel.
SPONSOR
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GENERAL

EXHIBITS

frets, in addition to the syndication companies listed On the /previous pages, will exhibit
their products and/or services at the .\ I R Convention. Those exhibitors in the list dual follow um
be found in East Or II'est Exhibit Halls of the Conrad Hilton 1lote!. unless otherwise indicated.
Some 100

IC'

.

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL
West exhibit hall

AITKEN COMMUNICATIONS
Space 64 -W

('rnnplcte or partial
s\ stems, am -fm and
stereo. New this year at the convention-an automatic spot selector.
folds 96 accounts with as many
ten spots per account.
REPRESENTATIVES: Kenneth Aitken, Dexter l,t\,nond.
PRODUCTS:

automation

I

Icctric cables; rigid transmission
lines; coaxial switches; telescoping
masts: microwave antennas.
REPRESENTATIVES: John Gyurko,
Douglas Proctor, C. Robert Lane,
Robert C. Bickel, Henry F. \filler,
\1. Lenchan, Edward J.
l( >hn
I)wvcr. Dr. Victor J. Andrew.
AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL
Space 22 -W

BALL BROS. RESEARCH
Space 23 -W

I

ALFORD MANUFACTURING
Space 21 -W

PRODUCTS: television broadcast an-

t

tennas. fen broadcast antennas, diplexers, coaxial switches, vestigial sidel)and filters, rf measuring instruments.
REPRESENTATIVES:
Harold H.
Leach. Gerald Cohen.
AMPEX
Space 26-W

PRODUCTS: Ampex Videotape tele-

vision recorders for both monochrome and color broadcast record ing..lnnpex l'idcotapc tclevision recorders for closed- circuit applications. Ampex/Marconi television
cannera channel and associated
equipment. Ampex professional
audio recorders in both studio and
Portable configurations.
REPRESENTATIVES: C. Gus Grant.
''.p., mgr. video It: instrumentation
div.:Thomas Davis, mgr., sales &
service: Thomas \lerson. video
product mgr.; Fred Ramback, video product mgr.: Gregg Perr\,
mgr.. public relations; Jack Miller,
admin. mgr., advertising /sales promotion: George Shoaf. midwest regional manager.
ANDREW CORP.
Space 70-W

Multi -V, fin broadcast
antennas: Helifax, flexible air diePRODUCTS:

SPONSOR
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complete station automation featuring automatic tape
controls "Systems Programmer"
and associated ultra -flexible components-; FCC Approved Automatic
Program Logging. ATC 55 multiple
cartridge handler, ATC portable
audition players and recorders.
ATC portable player with tone cue.
1TC cartridge playback units and
recording amplifiers.
REPRESENTATIVES: Vernon A. Nolte, Robert S. Johnson. Lee Sharp,
F N. Franklin, Jr., Ted Bailey,
Jack Jenkins, George Stephenson,
jr., Timothy R. Ives.
PRODUCTS:

-:

transmitters; automatic logging
equipment; Sparta- \latic tape (arSpat ta- \latic
u idgc equipment;
portable audio console; Sparta
\fati( pot table studio; Sparta -Mati(
-

Frit/ Batter,
Paul Gregg, Bob Ferrell, Gus
Lynch, John Felthouse, Ben Green haw. ,john 11'inchestet. John Brooks,
less Swicegood, Chester Faison,
George 1Vilson, Gordon Keyworth,
Richard Fenstermacher, Bill O erhauser, Floyd C)vcrhauscr, Jack
Lawson. Dave [vans.
BOSTON INSULATED WIRE & CABLE
Space 71 -W

PRODUCTS:

SHOW HOURS
All exhibits are located in

the Conrad Hilton lintel in
the East and Vest Exhibit
(falls (Lower Level).
Sunday, March 31:
12 Noon to 9 p.m.

Monday, April 1:

television camera ca-

bles, connectors, and cable assemblies for \larconi, 1: \II, Pyc, RCA,
GE. Grundig. Fernseh, and Dage

commercial broadcast and special
application television cameras and
microwave equipment.
REPRESENTATIVES: Alden C. Davis,

v.p. (Canada); Hubert Goodwin,
mgr., broadcast cable sales; Jack F.
Ferrer, midwest re gional manager.
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS

Space 56 -W

watt, 1000/250 watt,
5000/1000 watt and 10,000 watt am

piton() pre

REPRESENTATIVES:

BAUER ELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS: 50

t:t Matie

tinnecastcr; Spa
amplifiers.

Space 14-E

Spounaster magnetic
tape cartridge recording and playback equipment: Spounaster cartridge tape winder (rP la) Spotmaster lacy susan cartridge rack
Spotmaster equalim(1
(RS.200)
turntable preamplifier (TT -2(I)
Spotmaster "Stereo" model 500S
and 503S.
PRODUCTS:

:

:

:

REPRESENTATIVES: Ben
Ross Beville, Jack Neff_

St

CHARLES BRUNING CO.

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Tuesday, April 2:

Space 41 -X
9 a.m

to

7

p.m

CBS LABORATORIES

Wednesday, April 3:
9 a.m

rot -,'

Space 72 -W

to 6 p.m

PRODUCTS:
(

().\\

\ 10

.

I

\u(linrax
qPrCI

s

:ulr

ELE

level controls: broadcast test records for testing all audio equip-

tors, large screen audience moui
tors, kinescope recording monitors

ment-am,

Standard monochrome utility mon
itors, professional monitors, pulse
cross monitors, audio -video receiv
4

fm &tux- including ballistic calibration of vu meters; \'Aansistoriicd video distribution
amplifiers; transistori /ed video pulse
amplifiers; S\II'TE test generators;
digital display devices for election
I

t

return reporting and other statistical reporting (stock market, weath-

MUSIC IS USED
EVERY DAY ON

er-,

etc.)

.

REPRESENTATIVES: Elliot R. Kurtz,

Marvin Kronenberg. Emil
rick.

I.,.

To-

...105

TV SHOWS

EVERY WEEK...

Space 25 -W

PRODUCTS: Step system for tv au-

tomation; performs station break
switching automatically; chrono -log
Digital clocks.
REPRESENTATIVES: Arthur Frei lich, v.p.: Saul Meyer, v.p.: Bill
Nobles, Richard Mayes. Ken Greg erson. Ed Nemec, Butler Sanchez.
Space 27 -W

BULLWINKLE SHOW

..

NBC

DISNEY'S WONDERFUL
WORLD OF COLOR

..

NBC
CBS

DENNIS THE MENACE

CBS

THE REAL McCOYS

CBS

THE JETSONS

ABC

MAJOR ADAMS

ABC

AMONG OTHERS

BMI

More
on

page

70

BROADCAST

MUSIC, INC.
589 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

90

36

PRODUCTS:

830F -lA

CONVENTION SPECIAL

10

kw

Ain broadcast transmitters and transmitter remote control,
closed circuit television.
REPRESENTATIVES: James O. \Velclon, \lark \V. Bullock, Thomas B.
\losely, Vernon Collins, Richard P.
Buckner, James II. Hamilton, Richard Edwards, \Vm. E. \Valdrup, J.
C. N ickens, Stan Ponte. foe Sainton, ,f im Anderson. Charley Reynolds, \V. O. Crusinberry.
PRODUCTS:

fm

kw fin
transmitter, 830D -L\
transmitter, A830 -2 fin excitor,
786\1 -1 fin stereo generator, 20V -3
am transmitter, 212G -1 console.
808A -I remote console. 21211 -1 remote amplifier, 6.12.\/216C tape
cartridge system.

CUMMINS ENGINE

1

dolph, Jack Chenoweth, Jerrell
Henry, Jim Littlejohn, Lin Leggett,
Howard Heeler, Charles \Valters,
Jim Speck, John Stanbery, Ray
Evans, Forrest \Vallace. Tohn Goslin, Blair Dobbins. I. L. Taylor. A.
Prose Walker, T. L. Huebsch, J. E.
\Vahrer, C. R. Rollert. B. V. Hite,
R. E. Richards, K. E. \'at'gtin C. E.
Dixon. E. I. Maloney. L. E. Winter.
H. I. Swanson, D. E. Bartelt. F. TI.
Datum.
COMMERCIAL RECORDING
Space

A

Station 1.1). and promotional jingles, plus commercial jinSERVICES:

gles.
REPRESENTATIVES: john J. Coyle,

President: Buddy Harris, \Valter
\Vicncckc. Dud Curry.
CONRAC DIVISION

Giannini Controls
Space

Spaces 36- W

7 -E

PRODUCTS: New color monitors,
tlansistori /C(l monochrome moni-

ELEI

"CLJ

';..
?PE
\f

k

'7 Ti

El

-37 -W

PRODUCTS: Standby generator sets.
REPRESENTATIVES: W. S. Grip man. R. B. Sonntag, j. W. Fritz, G.
W. Paine, V. R. Till.
I

Roo

,a
REPR

DRESSER -IDECO

Gene Ran-

REPRESENTATIVES:

LASSIE

land, general manager; R. \I. Alston, operations manager; J. G.
Jones, chief engineer; R. N. Vendeland, sales manager; A. Slater, disaid manager; 1'. \Vickham, engineer: \Villiam Ems, engineer.
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS

COLLINS RADIO

SUNDAY

ers.
REPRESENTATIVES: W. J. More.

CHRONO -LOG
Space 47.W

EVERY NETWORK

Sui

-

C!i.

Space 61 -W

tv- fol- microPRODUCTS: 'Towers
wave; des ;gn - construction - inspec-

tion.

11,6

REPRESENTATIVES: Dan Byrd, J.

Roger Hayden, Tom Singell, John
Groseclose, Robert Sload, Orville
Pelkcy, Robert A. Vaughan.

PPD

Itr,

an'
fnt

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS

con

Space 49 -W

(nn

Transistorized video

rnn

PRODUCTS:

and pulse amplifiers designed in
"Key Function" modular units. Remote- controlled, expandable solid state video switchers for switching
any number of inputs to- outputs.
Precision closed -circuit television
transmitters, wide -band modulatorsdemodulators. Reasonably priced
broadcast television transmitters.
REPRESENTATIVES: E. G. Gramman. pres.; Onuar E. Lallte, v.p.;
George W. Bates, manufacturing
mgr.; Joseph G. Petit, chief engineer: Dwain A. Keller, applications
engineer.
SPONSOR/1
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tru
fie

ae
lür

pit
an
FF.

L
P.

mgr. audio sale,: Ft an/
mgr. transmitter ,ale,.

ELECTRA MEGADYNE
(Successor to EMI /US)

I'\

siduon camera chant model
8811, ;Snun !Alec :1st piojo tot model
I'.\I''1)1), autonu'tic c\I,os ill c con
trol model l',\-:til), video tccotdcrs,
,s nc
gene! atu,. ,ideo sitcltct
Lulets. ss'iclelrt'Id ti"I I. utictow:'te

Shetnv,

Space 4E

PRODUCTS:

1

1.0.

t

GENERAL ELECTRIC

, iclicon

C

tcicvi, ion can1CIa bain, (t emote
control, etc.) , broadcast control
room equipment (solid -state scrtic:tl interval switching and distribution sstcm,, tr:ntsí,tori/ed audio

Command Systems Division,
Technical Products Operation

(

Inking,

tape deck and intercom
motivation equipment, and video
.recording tabe).
REPRESENTATIVES: .\.
Ellison. J. Tit( ken. F.

. Neitlich.

13.

J.

Roict, M.
C

tidlilp,

Nicolas sell. l'. \ras

P. S.

fallane, .\. Laute, G. I:rutilek. It.
Striker, II. \Icheon. P. \Vci,cl, T.
Baker, I'.

\ \'tIcon'e.

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS
Space 20-W

\K(. studio and field
microphones. .\I:G dynamic headset,. ,hoc Is-woof microphone stands.
\;t <gr: 1118 portable tape recorder.
PRODUCTS:

.

REPRESENTATIVES: V.

\I.

Skee.

J.

B.

J.

Skee.

T.

Anthony. Chet \Iv-

lin, Ted Pappas.

Space 53W

\I'(

and uhf translaaccessories, uhf

transmitters.
REPRESENTATIVES: Dr. B. W. St.

Clair. Robert
Shapiro.

F. Romero,

Nicks

IIenry

Lieberman. II. C.

\Icl:eniie.
GATES RADIO

k''

Ill high channel transmitter.
"stoat inc nticrmrasc antcin:1. heli
ca1 antenna. h g -rag antenna, pitiable and rack mounted 2000 Inc relas, new microwave tepcater, (1
I.() color camera, new 3" 14), 1.0. \\
camera, new 11 ',,, I O, L'1;\\' camera, professional live silicon camera, Ia;'tV filth Vidícon camera, color film camera, BC \\' continuous
motion film projector, film center
multiplexer, Bbl \' c:libration monitor, tv utility monitors, rclas
switching s,stein, tr :ntsistnri /cd sun.
generator. stereo audio console
transistori /cd, remote audio amplifter- transi,tori /ed. complete Iii . of
audio equipment. new educational
tv studio package. color light valve
I

-

-

REPRESENTATIVES: R. L. Shetland.
general mgr.. Command Systems Di-

vision: R. L. Casselherrv, general
mgr., technical produc is operation:
11. E. Smith. mgr. marketing: Harold B. Townson, nigr engineering:
J. \\-all, mgr. sales, broadcast equipment: C. J. Simon. mgr. product
planning C nl:u'ket research: G. II.
Metcalf. mgr. nlaufacturing: \I. lt.
Duncan. mgr. customer services: W.
V. Ferris. legal counsel.

Space 44W

k
1

and
fin transmitters. 10 watt
fm transmitter. Executive stereo
console, President dual channel
console. Ambassador single channel
console, Cartitape II cartridge tape
ststem (operating) , turn tables.
transistor amplifiers, remote amplifiers. remote control systems. frequency and modulation ntnnitois.
limiting and level amplifiers. complete stereo equipment. antennas
and other broadcast equipment.
REPRESENTATIVES: P. S. Gates.
pros.: L. J. Cervone, v.p. sales: N.
L. Jochen. ,-.p. engineering: Frank

promotion nlgr.:
Parish. sales
George l'aiel1. western regional
sales mgr.: Eugene Edwards, sales
engineering mgr.: Ed Gagnon. mgr.
special projects: Norman Peterson.
APRII

1963

s\SWIM.

\I.c'
REPRESENTATIVES: N. \I
shall. E. 1. Manic). \. (.. Ballet ta.
L. I.. Pour( ¡an. .\
Bt nncl:c+T.

-

I

HARWALD
Space 68W

PRODUCTS: \I :irk I\'.\uto -Load Iu
spec t- O -Filin
machine le :tuning
clec tonic graph t ec-ording ,c r :etc It

detection, Model l': \Luk II Ittspcct- O- Filim: Junin' "Deluxe" Inspec t -O -Film: Split c- O-Pill' automatic splicer: Sononnatic and \d111 :'tie
continuous rear lnojec lion
slide projectors.
REPRESENTATIVES: Ras L. Short
Jr., Robert Grunwald, Ric hat l\
lace, Sara Caldwell, George ('a,.
n:ne. Phil Baron, llowa'd Bowen.

!tic bard Samojl.t.
INTERNATIONAL GOOD MUSIC
Space 65 -W

G\ I S i in pl i n:' ion
(automation equipment) I Irrita <ge

PRODUCTS:

I

t

.

..

.

.. .

CENTRONIC
.. .

PROGRAM
SYSTEM

GENERAL ELECTRONIC
LABORATORIES

PRODUCTS: New 5k,s am transmitter. new I kw am transmitter. 5kw

SPONSOR'I

i

PRODUCTS: 25kw uhf transmitter.

projector.

ELECTRONICS, MISSILES &
COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS:
tors. translator

Space 19 -E

Space 41W

PRODUCTS: Fill tlallsmittcr I kw..
kw, 15 kw, 30 kw: stereo generators. sea generator,. stereo control
consoles, fm relay receivers. GI:. I.
rust remote control equipment. au-

CONTACT
Iry Schwartz

tolog.
REPRESENTATIVES: Sal Fulchino.
Arthur C:estaro. Ben Newman, Bill
Dunbar, ,Jack Langford, Milan Leg gett. Rowan! Dempsey, Bob I.eedhanl. Ralph Owens. RIVi, Hobbs,
Harold l'a,h)I. .\1 Fulchino. Gordon Swan. Richard Burden.
GPL

Room 2114

Executive House
N.A.B. Convention
Chicago

DIVISION- GENERAL
PRECISION
Space 12 -E

PRODUCTS: High resolution Vidicon film chain model P.\ -550, Vidicon film chain model P.\ -5S0. studio

'®

(l),.\\

1962

I\

I

Ai

programing, Premier programing,
Sovereign programing.
REPRESENTATIVES: Rogan Jones.
(: harles Sprague, Gene Wagner,
fouler Griffith.

B

1

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR
Space 31
PRODUCTS: ;Model TDA2 transis-

MUSIC IS USED
EVERY DAY ON
EVERY NETWORK

...105 TV SHOWS
EVERY WEEK...

SAT.
JOEY BISHOP SHOW

transmitters, am
transmitters, fin fi iv antennas, consoles. documentor, accessories.
REPRESENTATIVES: Henry E. Rhea,
\. E. Timms, Jttan Chiabrando,
Ignacio Hernandez, C. A. Siegrist,
P. A. Tyrrell. Joseph N'ovik, G. P.
Wilkinson, Robert Jordan, Phillip
Sam, Paul Sam.

..

NBC

CBS

HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL

..

CBS
CBS

GUNSMOKE
MR. SMITH GOES
TO WASHINGTON

.

.

ABC

AMONG OTHERS
More
on

page

90

BROADCAST

MUSIC, INC.
589 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

CONVENTION SPECIAL

wide band fin
nas for stereo
tuning features
\VR for entire

KLEIGL BROS.
Space

1.1

-E

cessories, wiring devices and lighting selection and control equipment for monochrome and color
telecasting: SCR semi- conductor
dimmer using the silicon controlled
rectifier; new quartz line lighting
fixtures.
REPRESENTATIVES: I-Icrbert R.
More, V.p. mgr., television dept.;
Robert Bullock, Janies Byrne, Al.
ivin I.assiter.

,

KRS ELECTRONICS
Space 38 -W

PRODUCTS: SI'AC'I'
model SB- 600, 6 -deck

broadcaster
cartridge recorder with reversible cartridge;
STACT SL- 300, 3 -deck tape cartridge recorder.

I)on Patterson.

transmitting antenbroadcasting; field
enable

1

PRODUCTS: Tv lighting fixtures, ac-

REPRESENTATIVES: K. Rey Smith
Il, C. Robert Paulson, Walter Rees,

Space 39-W

THE DEFENDERS

38

Space 151

PRODUCTS: Fun

PRODUCTS: FOR FM -high gain

NBC

92

ITA ELECTRONICS

JAMPRO ANTENNA

SAM BENEDICT

BMI

torised video /pulse distribution amplifier, model TCA3 transistorized
camera amplifier, model 'l'DA26
transistorized high gain video amplifier.
REPRESENTATIVES: Raymond L.
\Veiland, Sondra Darlene Ewing.

timers and amplifiers, and transistorized combination tuners and amplifiers.
REPRESENTATIVES: Jean Cauchois,
Jr., Eugene C. Johnson, Clyde Red wine, R. L. Weber.

to

I

VS-

400 kc fm channel.
Complete line up to 20 bays. Tower
leg mounting methods permit pat terntern circularities of better than
-f
DB. Vertically polarized types
available. Certified pattern fin directionals. Line also includes fin
diplexers and high attenuation fm
harmonic filters.
FOR TV- turnstile batwing antennas for channels 2 -i3. High
power and low power types available, with ratings up to 50 kw. Low
power series with 2.5 kw per bay.
Tv hybrid diplexers, single line
notch diplexers, and harmonic filters. Vhf translator antennas. 1Jhf
tv directional antennas and uhf tv
standby antennas.
REPRESENTATIVES: Peter K. Onnigian, general mgr.: Larry Scese,
field service mgr.; Taro Yodokawa,
production mgr.
JOHNSON ELECTRONICS
Space 52W
PRODUCTS: Transistorized equip-

inen t for the background music industry. 'Transistorized inultiplex

LOGOS, LTD.
Space

F

tape to film trans fer-16 or 35mm; color video tape
duplications, complete video color
production facilities.
SERVICE: Color

Chartes F.
chief engineer; Frank

REPRESENTATIVES:

Riley.

Thompson, asst. chief engineer;
Richard P. Sullivan, sales mgr.
MACARTA
Space 42-W

SEG

Automatic magnetic
tape cartridge recording and playback equipment: automatic tape
magazine reconditioning and reloading.
PRODUCTS:

REPRESENTATIVES: G. 1). Andrews,

president; Gren Andrews, I)el Blom strom, William E. Mloulic, Robert
J. ì\Ioulic, Edison NIoulic, John
Burmeister, Roy Grubel; Carl Martin.
MAGNE- TRONICS
Space 46 -W

PRODUCTS: Magne-Tronics -TapeAthon automated equipment fea-

turing co- ordinator; Magne- Tronics
motivational background music
service for fm multiplexing and /or
tyke(' line transmission.
SPONSOR/1 APRIL

1963

ier

cs

'

Itontas I..
REPRESENTATIVES:
F. Mods,
losepli
pres.;
Clarke, Jr..
.1 in lion).
(
;corge
\yc,
t,p.; Thomas

OZALID PRODUCTS
General Aniline & Film

1

NEW
YORK'S

Space 63 -W

.

McMARTIN INDUSTRIES
Space 43W

monitors.

modulation monitors, S( :.\-multiplex monitors, fin stereo re- broadcast receiYels. rl ;nnplifiers, Tin multiplex receiters (tubed and ti iiisistoriied) , stl rcc ciyers, s hl communication receivers. fixed Irequency tcceitcrs, audio auiplifets-tr:nisistorlied.
I

Ray

REPRESENTATIVES:

B.

Mc-

Martin, pies.: Leonard E. Hedlund.
chief engineer: Ray \I. UntatIi,
marketing mgr.: Dick Cleary, asst.
rId. engineer.
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG.
Space 19W

MIRATEL ELECTRONICS
Spaces 34-W and 35 -W

PRODUCTS: Transistor ideo monitors and tube type video nionitols.

Conelrad equipment, audio opetaated Lela),, program failure alarm,
broadcast tr;uislatots.
REPRESENTATIVES: 11 ". S. Sadler,
B. J. Kliudworth, N. C. Ritter, Dan
Schulte, Pete \'ogelges;uig, R. Iiackenberger, H. T. \Ic.ldatns.
MITCHELL VINTEN

pin
i elcyision cameradollies,
Space 62 -W

PRODUCTS:

and tilt meads, pedestals.
and studio crane.
REPRESENTATIVES: W. P. \'iriten.
.\. R. Nlacmath, W. IL Flakes.
MOBILCOLOR
Space 60 -W

SERVICES: Developers of s)nchron-

iied sound and color presentations
for major radio promotion: Mobil (olor spring radio promotion: \lobilcolor Christina, radio proniotion.
REPRESENTATIVES Remand Block.
Richard Thies, Fred \Vay. Tom
'f`iflany.
:

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
Space 48 -W

PRODUCTS: Radio revu >te control
systems, xtide remote control system, SC.\ subcarrier generator, Im
stereo generator. 10 watt Inn exciter,

matt foi transmitter.
REPRESENTATIVES: John . \, \fosely, pies.: Howard M. Ham. Jr., engineering mgr.: George Kladnik,
lrroduction mgr.
iO

SPONSOR/i

(

)valid d u p

l i

ca

t i

n g

,- Ypai,cg

c

Frequency

PRODUCTS:

PRODUCTS:

equipment :nid motet ials lot cop)
systems. for ayailabilities- ono ol,
order- inyoic ing and trall,c- consol.
REPRESENTATIVE: ]tic hard I,) ui:ui.
national tel,. to the broadcasting
industry: Chicago district !cp.

APRIL 1963

.

PEPPER SOUND STUDIOS
Space

O

:11 pro(Iuctions for radio C television: iudio
station librai) service.

SERVICES: Custom music

William

REPRESENTATIVES:

úst gat Hotta.

comfort, convenience, luxury of
reasonable roles .
from $8.85
tingle, 511.85 double, including TV
and air conditioning
plus free swimming in Olympic pool on premises.
Special family, week end and
group rotes
Convenient
to 5th Avenue, Grand Centro!
Station, Mr Line Terminals,
Mid Town Business AppointAll good reasons
ments
for wide acceptance by bus;
nets and pleasure trovelers
.

.

.

.

-

R.

Ivres.: Wilson Not thcros5.
exec. vice -pies.: Rodger \fay, \like

Tanner,

who know

\Iger, \Iike Eisler, Italplt Stacheon
Russ Stainer. Jack ItniiriII. Norman .Boon, Eruik Ragsdale.

the

c

/(Tt '

/

.r

-

.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Spaces 5 -E

-6

-E

REPRESENTATIVES: C. II. Colledgc,
div. y.p. C general nigr., broad( :1st
i. cotiununications products thy.: A.

`

lr>/44
Hotel

Lexington Avenue

Inglis. clis...p., communications
products operations: J. P. "l'a)lor,
nigr., marketing services, E. C.
frac), mgr., broadcast sales: NI. :1.
Trainer. nigr.. broadcast studio
nulling. C engineering dept.: V. E.
"!'rouant, chief engineer, broadcast
communications products: J. C.
Cassidy, mgr., sales support C services: 1'..1. GreenIneyer, mgr., broadcast C closed circuit advertising: E.
T. Griffith. nigr.. ustom er relations
and sales services: F. N. buddy,
mgr., broadcast transmitting equipment mdsg.; \1'. B. Varmint, nigr.,
studio equipment nulsg.

48th to 491h Streets
TEL: Plaza 5 -4000

F.

YEAR 'ROUND POOL

c

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Div.
Space 10 -E

PRODUCTS: Image orthicon. vidicon. large poser tubes, electronic
instruments, microphones, nuy
tors, intercoms, batteries. dark heat
et' tubes. Noyau tubes. critilen band
-

radio. ni inireeds, ti ansistors. high
fidelity components.
REPRESENTATIVES: I1. C. Vance,

W. W. 'Winters, J. J. Kelley, G..\.
Lucian. G. F. Ryan, 1). B. Beattie.
RAYTHEON
Equipment Div.
Space 11-E

PRODUCTS: K I R microwave television relay systems for intercity relay remote pick -up or S-i]. applications. 7,000 and 13,000 nie. porta-

i11an hour

staffs your station
with IGM

SIMPLIMATION
Get the details! Find the way to bigger

audiences, lower costs, higher profits with

unparalleled flexibility and consistent'
better sound. Write for free folder, "Thy
Sound of Money."
I

P. O.

G

M

Box 943,

SIMPLIMATION
Bellingham, Washington

('OXCr\TIOV St'LCIAL

9

bee and rail-mounted for N'I'SC
color and simultaneous audio. -I \L\
program audio channel traits for
application to existing systems. \Iicrowave traveguide accessories. including antennas. ttateguide, di-

tourers,

relic( tots

Space

SARKES TARZIAN
Space 17E

REPRESENTATIVES: George

Hink-

le', Don Smith, Robert Keller,
Hugli Bannon, Henry Geist, Jack
Ilani;tcr, Gene Love, l'hiI Cass.
RIKER INDUSTRIES
Space 58-W

PRODUCTS: Demonstration of new

all -transistor video modules: special
effects generator, video switching
systems. Video transmission test signal generator s- nntltiburst, stair
step, window, sine. All transistor
sync generator. Stabiliiing amplifier. Color bar generator. Vertical
interval reference generators. Portable test sets. Video and pulse DA's.
REPRESENTATIVES: H. Charles Riker, James \. Leitch, G. Kurt Butenhofl.
ROHN SYSTEMS
Space 50-W

kin,

lin, microwave

SESAC

associated

REPRESENTATIVES: R. A. Kleine,
G. Rooker, 1). Rolm.

plexers. etc.

PRODUCTS:

and

equipment.

PRODUCTS: 'Television studio cameras. filin vidicon cantera systems,

solid state vertical interval switching systems, heterodyne microwave
relay systems.
REPRESENTATIVES: Biagio Presti.
Russ Ide, Neff Cox, Jr., Dale Buzan,
John Guthrie, BiII 'Parr, Jack Roden, Morrell Beavers, N ubar 1)onoyau, Dale \fatheny, Dick Saran, Joe
Ryan, Charles Moore, Joe l'hillippi,

E

SERVICES: Recordings and special
program pm kages. Series of 60-sec.'
once musical renditions for heavy
spot saturations; 160 selections for
$19.95.
REPRESENTATIVES: W. F. Myers,

Sidney Guber, Charles Scully, Glenn
Ramsey, Frank Watkins, Vic Vickery, Hal Fitzgerald, Ray Vanllooser, Earl Pollock, Earl Brewer, Alice
I I. Prager, Ed Cooney.
SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Space 51 -W

SOUNOSCRIBER
Space 54-W

PRODUCTS:

Automatic

program

Nelson AIquist, Bob \Ic.Coy, Miles

logging.

Black.

REPRESENTATIVES:' Gerald Northern, Charles Stancik, Robert Cook -

SCHAFER ELECTRONICS
Space 13 -W

PRODUCTS: Program automation
systems. spot ters, transmitter re-

mote control equipment, automatic
logging equipment.
REPRESENTATIVES: Paul C. Schaler,
James W. Iiarford, Dallas Barnard.

s)',

Donald Fox.
SPARTA ELECTRONIC
Space 56 -W

PRODUCTS: Cartridge tape systems

and related studio equipment.
REPRESENTATIVES: \l'ut. J. Over ha user, Jack Lawson. -Jess Swicegood.

Stop in at the SESAC Exhibit Booth E
to audition a special program series of
60 second show stoppers. 160 selections
on 10 Hi -Fi albums ... $ 19.95.
And be our guest at the SESAC
CELEBRITY SUITE 906-A.
Continuous Live Entertainment

MEET IN PERS°N
Billy

Dill SnydC1
Taylor

Terry Gibbs
Woody Herman

Plus
i
SutPti`.e
Bill
er'
Betty Madigan
Guests
Maltby
.
Blackwood Broth
Blacken
Richard
Covington
Morel
Warren
forte
íntrrc u.ccs.
Tit D tetetle
taped
for
f
pntsk?
available
Roy
Personalities

NAB Convention
March 31st -April 3rd
Conrad Hilton, Chicago
* TrgOemarh
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OTED

RUllO
S06Ú N19'
OF THE

YEAR

By the Nation's
Radio and Television Editors*

1VlltT KRD

OF FOOL

tiI I:'"

By Leslie Bricusse and Anthony 1\elcley

from the Broadway Hit Musical

"Stop The lVoi'ld

-

I

IVaill 'Ib

hei Oíl"

BMI
'21st Annual
pill-American Poll
conducted by
Radio -Television Daily

SPONSOR

I

APRIL 1963

1111011K 1ST MUSIC, 11C.
589 Fifth Avenue. New York 17. New York
Chicago, Lo: Angeles. Nashville.
Toronto. Montreal

Os.c£N I 10\ tirl

.11

t

SURROUNDING SOUND
Space 76.W

Sound equipment.
REPRESENTATIVES: M. Brucker,
pres.; S. R. Rrogna, v.p., gen. mgr.;
,1. Victor, R. Hansen.
PRODUCT:

TEKTRONIX

microwave, reflectors, portable prebuilt buildings, paradomcs, tower
design. erection and foundations,
maintenance.
REPRESENTATIVES: W. H. Miller,
J. E. Skarcla. G. S. Cliesen, L. J.
Tokarcnk. E. 11. \loose, K. R.

TELEMET
Space

2 -E

PRODUCTS: Transistorized generators, test sets, amplifiers. phase corrector, color tv utility monitor, col-

or standard, color encoder.
REPRESENTATIVES: .J. Horowitz,
Don Dudley, S. S. Krinsky, Eric
King, Sidney C. Gunston, Alex
Kwartiroff.
TELEPROMPTER
Space 31 -W

Telepro 6000, 31/2 x 4
slide projector *,With RA -60 random
select changer, Teleprompter Mod.
PRODUCTS:

TELEQUIP
Space 3 -E

MT

11/2" camera, studio lighting, pot-table lighting,
stair climbing equipment dolly,
camera cable test aids, studio structural aids and a new film processor.
REPRESENTATIVES: John W.
Schlageter, Howard L. Ryder, John
J. Camarda, Derek Clowes, Robert
Hair, \illiam Jones.

PRODUCTS:

TELEVISION ZOOMAR

utent and new "moddcmod"

clmass

U. S. ARMY

REPRESENTATIVES: James B. Ga
higher, F. Cecil Grace, Jess Rafsk
Charles E. Spicer, Leo I.. i)arrig,
Robert Bollen, George H. Wagner

and the Army's weekly radio series,
The Army Hour.

ltichard Quinlan, Richard Koplit
Morris A. Mayers, Hendrick J. ; \m
tonisse, Felix Bonvouloir, Shirk
Bonvouloir, ,1. W. Greeson, A. h

I.t. (:ol. Basil
William T. Ellington, Lt. Col. Pat Klein, Major
John R. Swee, ,Major Philip J.
Mohr, Stanley Field, S /Sgt. John
REPRESENTATIVES:
L. \listowt, Lt. Col.

Darce.
U. S. NAVY RECRUITING SERVICE
Space 69 -W

EXHIBIT: Depicts Navy's

radio and

tv spot announcements, feature programs and selected 16mm sound,
color motion pictures for 13 -weeks
tv series.
REPRESENTATIVES: Commander H.

Harold Bishop. and representatives
of Navy Recruiting Office, Chicago.

\',

Amnphicon 200 large screen television projector, Fidelipac tape cartridges.
REPRESENTATIVES: George Andros,
Irving B. Kahn, Peter Funk, Gerald G. Griffin, Bradford Macy.

and 1t/," models. tv program alit
illation systems, V'FIt test NM

Teleradio Branch
Spaces 66- W -67 -W
EXHIBIT: Depicts the Army's weekly television series The Rig Picture,

PRODUCTS: Video-waveform utoniton, \'ectorscope for color tv phase

measurements, trace- recording campera, test cquipttteut, oscilloscope
carts.
REPRESENTATIVES: Charles
Rhodes, Ron Olson, Keith Williams, Ralph Ebert, Cli: Briesenick,
Frank Elardo, Terrell Jamison. Joe
(:ardues, Paul Whit lock, Jerry
Coombe'', Bob Siegert, Ed Vaughan.

Space 14 -E

PRODUCTS: Complete!) transistc
iied image orthicon cameras, in

Ior upgrading VTR's, a
Iinc of modular transistorized
broadcast master control equi
went.

Arch.

Space 29 -W

VISUAL ELECTRONICS

UTILITY TOWER
Space 40 -W

PRODUCTS: Manufacture and installation of all types of radio, tv,
microwave towers.

REPRESENTATIVES: C. E. Nelson,
Jerry Nelson, V. G. Duvall, Pat Duvall, D. D. Giroux, M. N. Sholar,
J. D. Nelson.

VITAL INDUSTRIES
Space 30-W

state stabiliiin
amplifier, video distribution ampl!
fier, pulse distribution amplifier
rack mounting frame.
REPRESENTATIVES: William Boell
me. Marvin J. \loss, Robert Bevillc
PRODUCTS: Solid

VITRO ELECTRONICS

I

Space 46 -W

t

PRODUCTS: Phase monitor, spec'
tram display unit, broadcast receis

ers, field intensity meters, phas
teeters, patch panels, video jack,
and plugs.
REPRESENTATIVES: K. B. Redding
K. B. Boothe. J. K. Birch, J. Anehc,

J. \V Stntih.

But who's monitoring radio?

Answer:

WE ARE

Space 59 -W

lt

Hopkins, Wayne Marcy, Richar
\Witovski, Lyle O. Keys, Alfred N,
Killian, Lynn Christenson, Jim
Sims, Harry Bowmaster, Al Casta
do, P. D. Thompson, Jim Howarc
Bill Willis, Charles Halle. jolt
Burke, Duane Hoisington, Linto
D. Hargreaves, Louis A. Whitson.

Question:

Where?

irlt

PHONE 549 -6225

In over 364 markets!
No Kidding? No Kidding!

PRODUCTS: Image Orthicon Zooma

Leases and Vidicon Zoom Lenses.
REPRESENTATIVES: Jack A. Pegler.

Bill Pegler, Dr. Frank G. Back.
TOWER COMMUNICATIONS
Space 24 -W

PRODUCTS

96

42

& SERVICES:

AIR

CHECK

SERVICES

1743 West

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

Nelson Street, Chicago, Illinois

Question: What else do you
Work like hell!

do?

Towers-

CONVENTION SPECIAL

SPONSOR/1

APRIL 196:

DIRECTORY OF CHICAGO TIMEBUYERS
ru,vurul
perttiex

.l'

Grant, 919 N. Michigan

Buyers

i14(lin

Reginald

Finlay, Marley & Hodgson,

Aarey,

Ian

guide to Chicago agencies and huler.c far rnn'rlinu-goers

1

E.

Wacker 329 -1600

Ayer, 135 S. LaSalle
EDO, 919 N. Michigan

Hill, Rogers, Mason & Scott,

Wacker

782 -2891

Stanton,

G.

D.

Marsteller,

French, B.

Harmon,

B.

Coons,

assoc. supervisors;

Eckert,

D.

Ar

V.

Auty,

E.

Wilcox, M. White, S. Wilson, G. Miller, M. Ruxton, J.
(acmarek, C. Lehwald, J. Calvin, D. Mincheff. M. Kennerly, D. Switzer, L. Bumba, J. Kelly, R. Taylor, B. Cherkezian, J. Riley, P. Mazzone,
3eatty,

art.

J.

Richard

7

427 -4642

Andrew Zeis, media dirs.; Edith Hansen, Cecelia
Odziomek. Pat Brower, Almeda Wilbor, timebuyers
Clifford Bolgard,

'Arcy, Prudential Plaza

WH

3 -3600

Barker, media dir.; Tom Henry, broadcast dir.; Melba Bayard. media acct. supvr.; Paul Gillette, med. research mgr.; Doug
Slye, med. buyer; Gordon Gredell, Ted Giovan. timebuyers
R.

Doner, 35 E. Wacker

AN

CE 6 -9132

Bernbach, 645 N. Michigan

943 -7722

Daniel J. Sullivan, mgr. Chicago

Michigan

467 -1880
tv; Angelo Antonucci, broadcast production;

'oote, Cone & Belding, 155

E.

Superior

SU

1lbert Frank- Guenther Law,

1

N.

LaSalle

DE 2 -6424

Donald Fulton, broadcast media

:Linton E. Frank, 2400 Merchandise Mart
Trude, Jr., v.p.,

media dir.;

Ruth

Babick

527 -5900
Lewis, timebuying

supvr.; Buckingham W. Gunn, Sr., v.p. & dir. of broadcast services;
Judy Shapiro, timebuyer

utter & Smith & Ross, Wrigley Bldg
Robert Powell, med. dir.; Miss
Richardson, timebuyers

¡3eyer, Morey,

DE

7 -7860

Kasser,

410 N.

Ballard, 645

C.

3ourfain Loeff & Adler,

467 -6800

Levenson. Maureen Geimer, Mildred

N.

Michigan

Richard C. Art, media dir.; Jack Stilwill,

35 E.

WH

4 -3400

527 -5030
Marianne

;

922 -0035

Bob Powell, mgr.

Post -Keyes- Gardner, 919
Ho Sheng

Dr.

N

Michigan

WH 3 -2880

media res. dir.; Helen Wood,

Sun,

r

tv media mgr.;

Reach, McClinton, Prudential Plaza
FRC &H, 400 N. Michigan
Virginia Monfredini,

r

MO

4 -8400

tv dir.

Wacker

Marlene Pohn, timebuyer; Jaqueline Pond. asst. timebuyer

2 -0616

tv dir.

r

Lee Carlson, med.

dir.; Isabel McCaulay,

Tatham -Laird, 64

E.

r

467 -1966

tv dir. & timebuyer

Jackson

427 -3700

George Bolas, v.p., media dir.; Jack Bard, med. dir.: Dan McGrath.
Roy Boyer,

Stanton,

J.

media supvrs.; Annette

Malpede, Mary Rodger, George

Joan Temple, Larry Olshan, Morton

O'Meara, media buyers

Walter Thompson, 410 N. Michigan

MO

4 -6700

dir.; A. G. Ensrud. E. K. Grady, David
Haughey, Lowell Hetman, Robert Thurmond, assoc. media dirs.;
Ed. Fitzgerald, r tv mgr.; Harry Furlong, Sylvia Rut, Margaret Wellington. Larry Claypool, John Harper, med. buyers
FI 6 -2100
Wade, 20 N. Wacker..
John

deVevec, v.p.,

media

Williams, v.p., media dir.; J. G. Schroeder, assoc. media dir.;
Coolidge, media mgr.; Avid M. Anderson, Leonard Materna,
Nancy Sweet, Fran Stoll, media buyers
E. H. Weiss, 360 N. Michigan
CE 6 -7252
Nathan Pinsof v.p., media dir.: Armella Selsor, Harry Pick, Marilyn
D. S.
R.

A.

Wolf. Fred McCormack, Bruce Galler, media buyers

Young & Rubicam,
ST

SU 7 -9722
467 -5970

Roche, Rickerd- Henri, Hurst, 520 N. Michigan

7 -4800

Edward M. Stern, v.p., media dir.; Robert E. Ryan, mgr.; Gwen Dargel,
head timebuyer; Chambers, Fromherz, Hart, Taboloff, buyers

S.

Michigan

Evelyn Adell, Pat Gray, Edmund

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, 624 S. Michigan

Holly Shively, Irene Hess, timebuyers; Helen MacWhorter, asst. buyer

A.

WE 9 -3700

Martin Ryan, dir, of med.: Betty Lavatym, media supvr
Lixie, Sarah Hoyer. media buyers

3 -7800

Charles Greene, v.p. & med. dir.

'

Sachsey, r tv

Miss Merle Myers, head timebuyer

oremus, 208 S. LaSalle

George Anderson, v.p. r

S.

timebuyer

WH 4 -1676

North, 2100 Merchandise Mart

Robert Cohen, med. sup. and timebuyer

-

329 -1100
&

Blair Vedder, Jr., v.p., media dir.; John Cole, mgr. broadcast section;
Arnold E. Johnson, v.p. & dir. of broadcast facilities, J. Scott Keck,
v.p. & dir. tv r programing; George Riedle, Don Putzier, Everett M.
Nelson, Gordon F. Buck, media supvrs.; Marianne Monahan, Mark S.
Oken. John Stetson, timebuyers

-7553

Haller, media

ompton, 111 W. Jackson

WR &R, 410 N.

Wacker Drive

Spasari, Carol Spring, Rose Paras, timebuyers

Tom

buyers

?oyle Dane

E.

Arthur Meyerhoff & Assocs.,

Robert Zschunke, media directors; Dwight S. Rey-

nolds, Katherine Thulin, Harvey Mann, Edwin Berg, J.

I. B.

644 -3061

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Prudential Plaza
DE

James

A.

Bill Grame, med. dir.; Andy Purcell, asst. med. dir.; Ruth Leach,
timebuyer

CE 6 -1946

O'Connor, mgr.

William

1

Francine Goldfine, supvr.;

rmpbell- Mithun, 913 Palmolive Bldg
Warren Menaker,

buyer;

McCann -Erickson, 318 S. Michigan

Stafford, timebuyers

'impbell- Ewald, 230 N. Michigan
R. D.

FI 6 -4020
med.

Blackman,

Maxon, 919 N. Michigan

C.

Miles,

dir.; Joan

Elaine Kortas, media mgr.: Linda Pollak, asst. med. dir.

media &

gold, supervisors; D. Seidel, M. Saxon, D. Carlson, D. Amos, K. Eddy,
2.

Trea, media

-

Martha Mc-

Chas. J. Nesbitt. v.p.

CE 6 -5959

Pfleger, B. Oberholtzer,

3 -3138

Klau -Van Pietersom -Dunlap, 520 N. Michigan

)r. Seymour Banks, v.p., media research; Ron Kaatz, mgr.
G.

AN

Foley, Jr., timebuyer

CE 6 -0870

homas A. Wright, Jr., v.p., media; Harold G. Tillson, manager media;

)gm anal.;

Michigan

Kenyon & Eckhardt, 221 N. LaSalle
Richard

Prudential Plaza

to Burnett,

6 N.

zer,

Burton. mgr.

Ezell & Jacobs, 205 N. LaSalle
'hilip Rouda, v.p., r tv; Glorya Bakken, timebuyer

3 -0130

media group supvr.; Selma Lock, Nora McMahon,
Allister, Barbara Miller, timebuyers

Sutphin, media dir.; Russ Tolg, r tv dir.; Cora Hawkinson, James
North, media buyers

Erhard

AN

George Kleitz, media dir.; Harry Sager, asst. med. dir.; Marian Man

art

Enton & Bowles, 20 N.

7 -6500

Leonard Kay. media dir.: June Kemper, timebuyer

AN 3 -7111
SU 7 -9200

NW.

SU

Dellow, v.p., media dir.

George H. Hartman, 307 N. Michigan

Harper, v.p., farm r tv dir.; Joan Lindell, timebuyer

L.

L.

329 -0750
1 E. Wacker
Richard Anderson, dir., media rel.; Frank Grady. media mgr.: Richard G. Stevens, senior buyer: Margaret M. McGrath. timebuyer

The Mark of

the Newest in
TV Tape Recorde

In the TR22, RCA presents a "New Generation" o
TV Tape Recorders... fully transistorized! It give.
you new ease of operation, new space-saving econ
omy and new reliability. The TR -22's are alread
in operation in the USA, Canada, and Europe..

assuring superior picture quality.

The Most Trusted Name
in Television

i

USE THIS CARD
For your own personal copy of SPONSOR each week...
ssow For the latest, most useful news, ideas, facts and figures about tv /radio
advertising at little more than 150 a copy!

-

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY - - PAY LATER IF YOU PREFER

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Bill me
Payment enclosed

Please enter my personal subscription to
SPONSOR for one year (52 issues) for
only $8.00.

(For Canadian tubtcriptiont, add $1.00; foreign and
South American, $3.00.)

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE
Check here and

fill in

below

it you

STATE

want SPONSOR tent to your home.

ADDRESS
CITY

Bill company

ZONE

STATE

Please fill in all necessary information to speed processing of your order and insure quick and accurate service.

FIRST

CLASS

Permit No. 47613

New York,

N. Y.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY

POSTAGE WILL

BE

IF

MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

i

PAID BY-

S P O N S O R
555 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

17, N. Y.
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Networks

'77 Strip' back for 6th;
ABC slots Barry series
ABC T\' has set a two -hour Friday night block in its fall schedule,

ï

beginning with 77 Sunset Strip
at 7:30 p.m. and followed by a new
drama series starring Gene Barry
as a millionaire cop. The slotting
of Strip ends rumors the perennial wouldn't be back for its sixth
season on ABC. The network
stressed renewal of the Warner
Bros. product was on its own initiative, rather than advertisers.
The new Barry series has no
title as yet, but has signed one advertiser Manley & James Labs for
Contac, via Foote, Cone & Belding.
Produced by Four Star Television,
it was originally a segment of the
Dick Powell Theatre and starred
the late actor.
In addition to harry. the series
will star Gary Conway and Regis
Toomey. The pilot was produced
by Aaron St,elling and directed by
Hy Averbach.

RCA asks

satellite stock

RCA Communications, Inc., has
applied to the FCC for authorization to purchase shares of stock in
the Communications Satellite
Corp., which has been organised to
own and operate the nation's commercial satellite communications

mailing half sponsorship will be
ou a regional basis.
Three gaines will be aired coast
to- coast, and the rest on a regional
basis, with CBS TV presenting
seven of the contests simultaneously' most Sunday afternoons. Twelve
regional networks will carry the
gaines, with two -man teams of
sportscasters to be selected for their
coverage.

taiited (luring the taping or editing
of a color program.

-

NBC spending $1.25 mil.
on new color equipment
NBC this spring will complete a
$1,250,000 color tv project which
involves equiping its color cameras
and color tape machines in the two
major broadcasting centers of New
York and Burbank, Cal., with the
latest equipment, to further stabilize the network's colorcasts.
In addition, for live color broadcasts all NBC color cameras now
include the latest precision color
components, consisting of self -regulatory equipment which makes

the camera's internal operation
like a thermostat. If a picture begins to shift or drift camera corrects itself automatically.
Included in the many color tape
machine innovations is the locking
together of two of them so that unique photographic effects. such as
synchronized dissolves, can be oh-

Kudos: The premiere episode of
NBC TV's Sant Benedict series lias
been nominated for the American
Bar Assn.'s 1963 Gavel Awards, to
be named at the annual meeting in
Chicago 12 -14 : \ugust... Presentation of a student award to CBS
newsman Walter Cronkite will
highlight the Professional Day program of Boston University's School
of Public Relations and Communi-

cations on 2 April... The International Rescue Coinniittee gave a
special award to NBC for its telecast of The Tunnel, a 90- minute
documentary on the building of an
route under the Berlin Wall which
resulted in the rescue of 59 refugees
from East Germany.
Sales: Reynolds Metals (L &N) purchased full -hour alternate -week
sponsorship of new Richard Boone
Show, Tuesday night entry in the
1963 -64 schedule for NBC TV.
Colgate -Palmolive, via D'Arcy,
signed as full- sponsor of Harry's
Girls, NBC TV half -hour series

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
Arthur Sulzburgh to assistant research director for (:BS TV stations
division. Ile's been promotion
manager for SRDS Data.

systems.

The RCA subsidiary, told the
FCC that as a prospective user of
the communications satellite system, it "desires the opportunity to
participate in its development. establishment and operation."

Ford, Marlboro signed
as nat'I NFL sponsors
CBS 'I'V has signed two national
sponsors for quarter shares each of
the 94 -gaine regular season National Football League schedule.
To run from 15 September thru
15 December, this will be the network's second successive year of exclusive NFL coverage.
National sponsors are Ford Division of Ford Motor, thru 1. Walter
Thompson, and Marlboro Cigarettes, via Leo Burnett Co. The reSPONSOR,! APRIL.

1963

ABC cops tv rights to '64 Olympic

mes at Innsbruck

Thomas Moore (r), ABC v.p. in charge of the tv network, couldn't be happier about the programing coup which gives his network world -wide 'except Eurovision and Intervision) rights to the
ninth Winter Olympic Games. Dr. Heinrich Drimmel, pres. of Austrian Olympic Committee, signs
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Computer just

a

"The computer is upon us, and
it promises very great advantages
for better media selection and mar keting strategy. But tte must now
develop better radio research to put
into the computers or sutler annihilation by drowning in a cascade of
invalid data spewed out by the
computers too rapidly for us to
keep up with it and explain away,"
according to R: \R president Edmund C. Bunke,.
Ile told the II(TS newsmaker
luncheon last week that a computer
is essentially a Zombie like those in
the Grade 13 movies ol the past, in
that each could only do certain
highly defined tasks. "The computer doesn't evaluate the lints, or
improve then., or fumigate them.
or dehydrate them. It doesn't even
know if the) are facts," bunker
pointed out.
"Those in media measurement
ought to devote time to experimen-

zombie Bunker
cation to prote that the data clic.
have is wor th being whirled around
at such great speed in the computers," he said. "The past experience in radio Iras demonstrated the
inherent dangers to our medium in
allowing firms to measure us ttho
have not thoroughly developed

their methodology or tt'ho hate
laded to keep up midi the tintes."
Bunker also noted that I-:\B has
,lust issued findings ol a study it
commissioned which measures radio acore completely and suggests
how to lit media together ttith their
strengths complementing one an-

other. Titled "Why
Now That Tt Is So
vides the tv audience
or quintiles -covering

FOUR

MARKETS!
walb-tv
CH.10-AtBANY,GA.

Big," it diinto)

fifths-

adults only,
"who are the actual buyers for haut
goods and services." (This %%ill be
interpreted in the 8 April issue of
SPONSOR.)

Looking to RA B's Iuttue, Bunker
that in addition to the prime
target of more effective research.
the organization plans to dit-ide its
effort to protide separate services
for small and lange markets. This
entails setting up a Small Market
Division which will "fight and work
to do a job for the smaller-mat ket
station."
satid

ONE BUY!

But Radio

Ile also indicated a separate
Plaits Board may be set up consisting of stations and other broadcast
titras which operate ill smaller markets.

F(

Bunker emphasized that
tam make

a

"il

we

contribution to better

radio selling in smaller markets,

then bigger markets gain . . \ly
onl) toncern is that tte tiuly serti:
the small markets -acrd that tic
trul serve the big markets -without a push -and -pull of direction bett.een them ... \Ve can do Ion each
segment of radio tt'hat that segment
is willing to have clone."
.

Int'l pix pack, new series
into syndie tv via 7 Arts
Seven Arts Associated at the
weekend placed into tv distribution
311 international "Filins of the '50s''
comprising Vol. (i, plus Tlrr Emmett Kell' .Show, Err France,
,llnlutlirr Wilson Sings and Lulls.
The motion (picture package,
which includes sonie color films, is
dubbed in English. Vol. 6, as tvell
as the series, were introduced at
the TFE -'63 exhibit during the
NAB contention in Chicago.
h-0'!!)' consists of 39 half-hours
starring famous clown Emmett
Kelly; En Fiance features 1)anvn
Addams in 2(i half -hour French

ALBANY
DOTHAN
TALLAHASSEE

PANAMA CITY

GRAY TELEVISION

E. Carow
General Manager

Raymond

wjhg -tv
C1.7- PANAMA CITY
FLA.

366,000
TV HOMES'
ARB, Nov. '61

One buy -one bill -one
clearance!
Or stations may be bought
individually for specific
markets!
Represented nationally by
Venard, Torbet, McConnell, Inc.
In the South by James S. Ayers Co.
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Station swamped with 2,160 labels in month -long offer
KV00, Tulsa, listeners who sent in the front of a 50 -pound bag of Aureomycin Crumbles to the
station got a free livestock kit. Some 2,160 labels flooded the mail representing over 54 tons of
Aureomycin Crumbles. Offer was made on Carl Meyerdirk's program sponsored by American Cynamid
SPONSOR/1
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lessons: the Malta /iu Jnr listai, skein
stars the gospel singer in 82 liveminute programs, and La/Js t ont -

ptises 65 one- minute shows featuring coite(i) sketches with :rtcouiHying Iunn) background music,
each a complete "blackout" gag.

Correction
in Data Digsl, ó,
Isgtnrr. In ¡ht. / ;riel hart. atol );nrl /tira. iglus,!.

Iln Iulluurng h,Is/, tuu

Official's `Biography Il'
lensing Willkie actuality
Films' second )ear of
Biography will include half-hour tv
actualit films on the lile ol Pope
Pius X11, John 11. Glenn, Jr., Fidel
Castro, Konrad .\denauer, and
Eamon de \':fiera, in addition to
the now lensing one on Wendell
\\'illkie.
Produced for Official b) David L.
Wolper and narrated by dike Wallace, Biography II 1'i11 also look ai
six women: (:rate Kelly, Helen
Keller, Babe I)idrikson, Eva Peron.
\line.
Princess Margaret, and
Chiang Kai -shek.
Official

t:

$1,750,000
buys three Mo. stations
Mid -States'

mid-Stales Broadcasting Corp_
East Lansing, has purchased
KFEO (AM-TV), St. Joseph, Mo.,
and KLIK, Jefferson ( :ity. \lu., for
51,750,000. subject to FCC approval. Mid-States currently owns Ent
stations \\'S \\'\I, East Lansing, and
\V(1)(:. Midland, \lick., and has
substantial interest in NVGN1Z
(F \I), Flint, and \\'.1BX (F \I), Deol

"

1962

I

I

.11

Monday

through Friday

Jan.

April

March

June

1:00 p.m.
1:15
1:30
1:45

27.4
27.5
27.4
27.0

21.1
21.2

2:00 p.m.
2:15
2:30
2:45

25.1
25.1
24.7
25.1

3:00 p.m.
3:15
3:30
3:45

24.6
25.5
25.4
26.1

Time

July
Sept.

Dec.

21.0
21.8
22.7
22.8

22.3
23.0
23.9
23.9

19.7
19.3
18.6
18.8

20.4
19.9
18.9
19.1

21.8
21.6
21.0
20.9

18.4
19.1
19.0
19.7

18.9
19.4
19.0
19.5

19.9
20.7
21.2
22.6

21.6
21.8

Oct.

Vielcen Telev {stun Indes
Total I.. S. t1 haines 11si11X tv. quarterly average,
y era ge
amlienre Der minute during daytime quarter hours

racked up $500,000 in sales lo
0 :o in Chicago: \\'I).11'''F\', NBC alEliate in Kansas City,
and inches \\'PIX, New York, and
K(:TO -TV (formerly KTVR). Den-

ver, Colorado.
The hour series, ¡\'hit li premiered in the fall of '(i1 with
Powell as executive producer and
host, received seven Emmy ntnnina-

troit.

The seller. eire Jesse 1).. Oscar K..
Isadore J., and Eugene P. Fine,
'Flieodor'e M. Nelson, and Marvin
Cohen. Nelson continues to own
\\'SC \1, Panama City Beach, Fla.
Officers in Mid-States are John P.
\IcGoII, president. and Michael
Dow, Philip Munson, and Clarence
E. Rhoads. Negotiations were handled by Hamilton- Landis & Associates.
KFEQ-'I'\' is a vhf affiliate of
CBS: KFEO -.1M is a 5,000 -watt
fulltinter, and KIAK is a 5,000 -watt
claytinter.

Half -mil. in syndie sales
for hr. `Powell Theatre'
The Dick Powell Theatre, winding up its second season on NBC
TV, has been placed into oll -network syndication b\ Four Star Distribution Corp., which has alreatll
SPONSOR
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WAVE-TVgives you

28.8% more WOMEN
Since Nov. -Dec., 1957, NSI Reports have never given

WAVE -TV less thin 28.8Ç more viewers than Station
B in the average quarter-hour of any average week!
And the superiority during those years has gone
as high as 63.6% more viewers!
More viewers = more impressions
Ask Katz for the complete story.

=

more sales!

LOUISVILLE, Channel 3
WFRV (TV), Green Bay
WAVE Radio, Louisville
Al! Represented By THE KATZ AGENCY

WFIE -TV, Evansville

All NBC,

101
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Stations

rions in four categories during the
'61 -'62 season and produced a win tier in Peter Falk's Prier of Dona tors segment. There are fill episodes available.

Have camera, will travel

That seems to be the motto at

busy 'tVSYR- i-\', Syracuse, where
cameramen have lately traveled to
Guantanamo Naval Base, Cuba,
Jamaica, Nest Indies, and New
*York City to firm public service
shows.
The show on Guantanamo was
an hour-long venture called Free dom's Wedge which featured sequences of Syracusans and their
families attached to the base. Two
other programs were shot all in
color, the first such to be made by
a Central New York station. Jamaica School Alarm was a 60 -minute film documentary on the Peace
Corps and International Flower
Show a half-hour on the world's
largest floral exhibition held in
New York.

NAB asks FCC to delay
new log, transmitter regs

The FCC has been asked by NAB
to postpone the effective date from
8 April to 8 June on its order im-

posing new transmitter inspection
requirements on broadcast stations.
NAB sought the delay to afford stations sufficient time to put the new
requirements into practice.
The FCC order would perinit
stations to keep their operating log
by automatic means, establish a
new log to be known as the maintenance log and require a five -daya -week inspection of all am and
fin transmitting equipment by a
first -class engineer.

Big boon for fm

-a

-

packrare phenomenon
aged- for -fm -only radio program
has been picked up by the Lincoln Mercury western regional dealers
assn., via Kenyon Sc Eckhardt's San
Francisco office.
Half -hour show called Lincoln
Continental Arts Concert was
A still

launched on 22 stations in 17 chic
in Oregon, \Vashington, Nevad:
['tali, Colorado, New ,,Mexico, ant
northern California. Show runs pr
marily on weekends in early eve
wing slots for 13 weeks.

Sports Network fed 125

Goodyear, Texaco, and Reynold
Tobacco were among the sponsor:
as Sports Network, Inc., provides
some 125 stations with live telecasts
of all games in the 1963 NCAA,
basketball tournament.
Coverage included regional dim.
inations, regional finals, national
semi -finals and the championship
tilt.

Grass Roots

On the sales side: Continental /International Productions sold its
syndicated radio programs in 14
domestic and over 30 foreign markets. C/I produces and distributes '
This is Steve Allen, Sammy Davis,'
/r. 'That's Entertainment', Johnny'
Green's 1Vorld of Music, The Mil -'
ton Cross Show, as tvell as the new
'll'I;I;IiIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINP

Newsmakers in tv /radio advertising
Dick Harris, tonner KOA -TV,
Denver, sales manager, has been
named station manager and sales
director. He joined KOA in 1953
as promotion manager. Previously', he was with Cowles BroadAlso, Gene Crubb,
casting.
former KO.\ (AM /FM) sales
manager, !!loves up to the post
of station manager and sales di-

Richard L. Matthews has been
named to the newly- created post
of director of advertising admin-

istration at \Varner- Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co. Matthews
had formerly been associated
with Procter R Gamble where
he gained wide experience in the
advertising and marketing of
consumer products in domestic
and international fields.

Lloyd E. Cooney has been promoted to vice president and general manager of KSI: "I'V in Salt

Ted Eiland, manager of sales de-

velopment for Rust Craft Broadcasting Co., has been appointed
general manager of \VSTV -TV,
Wheeling-Steubenville, flagship
station of the Rust Craft Group.
Previously, Eiland was v. p. and
general manager of \VLOS -T\'
(;\\I /FNI) in the Carolinas. Prior
to that he was general manager

Lake City. Cooney joined the
station in I95.1 as an account executive after serving as public
relations director of Blue CrossBlue Shield. He was named local sales manager in 1959. In
1961 he was appointed station
manager of KSI. television.

of \VI'"l- \!'I'\', Palm Beach, Fla.
:
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al

y comedy series Sebastian Cabot
Settin,,
Ind the Crime Busters
shat may be an all -time record fur
'y spot sales, KTTV, Los Angeles,
fold out its Friday Movie the satin
,lay that the program was an
jounced to the station's sales detartments. Series kicks off 19 April,
eplacing Colgate Theatre in thn
"ridgy night, 8 -10 p.m. period ..
.Zeynolds Tobacco purchased one hird sponsorship of 1963 SfilwauLee Braves baseball telecasts on
WTM J -TV, to join Pabst Brewing,
'which also has a third.

...

1

...

TvB Sales Clinic Dates
April

Wilkes Barre -Scranton

15 A;_ril

Fort Wayne
Champaign

4

New Haven

hi April

Pittsburgh

17

April

Altoona
Indianapolis

19

April

.

j2.

Programing notes: When 200 high
.drool seniors take over the State
House helm as student government
)fficials on 5 April, WN1AC-TV,
Boston, will telecast the inaugural
eremonies from 10 -10:30 a.m. and
IVNAC will broadcast the saine
portion front 8:15 -8:-15 p.m. that
night so the students may hear

themselves... Children's reactions
jto situations form the intriguing
basis of The Paul I1'inchell Show
which debuted 31 March over
. Two
.KABC -TV, Los Angeles
,.Sunday special report series on
.

Days of wine and roses: One of the

more sparkling station anniversary
promotions comes from KTVU,
San Francisco-Oakland, saluting its
fifth anniversary this month. It's
a tall and sparkling bottle of Cali fornia White Burgundy.
You can get in touch with: Robert

O'Connor and Gary Eckard, two
Bolling executives who recently set
np their own shop -Roger O'ConSPONSOR/1
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Peoria
22 April

Miami
Montgomery

23 April

Columbus

Roanoke
24 April

Tampa

Augusta
Greensboro
25 April

Jacksonville
Atlanta

26 April

Charlotte

29 April

Des Moines

Charleston
Norfolk
Asheville
30 April

Waterloo
Columbia
Richmond
Greenville

ni

GRASS ROOTS
Changing hands: I)ickens J. Wright
Associates has taken over control
of KRE (AM & FM), Berkeley.
Wright was former owner of
WPAT, New York
.
\ VGTC,
Greenville, purchased by Roy H.
Park Radio for $200,000, from A.
W. Lewin, president of \VGTC
Broadcasting Co. Park said that
rapid development of fin would be
undertaken at once.
Appointments: Mort Bassett appointed national sales rep for
\VRGM, Richmond, and the seven
stations of the Connecticut State
Network, including \VIIAY, Hartford, \VN1IC, New Haven, \VNAB,
.

.

Bridgeport, \l'S`I'C, Stamford,

.

WLIB, New York, originally
,planned as a three -week grouping
in the public interest, have been
extended through mid -April. The
programs, presented in cooperation
with the New York City Commission on Human Rights and with
HARYOIT (Harlem Youth ITnlimited), are being heard Sundays 4:30
to 5 pan. and 5:30 to 6 p.m. respectively ... KYW, Cleveland, is saluting the arts with a special series of
Friday night programs devoted to
music, poetry, theater and painting.
First program was an hour -long
documentary called A Musician in
the House, featuring a look into
the home -life of the musicians who
form the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.

i

Lebanon

Grand Rapids

Television in Belgiulm
United
Artists Associated's Showcase for
the Sixties passed the 101 -station
mark svith sales to KI'R(:, Houston; IV
j, Milwaukee, Peoria;
\\'GAL, Lancaster: \V \\'I..l'. Springfield; and \ %'F1.A, Tampa. New
sales were also scored on the A -OK
package of 11A movies and Box
O /Jìcr 26. Nine stations renewed
the 23.1 Popeye cartoons.

nor, Inc -at TN 7 -9595. Address
is 270 Park Avenue, New York 17.

Another time around: Fred A.
Niles Communication Centers will
produce a second series of Ed Alleu
firne, a syndicated exercise show
now in 32 markets. The new 39week series is comprised of 195
half -hour shows and will be available 2 September.
Sales: MCA-TV added 14 station
sales for its off -network half -hour
series, with Bachelor Father having
the greatest spurt with sales to
\\'OC -TV, Davenport; KC RA-TV,
Sacramento; KNTV, San Jose;
KEZI -TV, Eugene; WRCV, Phila-

delphia: \\'AGA -T\', Atlanta; and
\VGR-'I- \', Buffalo
Allied Artists Tv's Bomba, the Jungle Bol'
features to eight more stations,
.
.
raising total markets to 70
Foreign sales for Bill Burrud's
True Adventure color series to Associated Rediffusion in England,
Trans -Global in Japan, and .1. A.
LaPointe, Ltd., for French Canada
. .
Fremantle sold I'TS Six -Pac,
series of Victor Borge /Selden hour
specials to Nederlatulse Televisie
Stichling in Holland and Vllamese

...

.

.

\VA7'R, Waterbury, \\'L'OR, Torrington, and \VJCH, Norwich .
K RI -k, Los Angeles, to AveryKnodel, for all areas of the country,
via a supplementary agreement ...
\NAIL, Boston, \VOCB, Cape Cod,
\\'RANI, Monmouth, \VN BH, New
.

.

Bedford, \VIZZ, Streator, and
KAI1.- -l' \', Fresno, to Vic Piano.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE:
O. B. Snow to sales account executive for \\'ZZNI TV, (;rand Rapids.

Robert I. Queen, lornter managing
editor of Radio Television Daily
and copy editor for CBS Radio, to
director of information services for
Pratt Institute.
John Petty elevated to general sales
manager of KPT\', Portland.
John E. Kane to manager and
Walter Eatery to local sales manager of \ \'IIEB, Portsmouth.
Edward G. Sheridan, Jr., to general manager of KBO\, Dallas,
from executive vice president and
general manager of \V.\\'\' (AM
k FM) Norfolk.
Chuck Howard to sales manager of
KF\IX (FM) San Diego, from the
sanie post at K J I,NI (FM) also San
,

,

,

Diego.
103

David G. I.rydson to director of
station relations for I yR of (:an-

of \ \'III \I, Providence, Iront rt
gional ~:rtes manager or \\'I'RO

acla.

l't oyidellfe.
Jolts K. I. N M(:aller) lo \VI'IX
Ney 1 ark, news r onnnent.1101 el

Kenneth lt. ( ;tocs Io general sales
manager oI l' FAO: l \', Bakersfield,
(placing Roland T. Key who tet

signed.

Robert E. Gilbert to Kochi( lion
managez for

ton, I). C.

Kent E. 1\'ilson to new post of director of opera' ions, I \ERO- \',
Bakersfield, following Ille promotion 01 I:etii eth It. (:roes from
program director, and Roderick E.
O'Harra to local sales manager.
1

HARRY STRAW,

OF THE

DRY HAIR ADS.

DIDN'T MAKE THE TRICORN CLUB

just didn't know that North Carolina's No. 1 metropolitan market is
the fabulous 3 -city "tricorn"-Winston He

High Point -No.

Salem, Greensboro,

1

in population, households, retail sales.
Knowing that gets you in this exclusive
club, Harry. Then schedule WSJS tele-

vision, the No. 1 way to saturate the
Tricorn Market, and you'll get a Club
hat with feathers provided it fits your
tousled wig!

POINT

Represented by Peters. GnR:n, Woodward, Inc

TWO MARKETS
is the only Mobile station that also delivers city -grade
coverage in Pensacola . . .

WALA -TV

lion and publisher 01.
others. /hovers' Journal.

amont;

( :harles

son.

C. llo%wdoin io program dire( for at)cl Pat Fallon to account
(Accrtti T. \ \'\VRI, \Vest \\'arwick,
R. I.

( ;ilderslecte

to

sales

Jr., to vice president and opera
lions manager at \\'1-1II-1, Norfolk.
Richard 11'illiam \latthews to national sales coordinator for K1'\\'.
-

/ GREENSBORO /HIGH

\1. R. (Lefty) 11untiinger to sale: VI
execnliy(' or \\'I. \\' -I, Indianapolis
Nicholas P. O'Neill to national ac
coutil execnlit.(. with R. \11.
Thomas L. I):ivis, general tn:tnaget
of \V.\. \P, Chicago, for past 12
years, to vice president of Corm
Belt Publishers. (ratent first oI st:t'

Paul Plunkett, Bernie Perlin, and
\frs. Arthur NI. Schwartz to vice
presidents oI Old Pueblo Broad( astiug, owner of KOI,I)- "T'\', 'llu-

manager and Lloyd C. (Bob) Story,

WINSTON -SALEM

tico_'î \la).

Duane L. %Vatts to the hoard of directorsol KTI. \S= T\'. Hastings. He's
general luanaget of the Nebraska
station.

Thomas E.

TELEVISION

Ice

Cleveland, replacing John 1)ingeIhal who moves to KV \\' -]' \' in

similar ca pacit),
Lee Bickford to general manager

Ken Stratton to sales
K( :BS, Sant Francisco.

Chuck Heiser to national sales representative for \ \'( :. \I', Philadelphia.
Paul LaGasse io the \ \' \\'l, De-

troit.

sales staff.

Jay H, Smolin to manager, a(Ivertising and promotion, \ \'NBC -T\',
New l'ork.

Jack B. \Veiner resigns as director
of public relations of I'yl'e. cllec-

liye

15

le

.\prit.

PLUS coverage of the rich Missis-

sippi Gulf Coast; the industries
and military installations of West
Florida and dozens of inland cities
and towns.

ONE BUY

..

116111:

in
ölmal

zhrtil

.

mbar

CITY -GRADE

a

COVERAGE OF
The WALA

-

ma

N..

mmir

TV Market

-

Over A MILLION PEOPLE with

nearly $2 BILLION to spend!
Contact:
Select Stations, Inc.

or
Clarke Brown Co.

TALLEST TOWER ON THE GULF COAST

WALMV 10
MOBILE - PENSACOLA

C=

Chicago admen welcome SPONSOR's New midwest editor

f

The Carriage House in Chicago was the scene where CBS Spot Radio and Compton welcomed Winifred Callery. Here (l -r): Compton's John Hartigan; CBS Radio Spot Sales' Charles Burge, sales
manager; Winifred Callery; CBS Spot Sales' James Francis; and Compton's Thomas Lauer
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Nev methods o[ producing color
shows on tape and other advances
trill make it possible to sell color
shows on a realistic price basis.
\ \'hen color reaches full maturity.
the price will be approximately 15%

"SELLER'S
VIEWPOINT

By Hardie Frieberg
president
Telesynd division
Wrather Corp.

Syndicators prepare for color tv
olor television has cone of agc
technically, but it still has a few
ears to go before its full financial
otential will he utilized. '!'here
re presently slightly more than a
zillion color sets ill use throughAn the country. Sut'eys indicate
here are 2.3 viewers for each blacked- white receiver, hue 5 -6 viewers
ter set lot' each telecast in color.
rhos, when all three networks
c-hedule color,
0101' television
hould have between 15 million
rnd 30 million weekly iewers trithn two yeas.
Although 9"i of NB( affiliates
um are equipped to transmit the
network's shows in color, only 25e
have the facilities to originate their
otrn color shows. Within the next
several years technological advances
will ee onontically permit local stations to both transmit and originate
color.
\\'heir the changeover takes place
on the local level, the syndicators
will be able to market their color
product on a national scale. Not
all shows lend themselves to color
viewing. For example, situation
comedies and dramatic shows, shot
primarily indoors, gain little by the
addition of colcn. The best use of
color will be in programs utilizing
a maxinium of exteriors, bright costuming. and fast outdoor action.

J

c

(

'I'elcspid, a division of Wrather
Corporation, currently has two action -adventure series in color, but
only one is being made available
for syndication in color at the present time. A few years ago Wrather
Corporation purchased 78 episodes
of Sergeant Preslou of the Yukon

in color. Although few people in

the industry could foresee a future
for color at the time, Wrather Corporation recognized the potential
and consummated the deal. The
Sergeant Preston shows have been
syndicated in black and white in a
handful of major markets and have
only recently been oracle available
to stations in color.
Some technicians Ieel that color
film looks better in black and trhite
than black and white filin. Transmission of color on stations with
only black and white facilities adds
depth and sharper definition to the
picture, according to the broadcast
engineers.
Telesynd also owns -10 half-hour
Lone Ranger episodes in color, and
is presently studying the possibility
of releasing them. Already, a full
length Lour Ranger feature filin in
color has been sold by Telesynd
in 50 markets.
The potential buyer of color syndicated shows naturals Avants to
know how niuclt more it will cost.

Hardie Frieberg, president of Telesynd, a elivisin of Wrather Corp.,
started his career as a public relations man, then entered television
and radio production with Faye
Emerson and the Gabor sisters before entering lv syndication. Prior
to election as president of Telesynd
in August, 1961, he .served first with
Ziv, then with Television Programs
of America, and later with Independent Television Corp.
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above black and trhite, tape
being cheaper, 10(1;) or lower for
color. Of course, the accuracy of
this estimate trill be determined)
finally by many factors still to be
resolved.
The television industry is drawing heavily upon the motion picture industry's t'ast experience with
color filin. The picture industry
does not employ color capriciously.
but only to heighten the effect ol
certain types ol productions. For
this reason, although Hollywood
has had color for many years, only
a small percentage of its films are
today produced in color.
Color television presents less oI
financial risk to producers than was
faced by early producers of color
motion pictures. Television producers often know in advance that
their series has a definite network
and /or sponsor sale, else they confine production to one pilot film.
Even today, movie producers do
not know their financial position,
alter a heavy investment. until after
the film has had its run of the
theatres.
Although the era of full -scale
color syndication is several years
away, the industry is already anticipating the demand. \[any of
the first -run color shows presently
on the air trill eventually be distributed by syndicators.
On a mote personal level, we at
Telesynd loiesce that at the very
20Cr;,

least u-e trill double our annual
gross sales when color television
comes of age.
\\'e also foresee the unforeseen
in other swords. that the adoption
and full acceptance of color television will bring in its %rake new detuands. new products, new selling
techniques, and new opportunities
that we cannot evert begin to think
about or analyze today.
Also, the industry's producers, in
the knowledge that the full potential of color
meaning local
transmission, by most stations

-

tv-

-is

inevitable, are rechannelling their
thoughts and their budgets toward
that eventuality. There are exciting clays ahead.
105
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Staff

SPOT-SCOPE

President and Publisher

J

Significant news,
trends, buys in national
spot tv and radio

Norman R. Glenn

Executive \'ice President
Bernard Platt

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Editor
Robert M. Grebe

Executive Editor
Charles Sinclair

Managing Editor
Mary Lou Ponsell

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

senior Editors
Jo Ranson
H.

William Falk

Associate Editors
lane Pollak

Barbara Love
Audrey Heaney

Copy Editor
Tom Fitzsimmons

Special Projects Editor
David G. Wisely

Assistant Editor
Niki Kalish

Chicago News Bureau
Winifred Gallery

ADVERTISING
General Sales Manager
Willard L. Dougherty

Southern Sales Manager
Herbert M. Martin Jr.

Midwest Manager
Paul Blair

Western Manager
John E. Pearson

Northeast Sales Manager
Edward 1. Connor

Production Manager
Nancy McAllister

Sales Secretary
Mrs. Lydia D. Cockerille

CIRCULATION
Manager
Jack Rayman

John J. Kelly
Mrs. Lydia Martinez
Anna Arencibia
Mrs. Lillian Berkof

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant to the Publisher
Charles L. Nash

Accounting
Mrs. Syd Guttman
Mrs. Rose Alexander

General Services
George Becker
Madeline Camarda
Michael Crocco
Dorothy Van Leuven
H. Ame Babcock

Gift Stars, a new idea involving in- package gilt coupons, will start a tv
campaign consisting of 60s, 20s, and 1.D.s on 22 April. Campaign will
run for seven weeks in a few selected \\'est Coast markets. Radio campaign trill run in saute markets, starting tvith an intro drive on April
running for three weeks, and an impact campaign starting 22 April for
seven weeks. Buyer at Kastor, Ililion. (:hesley, Clifford & Atherton is
Ro Gordon.
1

SPOT TV BUYS
Golden Press will start its campaign for \fcchauix Illustrated encyclopedias in about 50 markets, running two and three week flights. Start
date varies through April and May. Buyer Zee Guerra at \fexton looking
for day minutes and prime 20s to reach housewives and the male audience.
General Insurance buying fringe minutes in 15 markets to reach the
male audience. Drive due to start 21 April, will consist of two flights
for a total of 15 weeks. Marie Vitanza is the buyer at Lennen & Newell.
General Mills' campaign for Red Barn Flour starts 15 April for a twoweek run. Buyer Jack Cornet at D -F -S looking for night and daytime IDs
Lever Brothers starting a 2.1 -week campaign for Lux Liquid on 7 April.
Buyer Larry Reynolds at J. Walter Thompson interested in night and

daytime minutes.
DIF Waterless Hand Cleaner campaign through Zubrow (Philadelphia)
varies in start elates from 16 April to 16 May. Buyer Dave Lane interested
in fringe, prime, and day minutes for the seven -week campaign.
Prince Matchabclli will start a drive on 21 April to run three weeks.
Buyer Dick 1\ facaluso at J. Walter Thompson interested in nighttime
chainbreaks and IDs.
General Foods Birdseye Peas and Corn campaign slated for 15 April to
run four weeks, being bought by Paul Theriault at Young & Rubicam.
Buyer is looking for early and late fringe minutes.

SPOT RADIO BUYS
Cintano wine spring campaign will start soon in a number of major
markets, and will rim for several weeks. Buyer Jim Kelly at Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden interested in cocktail hour minutes to reach
the adult audience.
Fisher Body campaign due to begin 8 April is designed to reach at least45% of all listeners with auto registrations. mostly adult males 25 yeárs
of age or older. Campaign of minutes and 30s will run on several stations
in each of the top 55 markets for from six to eight weeks. Buyer is Maria
Carps at Kudner.
Phillies Bayuk Cigars is planning a campaign of heavy flights of minutes
in traffic time to start soon for a three-week duration. Buyer at Merman
R Schorr (Philadelphia) is "ferry I'algiatore.
Sunshine Biscuit five -week campaign scheduled to begin in 50 markets
the end of April. l'lan includes 15 60s and 15 30s per week directed
toward the housewife. -font Della Corte buying at Cunningham & Walsh.
Rainier Beer out of Doyle Dane liernbach's Seattle office starts a heavy
schedule of 1.D.s I dune to rum lot 13 trceks in Oregon. Washington.
Idaho. and Alontana. Bill Zarkadis is the outer.

/I
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after hour

(LARAMIE)

(MICHAEL SHAYNE)

after hour

after hour

(87TH PRECINCT)

(OUTLAWS)

...of quality, diversity, quantity -in

the top Hour Pack-

age in syndication.

-

LARAMIE
captures the West at its wildest, during
those hectic years after the Civil War. Action in scenic
Laramie, Wyoming. 124 Hours (60 in color).
brings the adventures of one of ficMICHAEL SHAYNE
tion's most popular private eyes to life. 32 Hours.
87TH PRECINCT- focuses on realistic action, routine,
tension of police detectives at work. 30 Hours.
OUTLAWS -re- creates the action -saga of the taming
of the Oklahoma territory. 50 Hours.
encores great network hit dramas
CAMEO THEATER
from Matinee Theater. 26 Hours. (All in Color.)
Here's a total of 262 Hours (with 86 in color) that will
work day after day building audiences and winning
sponsors in your area. When these five programs were
still on the network, they were favored by such blue chip advertisers as Block Drug, Bulova, Ford, Gillette,
Revlon, Sunbeam, Union Carbide. Use one or more or
all these program series for Hours of extra impact. Find

-

-

1/
after hour
1

out exactly how they fit into your lineup through

NBC Films.

(CAMEO THEATER)

7

